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FICTION
BEST-SELLERS 2012-2013
de Castro, Eve: LE ROI DES OMBRES
(Robert Laffont, October 2012, 320 pages)
25 000 copies sold in France
It took thousands of behind-the-scenes-people to keep the monarchy running. This is their untold story.
The underbelly of Versailles is exposed in this powerful story of love and betrayal. Louis XIV’s
Versailles was built around spectacle: 20,000 people at all levels of the food chain were required to keep the
monarchy functioning. This is the adventure of those whose story has not been told: those in the shadows who
tended to the sprawling grounds, to every room, to the minutiae. Though they barely existed to those whom they
served, this narrative shows they did not go unnoticed: like Nine la Vienne, the wigmaker who was too
ambitious for her time, or Baptiste le Jongleur, the apprentice hanged for treason. The fates of these servants are
inextricable from the fate of Louis XIV and his brother Philippe d’Orléans. A unique exploration of Versailles
from another angle altogether.
Eve de Castro has written numerous books and is also a screenwriter
Rights sold: Germany (Bastei Lubbe Gmbh), Spain (Random House Mondadori), Italy (Rcs Libri)
Poland (Albatros)
“Eve de Castro, qui connaît son affaire , multiplie les coups de théâtre et trousse une intrigue de haut
vol, sans jamais s' essouffler malgré la cavalcade.” Echos
“Connaissant tous les secrets du Grand Siècle, de Histoire à la vie quotidienne sans oublier les
alcôves, Eva Castro campe de magnifiques personnages dans un décor vivant.” Vers Femina
“La plume de la romancière est alerte, sa langue élégante, son intrigue documentée, efficace et
prenante.” Le Figaro

Maalouf, Amin: LES DÉSORIENTÉS
(Grasset, August 2012, 544 pages)
95.000 copies sold in France!
Amin Maalouf’s long-awaited new novel marks his return to the land of his birth and to the themes he
has long held dear – exile, identity, and the clash of cultures and beliefs. It builds a bridge between two distant
shores, two very different worlds, that come together in his writing: East and West.
Adam is a much-admired historian. He is living in exile in Paris, far from the homeland that he fled
twenty-five years ago. He has fought long and hard to forget his childhood memories, but one night, one phone
call, is all it takes to bring them rushing back. Mourad, his closest childhood friend, is dying. His final wish is to
see Adam and heal the rift that has arisen between them since an argument decades before. Adam immediately
throws a few clothes in a suitcase and takes the first flight out.
A few hours later, he is back home after decades of absence. Adam takes lodgings with Sémiramis,
drawn by her beauty, while he takes stock of the past. What has become of his childhood friends? One is a
moderate Muslim, another an engineer turned monk; a third is a successful businessman, while a fourth has
become a corrupt politician. They have all taken different paths in life, and some have blood on their hands.
But who is Adam to judge? Were his choices any wiser? Was exile a luxury that allowed him to remain
aloof from the difficulties his friends had no choice but to face? Adam learns that courage is not always to be
found where he thinks it is. Life, love, and friendship, ideals and compromises, politics, desire, and betrayal –
Adam can no longer avoid staring these issues in the face, having averted his gaze for quarter of a century.
Amin Maalouf was born in 1949. His novels include LE ROCHER DE TANIOS (Goncourt 1993), LE
PÉRIPLE DE BALDASSARE (2000), and ORIGINES (2004); he has also published works of non-fiction
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including LES IDENTITÉS MEURTRIÈRES (1998) and LE DÉRÈGLEMENT DU MONDE (2009). Major
international literary voice, he was granted the prestigious Prince of Asturias Award for Literature in 2010.
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil: Bertrand), Greek (Patakis), Hungarian (Europa), German (Arche),
Italian (Bompiani), Lebanese (Dar Al Farabi), Dutch (De Geus), Norwegian (Pax), Serbian (Laguna), Castilian
and Catalan (Alianza), Turkish (Yapi Kredi).
“Amin Maalouf, gives us a perfect look at the thoughts and feelings that can lead to emigration. One
can only be impressed by the magnitude and the precision of his introspection.” Le Monde des Livres
“His new book, Les Désorientés, marks his return to the novel with fanfare. It is a very endearing
book.” Lire
“A big, exquisite novel about friendship, betrayal, nostalgia, ideals, politics, and the world as it is…”
Page des Libraires

Villani, Cédric: THÉORÈME VIVANT
(Grasset, August 2012, 288 pages)
63.000 copies sold in France
The brilliant young mathematician Cédric Villani recounts the gradual dawning of the theorem that
earned him the 2010 Fields Medal – the equivalent of a Nobel Prize for mathematics. Can Cédric Villani do for
maths what Brian Cox has done for physics?
THÉORÈME VIVANT is an enthralling account of one man’s determination to solve a mathematical
riddle that had hitherto stymied all those who had tackled it. Cédric Villani spent years working on the problem
until finally, one day, he cracked it. This fictional account of the process follows the brilliant young researcher as
he travels the world in search of the answer, from Tokyo to New York and from Berkeley to Hyderabad. The
account is interspersed with feverish emails to his fellow researchers, lines from songs hummed as he works, and
the fantastical tales of adventure that he makes up for his young children, who accompany him wherever he
goes. Gradually, light begins to shine on the revolutionary theorem that is to earn Cédric Villani his place in
history.
THÉORÈME VIVANT is by no means a beginner’s guide to mathematics. It is a breathless, thrilling
tale of adventure, interspersed with fascinating portraits of some of the greatest minds in mathematics. Villani
explains his dazzling equations with a child-like enthusiasm that proves highly infectious. Forget the dull
arithmetic lessons you had at school – Cédric Villani is about to convince you of the magic, beauty, and poetry
of maths.
Cédric Villani was born in 1973. He is professor of mathematics at the University of Lyon. He was
awarded the Fields Medal in 2010 – the equivalent of a Nobel Prize.
“Cédric Villani is, like all mathematicians, a poet of necessities (…) The subject of this life, of this fate,
of this book, is freshness – perpetual inventiveness.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“The prestigious French mathematician has published Théorème vivant, the story of an adventurer in
equations, the novel of a researcher…who makes very frequent discoveries. A fascinating book.” Le Nouvel
Observateur
Rights sold: German (Fischer Verlag), Italian (Rizzoli), Japanese (Hayakawa), Korean (Bookhouse),
Dutch (Arbeiderspers), Romanian (Humanitas), Serbian (Center for the Promotion of Science), English: UK,
Australia and NZ (Random House for The Bodley Head), USA (Farrar, Straus & Giroux).

HIGHLIGHT SPRING 2013
Tong Cuong, Valérie: L’ATELIER DES MIRACLES
(JC Lattès, January 2013, 250 pages)
35 000 copies sold in France !
Three desperate people, a mysterious man and his “miracle workshop”: is second chance possible?
Mariette, a history teacher married to a narcissistic politician, is at the end of her rope. When a student
provokes her one time too many, she snaps and crosses the line by shoving him down the stairs. Millie, a young
secretary, is desperately lonely. When her building goes up in flames, she jumps out the window. Army deserter,
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Mister Mike has made his home in the streets. He never suspected that the Troll and his gang would beat him to
the brink of his life.
At the instant Mariette, Millie and Mike’s lives are reaching a dead-end, help suddenly arrives. His
name is Jean and he welcomes broken souls into his workshop where it is said miraculous repairs are performed.
Together, the residents of the workshop must deal with their share of darkness, while the mysterious Jean
manipulates the strings of progressively more dangerous game.
Valérie Tong Cuong worked eight years in communication before devoting herself to writing and
music. She has published seven novels and numerous short stories. She has also written for cinema and
television.
Rights sold in: Germany (Thiele Verlag), Italy (Salani), Spain (Grijalbo), Czech Republic (Albatros),
Lithuania (Baltos Lankos), Turkey (Koridor) and Sweden.
“Her novel on the pursuit of happiness and self-acceptance is a wonderful cure for these gloomy
times.” Le Figaro Magazine

Grannec, Yannick: LA DÉESSE DES PETITES VICTOIRES
(Anne Carrière, August 2012, 472 pages)
Prix des Libraires 2013
Short-listed for the Prix Roman Fnac,
45 000 copies sold in France
The life and work of the great mathematician of Czech origin Kurt Gödel, as told by his wife Adele
years after his death to a young academic, Anna, whose life will be changed in the process.
Princeton University, 1980. A young and relatively ambitious librarian named Anna Roth is set the task
to get back Kurt Gödel’s records – the most fascinating and impenetrable mathematician of the 20th century. Her
mission consists in cajoling and finally taming the great man’s widow, Adele, a notorious shrew who seems to
be satisfying a belated desire for revenge on the Establishment by refusing to hand over documents of
immeasurable scientific value.
The very first time they meet, Adele soon discovers Anna’s hidden agenda. Strangely enough, she
doesn’t reject her, but the old woman lays down the rule: she knows she is to die soon, and she has got one last
story to tell, a story no one was ever willing to listen to. It begins almost like a tale: Once upon a time, there was
a simple and happy young girl, a dancer in a cabaret. She fell in love with a young prodigy from a wealthy
family who was anything but destined for her...
From the flamboyant Vienna of the 1930s to post-War Princeton, from the Anschluss to McCarthyism,
from the end of the positivist ideal to the advent of the nuclear bomb, Anna discovers the epic life of a genius
who never learned how to live, and of a woman who only knew how to love. A moving journey into the life of
the loving wife of a great man, and a fascinating panorama of the political and scientific revolutions of the 20th
century.
Yannick Grannec trained as an industrial designer. She currently works as a graphic designer and is a
maths enthusiast. LA DÉESSE DES PETITES VICTOIRES is her first novel, and she devoted four years of her
life on research and writing.
Rights sold to: USA/GB (Other Press), Netherlands (De Arbeiderspers), Italy (Longanesi), Spain/
(Alfaguara), Austria/Germany (Ecowin/Lessingstrasse)
“Portrait d’un génie, histoire d’amour, fresque du XXe siècle, ce roman de 500 pages est prometteur.”
Figaro
“Yannick Grannec signe un époustouflant premier roman sur le couple Gödel.” Livres Hebdo
“Yannick Grannec signe un premier roman à l’ambition réjouissante, qui devrait marquer cette rentrée
littéraire.” Page

Martin-Lugand, Agnès: LES GENS HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFÉ
(Editions Michel Lafon, June 2013, 208 pages)
N° 1 on Amazon Kindle since it was first released in December 2012, and in the top-five elibraries' bestseller list.
An author who has been praised by the critics and has benefited from a tremendous word-to-mouth
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In this heartbreaking and disarming novel, self-published author Agnès Martin-Lugand talks about
Diane, whose life has been crushed in an instant by the death of her husband and daughter. Unable to cope with
her sorrow, she decides to run away from her past.
When her husband and daughter die in a car accident, Diane is filled with sorrow and remorse. She
decides leave for a small Irish town, abandoning her whole life behind. She settles down in a cottage owned by a
nice and colourful couple, whose nephew Edward lives right across the street. When the two meet, the
immediately hate each other. Slowly, Diane and Edward lower their gard, and love is right around the corner.
But when Diane runs into Edwards' unfaithful wife, she is completely broken. When Edward finally realizes his
love for Diane, she has decided to move on. She goes back to Paris, ready to move on and to start a new life,
even if in means accepting the unacceptable.
With this first novel, Agnès-Martin Legrand's dream becomes true. Previously self-published online,
this novel has become a best-seller. Working as a psychologist, she masters in describing the complexity of the
human soul and the ability to face the harshness of life. A publishing success-story!
Rights sold to: Italy (Sperling&Kupfer), Germany (Random House) and Spain (Alfaguara), Nethelands
(Mistral), Izrael (Kinneret) Poland.
"A realistic intrusion into a woman's private life. How would we react if we had to experience the death
of our loved ones? A good read, and characters we would like to have a drink with. " Comment on Babelio
"To laugh until one cries, this masterpiece takes us into Diane's intimate universe. Moving, lovable
character who tries to start a new life. Once started, it is impossible to stop. We love it." Comment on Amazon
"Agnès Martin-Lugand is giving us a powerful story, full of a rare sensitiveness in a first novel." Blog
Bon-livre.net

Coatalem, Jean-Luc: NOUILLES FROIDES À PYONGYANG
(Grasset, January 2013, 240 pages)
Entering North Korea is a nearly impossible task, and yet Jean-Luc Coatalem succeeded. He returns
here to satisfy our curiosity with a fascinating book that throws light onto this opaque world of silence and
restriction.
No one goes in or comes out of North Korea, the most secretive country on the planet. And yet, joined
by his friend Clorinde, who prefers Valéry Larbaud to modern travel, and disguised as a representative from a
tourism agency, our writer leads us through the country of the Kims in his own offbeat tone. There are parades
and ceremonies, propaganda in all directions, mud baths and model farms, as well as countryside rambles and
depressive crises on lakes and streams. In short, Coatalem brings us to discover both the face and the underbelly
of this closed yet fissured country.
Here we have a travelogue that is attentive but distant, occasionally amused, and never beguiled –
where we are led through an enigmatic kingdom that one American diplomat recently said we are less familiar
with than distant galaxies…
Jean-Luc Coatalem is the deputy editor in chief of Géo magazine. Grasset has published his MISSION
AU PARAGUAY (1996), LE FILS DU FAKIR (1998), JE SUIS DANS LES MERS DU SUD (Prix des DeuxMagots, 2002), LA CONSOLATION DES VOYAGES (2004) and more recently, LE DERNIER ROI
D'ANGKOR (2010).
Rights sold for previous titles: Italian (Touring Editore), English (United Kingdom: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson), Chinese (Taiwan: Marco Polo Press)

Sfar, Joann: L'ETERNEL
(Albin Michel, avril 2013, 455 pages)
Successful graphic-novelist and filmmaker Joann Sfar, author of the irresistible RABBI’S CAT brings
us his first novel, about the life and transformation of a sort of Nosferatu – as seen through the eyes of Woody
Allen and Albert Cohen.
1917, between Odessa and the banks of the Volga. Ionas, a Ukrainian Jewish violinist and dreamer, is
killed in combat. He comes back as a vampire. But drinking blood makes him feel horribly guilty, and he decides
to try to find his fiancée… who turns out to be married to his brother Cain, with whom she is expecting a child.
His naturally sweet disposition prevents him from taking revenge, and instead he tries to kill himself, over and
over.
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A century later, New York. Ionas has lost his memory and is just starting analysis with the psychiatrist
Rebecka Streisand. Thanks to her, he learns to overcome his feelings of guilt and to live in peace with his
demons. Ionas – the naive vampire who feeds without killing anyone, adopts a poodle and heads off by night
with his sleeping beauty – is an appealing character. Between his masterfully visual, cinematographic writing
style, his unique tone of voice and the themes he addresses, Joann Sfar’s inimitable style is immediately
recognizable. A truly one-of-a-kind vampire story that brings a breath of fresh air to the genre, immersing us in a
gothic tale that is wry, dreamy, erotic… and funny, too!
Joann Sfar, a multi-talented artist, achieved fame through his graphic-novel series DUNGEON and THE
RABBI’S CAT. But he has also had a successful debut as a filmmaker, with his biography of Serge Gainsbourg
and the animated adaptation of THE RABBI’S CAT. (His website: joann-sfar.com) Joann Sfar has stayed true to
the themes dear to his heart, treating them with wry humor.
Selling points: A novel that jumps on the vampire bandwagon, but stands out thanks to the historical
context, Jewish folklore, complex characters and questions of identity... and still manages to make the characters
both funny and endearing.
This first novel is soon to be adapted by the author as a series for Canal +.

Prunier, François: MISE AU POING
(Belfond, January 2013, 240 pages)
Mise au poing is a finely crafted novel that about a woman who uses the violence of boxing as a way to
feel and how the sport teaches her how to love herself and others.
Boxing is not simply a sport for men. Norina is a professional boxer but she will never be a champion.
In fact, she needs to support herself with a full-time job on the side.
Having grown up in a poor neighborhood and unhappy home, Norina is a reserved, sullen young
woman. She doesn’t have friends and keeps to her quiet routine. Her life changes when she discovers boxing, a
sport which finally makes her feel alive. Although she’ll never be good enough to become a champion, she needs
boxing as much as she needs the air to breath.
Her life in the ring is never simple; her fighting for sport, to forget, often leads to conflict outside the
ring. But it’s the ups and downs that teach her how to see the world in a more positive light and how to open her
heart. And with an open heart, she can finally lay down her fists.
François Prunier, born in 1968, is a financial analyst. MISE AU POING is his third novel, the first of
which to be published by Belfond. Stock published his first two novels: MARTIN ROI (2003), and EN TERRE
HOSTILE (2005).

Leroy, Gilles: NINA SIMONE
(Mercure de France, March 2013, 270 pages)
“I was famous, I was recognized on the street, I gave concerts throughout the country, my records were
sold in Europe... Television clamored for me, movie stars too invited me to dinner: Lauren Bacall, Frank Sinatra,
the tiny Natalie Wood... My friends were writers, Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, Lorraine Hansberry. Could
my life ever get more beautiful? I was the darling of the moment and a little voice in me kept whispering: hold
on to this, Eunice, it may not last. Eunice, was my real name you know. Now I’ve forgotten. Fifty years in the
skin of Nina Simone made me forget my name. And it’s a strange thing, at the end of it all, to carry a name that
was never one’s own and to live a destiny not one’s own.»
How did Eunice Kathleen Waymon, the little black girl born in a poor family in Tryon, North Carolina,
in 1933, become the great Nina Simone, the diva with the incredible voice and so many talents?
Nina Simone's life resembles a novel: and it is this novel that Gilles Leroy has written, like a puzzle
carefully assembled piece after piece, recounting with great tenderness the singer’s storyboth completely true
and completely fictionalized, a life of rapid success and fatal disappointments...
In this moving portrait of a powerful and fragile woman, Gilles Leroy brings us, after Alabama Song
and Zola Jackson, the third part of his American trilogy.
Gilles Leroy is the author of L’AMANT RUSSE, ALABAMA SONG (prix Goncourt 2007, translated
into 29 languages; the Russian rights are sold to Amphora), ZOLA JACKSON and DORMIR AVEC CEUX
QU’ON AIME.
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Cusset, Catherine: INDIGO
(Gallimard, January 2013, 320 pages)
55 000 copies sold in France !
In India, the occasion of a cultural festival brings four French people, two men and two women,
together for eight days. None of them know each other, but each is in for a surprise, one that will lead them to
confront their respective pasts. This is a week that will turn their lives around.
From Delhi to Kovalam, in the South, they travel through an India in a state of alert, anxiously
conscious of the threat of terrorism just one year after the Bombay attacks. An India where their young Indian
guide openly declares his hatred for the United States. An India where the heat intensifies feelings, where the sky
turns to indigo before the storm.
Linking events together with precise and effective narrative craft, Catherine Cusset’s latest novel leads
us to discover a humanity that is complex, tormented and compelling.
Catherine Cusset lives in London. She is the author of LE PROBLÈME AVEC JANE, Grand Prix des
Lectrices de ELLE 2000 (1999) (licensed in 11 languages), LA HAINE DE LA FAMILLE (2001),
CONFESSIONS D’UNE RADINE (2003), AMOURS TRANSVERSALES (2004), and UN BRILLANT
AVENIR, Prix Goncourt des Lycéens 2008 (licensed in 11 languages).

Soumy, Jean-Guy: LE SILENCE
(Robert Laffont, January 2013, 234 pages)
Highly acclaimed by critics this is a brilliant novel !
The man with whom you share a life is shrouded in mystery.
Jessica’s world collapses the day her husband, Alexandre Leroy, an internationally renowned FrancoAmerican mathematician, commits suicide. How could he have betrayed her like this, disappointed their two
sons, and destroyed their happiness? It seems to her like something Alexandre would never have done, but did
she really know him as well as she believed?
She discovers that the photo of his parents has been tampered with. Alexandre had lied about his past.
He had invented his identity and even deceived the scientific community about his mathematical genius. But
how was this possible? And above all, why did he do it?
Mathematician and novelist, Jean-Guy Soumy presents for the first time the link between mathematics
and creativity. He has published nearly twenty works with Robert Laffont in which he explores the most intimate
chasms of man set against the demands of a judgmental and prejudiced society.

Malzieu, Mathias: LE PLUS PETIT BAISER JAMAIS RECENSÉ
(Flammarion, March 2013, 192 pages)
To cook Les œufs à la neige, take 500 grams of miniature love stories, sprinkle erotic sugar and beat egg
whites with electric humour. Never leave it to settle, then add a pinch of melancholic salt. Les œufs à la neige is
a book that should be eaten. You may find a pancake batter princess or the smallest kiss ever recorded. Singer,
writer and poet, Mathias Malzieu gives free reign to his imagination to write his brief, sensual and hallucinatory
texts, in which dreams are the only limit.
Mathias Malzieu is the dashing singer of the best performing French rock band: Dionysos. With their
gold discs, unforgettable stage performances alongside the greatest acts, Dionysos are the idol of the 15 to 35
year old age group, who sing along their hits: Song for a Jedi, John McEnroe and Miss Accacia. After La
MÉCANIQUE DU CŒUR (Flammarion, 2007), and MÉTAMORPHOSE EN BORD DE CIEL (Flammarion,
2011), which won huge international critical and public acclaim, LES ŒUFS À LA NEIGE is his fifth novel.
The Russian rights for LA MÉCANIQUE DU CŒUR are sold to Corpus Publishers

Ferney, Alice: CHERCHEZ LA FEMME
(Actes Sud, March 2013, 550 pages)
40 000 copies sold in France
Top 15 bestseller lists.
Alice Ferney’s impressive ninth novel follows two families joined by marriage, from the 1960s to the
present day. With her wonderful narrative sense, her artistry in creating characters and her profound
psychological insight, the author explores a couple’s expectations, desires and disappointments.
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Vladimir Korol, 27, an engineer and a Communist, lost his mother when he was still a child. Nina
Javosky, 15½, is the daughter and granddaughter of miners. He plays the accordion, she dreams of a career as a
singer. They get married, and Nina has her first child when she is 17: first Serge, then Jean take all her time and
energy. Nina stops school, starts drinking too much and regrets not having a real job. Serge, the favorite son,
grows up to become a successful lecturer. He marries Marianne, an athletic, outgoing woman. The young couple
inherits both hopes and inner wounds from their parents and grandparents. As precisely as clockwork, the
novelist shows how their freedom is restrained by the invisible determinism passed down from preceding
generations. Fifteen years later, Serge, in the midst of a mid-life crisis, falls in love with another woman.
Marianne takes a lover too, and they eventually get divorced.
First his parents, then his ex-wife die. The novel ends with Serge’s death at age 70, in a fast car with a
young mistress beside him.
The plot expresses the burden of personal desires; misunderstandings and differences between social
categories show up through dialogue. But the keynote is what the characters tell themselves, how their dreams
get pulled up short by reality, how they cope with both life and solitude.
Since 1993, Alice Ferney has written several critically acclaimed books published by Actes Sud,
including LE VENTRE DE LA FEE, L’ELEGANCE DES VEUVES, GRÂCE ET DENUEMENT (winner of
the Culture et Bibliothèques pour Tous Prize; English title: “Angelina’s Children”), LA CONVERSATION
AMOUREUSE (“The Lovers”), DANS LA GUERRE, LES AUTRES, PASSE SOUS SILENCE. A critic for the
Figaro littéraire, this mother of three also wrote PARADIS CONJUGAL, published by Albin Michel in 2008.
Selling points: The author analyzes the story of a couple, from falling in love to breaking up. An
uncompromising portrait of a couple from every angle, showing the subtlest nuances of how their feelings evolve
over the decades.
A lush, meaty novel, about women, couples, love, family and how the way one was raised affects one’s
adult life; and about death, illusions, broken dreams and reality – and how painful it can be to be pulled up
short by it. A thoroughly absorbing character study, CHERCHEZ LA FEMME is a captivating book that takes
apart the delicate mechanisms of a marriage with remarkable intelligence, sensitivity and humor.
The novelist performs a veritable dissection of the couple: heredity, education and unspoken
expectations: implacable reflections about matrimonial and familial happiness; a complete and lucid immersion
in a couple’s intimacy, marked with stunning truthfulness and humanity.
"Alice Ferney sauve son roman du désespoir par un sens de l'humour à toute épreuve – conjugale.
Marianne lui donne une grâce folle par son intelligence et sa bienveillance. Cherchez la femme.” Elle
“Ce livre impressionnant de la dépendance amoureuse sera aussi celui de la liberté et de l'ironie
conquises au bout d'une intarissable épopée du bonheur et de la grande douleur.” Le Figaro littéraire

Viel, Tanguy: LA DISPARITION DE JIM SULLIVAN
(Éditions de Minuit, March 2013, 153 pages)
By the critically acclaimed author of THE ABSOLUTE PERFECTION OF CRIME, this short, captivating
tale has all the elements of a classic American novel: the Great Lakes setting; the aging, solitary hero with a drinking
problem; the old car, and the road trip in search of a man who disappeared.
The narrator, a French novelist, decided to write an American novel, and set the story in Detroit. The main
character is Dwayne Koster, 50, former professor of literature, divorced from Susan, who left him after 20 years of
marriage, then took up with a man Dwayne hates. We first meet Dwayne in his car, parked in front of Susan’s house,
listening to his favorite musician, Jim Sullivan, who disappeared mysteriously 40 years earlier. Dwayne had been
working in a video-club. When he realized that his 18-year-old girlfriend was making porn films in the store’s
stockroom, he set the place on fire. The novel starts after his brief stay on a psychiatric ward. Having decided to win
his ex-wife back, Dwayne starts by parking his car in front of her house. Later, he goes to see his uncle, an antiques
dealer in Chicago – although the antiques are front for his arms trafficking, who promises to get rid of his problem (i.e.
to bump off Dwayne’s ex-wife’s new lover) in exchange for a small favor. Carrying a suitcase full of cash, Dwayne
saunters past the FBI agent posted in front of his uncle’s shop. He heads to Baltimore to get the “merchandise,” Iraqi
antiques stolen during the war. Realizing that’s he’s being followed, he stops at a service station along the highway
and beats up the FBI agent before fleeing the scene. After a car accident in the desert, he winds up finding Jim
Sullivan.
A classic American novel – but one that is very French too, with its reflections on writing, literature,
madness, love, America and literary and cultural clichés.
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Born in Brest in 1973, Tanguy Viel’s first novel, LE BLACK-NOTE, was published by Editions de Minuit
when he was 24. He was granted a residency at the Villa Medicis in 2003-2004. His other books published by Editions
de Minuit: CINEMA (1999), L’ABSOLUE PERFECTION DU CRIME (2001 Prix Feneon) and
INSOUPÇONNABLE (2006 Ville de Carhaix Prize). He has also written CET HOMME-LÀ (Desclée de Brouwer
2009) and HITCHCOCK, PAR EXEMPLE (Naïve, 2010).
Selling points: A lovely tribute to American novels: interesting commentary strewn with winks at American fiction’s
codes, clichés, and interactions between strangers, friends, relations and lovers.
A fast-paced, rhythmic writing style, made up of long sentences that include both the author’s thought process
while writing and the character’s actions.
With wit and a touch of irony Tanguy Viel describes dissatisfied, dishonest characters who are adrift in life, but still
have their dreams – thought they are unable to make them come true.
Lots of suspense and unexpected plot turns that will take readers by surprise. The narrator immerses readers in his
totally off-the-wall quest, in search of how Jim Sullivan really died, composing a novel between the lines, and ending it in a
poetically dream-like poetic way.

“C’est avec un humour décapant que Tanguy Viel s’attaque à son sujet. […] les clichés
restent finement pesés, et le roman glisse très habilement, suspense maintenu.” La Croix
“Un écrivain virtuose qui se sert des temps comme d'une boîte de vitesses (…).LA DISPARITION DE
JIM SULLIVAN est aussi un hommage au roman, comme genre vivant. On pense à Cortázar, à Calvino.” La
Quinzaine littéraire

Blondel, Jean-Philippe: 06:41
(Editions Buchet Chastel/Libella, January 2013, 224 pages)
25 000 copies sold in France !
Cécile Duffaut has just spent a weekend at her parents’ place in Troyes. Neither her husband nor her
daughter would come with her. The old folks are too boring. Despite two days of silence and incomprehension,
she stayed over on Sunday night anyway! On Monday morning, furious with herself, she is waiting impatiently
for the 6:41 train to Paris.
A few feet away, Philippe Leduc is pacing. He’s waiting for the 6:41 too. An atypical day is starting for
him, he’ll let the office know later. He is thinking that he could disappear. No one’s expecting him. He’s
divorced. His children are indifferent. He’s lost touch with his friends. Well, not all of them, because this journey
is to go see Matthieu, his childhood friend.
For once, the train is on time. Everyone shoves there way on board, and the train pulls away. Philippe
Leduc wanders through the cars and finally finds an empty seat. Right next to Cécile Duffaut. They recognize
each other right away, but they act like nothing’s up…
You’ll find everything that makes Jean-Philippe Blondel’s novels so enjoyable in 6:41. Empathy for his
characters – for their oversights, their compromises, their paths and their hesitations. A sensitive evocation of
fates that could be our own. Welcome on board!
They had been lovers once, but they broke up long ago. They had never forgotten each other, even
though they’d never seen each other again. Chance and the 6:41 train for Paris brought them together that
morning…
A teacher in Troyes, Jean-Philippe Blondel’s novels for adults and teens have been published by Actes
Sud. Amongst those published by Buchet Chastel, LE BABY-SITTER, G229 (Virgin Prize - Version femina and
15,000 copies sold) and ET RESTER VIVANT were particularly successful. Sales of Jean-Philippe Blondel’s
previous books:
Rights sold to: Espagne (La Esfera de los Libros), Germany (Deuticke (Hanser Verlag), Italy (Einaudi)
“Habile récit à deux voix sur la destinée et les hasards qui parfois en décident, ludique, piquant,
romanesque et vivant, 06H41 ouvre grand le champ des possibles.” L’Hebdo
“Jean-Philippe Blondel dévoile avec humour et bienveillance les failles de ses personnages terriblement
normaux. Et confirme que la vie se charge toujours de redistribuer les cartes.” Point de Vue
“L’auteur de ET RESTER VIVANT revient avec un roman sensible et des personnages toute en sobriété,
que l’on quitte à regret au terminus.” Télé 7 Jours
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Dyens, Dominique: LUNDI NOIR
(Editions d’Héloise d’Ormesson, May 2013, 176 pages)
By all appearances, Paul Deshoulières, 55, is a fulfilled husband and father. Still adjusting to
his recent impotence, the powerful businessman is actually tormented by the thought of losing his
wife. He is willing to try anything to keep her from leaving him—he will even defy the law. But his
plan fails and he gets ruined. In debt, sued, Paul’s world is crumbling and he loses every hope. Until
the day he receives a providential check that might cover his debts. Who is trying to help him? What is
expected from him in return?
Utmost tension in a muffled ambiance, spiral of lies, adultery dizziness, exhilaration of
authority, Dominique Dyens flakes off the polish of conformity.
Dominique Dyens lives in Paris. She is the author of five novels: LA FEMME
ÉCLABOUSSÉE (2000), C’EST UNE MAISON BLEUE (2002), MAUD À JAMAIS (2003), DÉLIT
DE FUITE (2009) and INTUITIONS (2011) and a collection of short stories—“ÉLOGE DE LA
CELLULITE ET AUTRES DISGRÂCES” (2006). She has been translated into German, Greek,
Japanese, Russian (Ripol-Classic) and Swedish.

Iacub, Marcela: BELLE ET BETE
(Stock, Février 2013, 128 pages)
One of the most brilliant books about the DSK scandalous story
In list of Best-sellers by famous magazine Express
“You were old, you were fat, you were short and you were ugly. You were a chauvinist, you were
coarse, you were insensitive and you were tight-fisted. You were selfish, you were abrupt and you were
completely uncultured. And I was crazy about you. Not that there’s a cause and effect relationship between your
faults and the bottomless feelings I had for you. It’s a strange convergence of facts. Even in the days when my
passion was so lavish that I would have traded my whole future for an hour in your arms, I never stopped seeing
you as you truly were: a pig. My compassion for these much maligned animals kindled my interest in you. You
were the persecuted innocent, the scapegoat. I felt I had to jump to your defence by saying: “Pigs have a right to
be pigs. A society that puts these animals in prison just because they have tastes perfectly in keeping with their
species is not a free and fair society.”
Marcela Iacub is a researcher and columnist for the daily newspaper Libération and the author of
several books, including LE CRIME ÉTAIT PRESQUE SEXUEL (Flammarion, 2003), CONFESSIONS
D’UNE MANGEUSE DE VIANDE (Fayard, 2011) et UNE SOCIÉTÉ DE VIOLEURS ? (Fayard, 2012).

DISCOVERED WRITER
Magda Szabó: THE DOOR
(Viviane Hamy, 2003, 286 pages)
130,000 copies sold in France
Prix Fémina Étranger 2003
Adapted into a movie starring Helen Mirren in 2012
THE DOOR: A duel between two very different women : an explosion of the mistress-servant
relationship. Emerence is a servant, generous as only a queen without a kingdom can be. Naturally unselfi sh, she
is deeply preoccupied by every living thing around her, but she has a strong nature and keeps her fl at as a
sanctuary where no one ever enters. The mistress is an intellectual, awkward with everyday things and basic
feelings. They share their universe amidst tension and misunderstanding, and their relationship smoothly turns
upside down, until it reaches crisis point.
Magda Szabó is considered in Hungary as “a national treasure”. She was born in 1917 and started
writing early. Her novels were immediately widely translated. In 1978, she was given her country’s highest
honors.
“Magda Szabó (…) shows us the sulfurous conflict that exists between two women, the ‘mistress’ and
the ‘servant’, making the latter into a kind of queen without a kingdom.” Le Canard enchaîné
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“A demonic female version of Jeeves, Emerence not only clears the knots from the writer’s life but also
acts as the unofficial administrator for the neighbourhood, all-seeing and as fi rmly interventionist as the Old
Testament God.” The Telegraph
“There is much in this story that will bewilder and perplex, but The Door is a document of a vital
relationship.” The Guardian
Rights sold to: Italy (Einaudi), Spain (Random House Mondadori), Portugal (Dom Quixote), Norway
(Aschehoug), Israel (Keter), Greece (Psichogois), Turkey (Kanat Kitap), Netherlands (Houtekiet), Germany
(Suhrkamp), Hungary (Europa), Poland (Piw), UK (Harvill Press), USA (EEM)

Delbo, Charlotte: QUI RAPPORTERA CES PAROLES ? ET AUTRES ÉCRITS INÉDITS
(Fayard, April 2013, 584 pages)
Charlotte Delbo is considered by scholars of English-speaking countries as a major author of Holocaust
literature, along side Primo Levi. Nearly thirty years after her death, almost all of Delbo's writings are gathered
here into a single volume. A number of these works are being published for the first time ever or have been out
of print for years. After the publication in the early 1970s of her trilogy Auschwitz and After (Editions de
Minuit), composed upon returning from Ravensbrück in 1946, Delbo never stopped writing about her experience
in the camps as well as contemporary events. Who Will Carry the Word (1966), which opens the present
collection of texts, places us immediately at the heart of Delbo's work. The play is about a dozen deported
women who, together, decide to put on a play, an advance testimonial of her will to survive: Delbo herself had
illegally staged a Moliere play in the camps.
Charlotte Delbo (1913-1985), the assistant of renowned French actor and director Louis Jouvet, joined
the French Resistance during World War II. Deported in a 1942 convoy of French political prisoners, she was
interned first at Auschwitz-Birkenau, then at Ravensbrück. Freed on April 23, 1945, she would devote the rest of
her life to political causes, working for the UN and writing texts that include some of the world's most important
works of Holocaust literature.

LITERARY FICTION
Raczymow, Henri: NOTRE CHER MARCEL EST MORT CE SOIR
(Denoël, April 2013, 160 pages)
Proust’s last days, a race against time and death, told in Henri Raczymow’s subtle style.
November 1919, Marcel Proust, 48, has exactly three years to live. From the first chapter, the reader is
struck by the image of the writer on his deathbed, revising and refining his work to include his own death. As his
health quickly deteriorates, he practically stops leaving his bed. He writes feverishly, rewrites obsessively, takes
many drugs, sometimes incorrect dosages. He occasionally goes out to verify information or a sensation. In
Search of Lost Time (or Remembrance of Things Past) is a work endlessly in progress, ever on-going, as it
reflected and fed upon life itself. How could a man in such bad health, who knew very well he was about to die,
go on writing? This final battle fascinated Raczymow. With the help of his devoted housekeeper Céleste, Proust
does not fight simply to survive for a few more hours or days, but to change details, and correct his masterpiece,
his never-ending concern, yet again. After months of staving off death in order to complete his life’s work, he
dictates the final sentences to Céleste, then becomes delirious and dies, at the untimely age of 51. At his bedside,
his friends share stories of the late, illustrious man. A brief but powerful tribute to a man and his life’s work, and
to an obsession that was stronger than death.
Henri Raczymow, born in Paris in 1948, taught literature for many years. He is the author of numerous
novels (UN CRI SANS VOIX, BLOOM & BLOCH, Gallimard), personal accounts (DIX JOURS
“POLONAIS”, ERETZ, POINTS DE CHUTE, Gallimard) and essays. He has written two books devoted to
Proust: Le Cygne de Proust (Gallimard, 1989) and LE PARIS RETROUVÉ DE MARCEL PROUST
(Parigramme, 2005).
Selling points: 2013 marks the 100th anniversary of the initial publication of SWANN’S WAY.
A poetic and sensitive text, intertwining the dying writer’s thoughts and obsessions; excerpts from his
work, which echo in his life; quotes from both reviews and from other writers’ diaries, which describe Proust as
a sickly and frightening figure, as well as subtle incursions from the author.
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A delightful portrait of Proust by a specialist in his work: touching, narcissistic, filled with his own
genius, proud to the point of smugness, hypochondriac and demanding.A well-documented portrait of an era, the
Roaring 20s, in Paris: Gallimard Gaston, the world of Paris publishing in the years between the two World
Wars, Gide, Mauriac, the aristocracy, dinners, balls and more.
A powerful, beautiful, affectionate and moving book about literature, passion, ambition, memory,
illness, death, social and family life, culture, publishing and posterity. A tribute to an extraordinarily sensitive
writer who has become a legend.
Thanks to Raczymow’s talent and his detailed knowledge of Proust's work, what could have been just
another tribute told through the story of the writer’s last three years becomes a fascinating human adventure,
the incarnation of artistic genius and an almost religious belief in living through art.

Robitaille, Louis-Bernard: DERNIER VOYAGE À BUENOS AIRES
(Libella/Notabilia, March 2013, 208 pages)
Robitaille offers us in his fifth novel a heart-breaking portrait of a woman, as well as a caustic portrayal
of a time when people believed in peace and love.
Jefferson Woodbridge arrived in Paris at the age of 20 convinced he would become a celebrated
American novelist. A few decades later, he has lost his illusions and is low on the totem pole in the world of
publishing, working as ghost writer and translator. When his doctor informs him that will be blind in six months’
time, he accepts the verdict almost with relief, and decides to end his life in Buenos Aires. His approaching death
brings back memories of Magdalena, the first – and maybe the only – woman who ever really mattered to him. A
radiant, unpredictable and elusive young woman whose appearance one evening at a metro station had dazzled
him. As if in a dream, he remembers how he and Magda had lived a free-spirited life together in Paris in the 60s.
Then one day she was gone. They ran into each other and drifted apart several times, until Fall, 1972, when they
met up one last time before the young woman committed suicide in an anonymous hotel room on the
Mediterranean. Jefferson finds himself getting entangled once again in the traumatic event, in the same way
Magdalena had got entangled in the damning revelations about her father, a Nazi officer on the Eastern front
during the war. Throughout this beautiful novel of a failed initiation, the author mixes with talent tragedies of the
past and present, leading a subtle filigree reflection on war and post-war, on youth and dreams, on love and
memory.
Born in Montreal, Louis-Bernard Robitaille, essayist, journalist and novelist, has been living in Paris for
almost 40 years. He has published, in France and Canada, four novels and various essays.
Selling points: A successful writer, CES IMPOSSIBLES FRANÇAIS (“The Impossible French” Denoël,
2010, 4,800 copies and Folio, 2011, 3,575 copies sold as of October 2012).
Paris casts its charming spell over this tale of hippies in the City of Lights in the 60s. The creative
effervescence of individuals that believe in their ability to change society and the world.
A relevant and moving analysis of youth and its enthusiasm, betrayed ambitions, the passage of time
and the weight of reality on dreams, the unforgettable first love.
The reader is carried to the bohemian Paris of the 60s, an idealized era that the author depicts without
indulging in nostalgia uncompromising nostalgia.
We close this beautiful novel with a pinch in the heart rethinking of the beautiful and tragic female
character, this solar and elusive beautiful young German, marked by the trauma of the late discovery of the
criminal past of an idolized father.

Mimoun, Maurice UNE VIE PLUS UNE VIE
(Albin Michel, Avril 2013, 208pages)
Rania, Tom and Simon have been friends since they were little kids. Entering adulthood, Tom and
Simon are both secretly in love with Rania. She decides to marry Tom, who has become a successful
businessman, leaving Simon in despair. But Rania can’t help fearing for her own life: when they were teenagers,
she saved Simon from death by promising to give her life away to save his. Ever since, she is convinced that she
will have to pay for this terrible commitment.
When Simon dies from a mysterious disease, Rania is devastated. She feels both guilty and ashamed not
to have been able to save her friend once more, and dies from sorrow, while Tom soon follows them into the
grave, recreating in death the special bond they shared throughout their lives.
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Maurice Mimoun is a well-kown French surgeon. UNE VIE PLUS UNE VIE is his third book, after
L'IMPOSSIBLE LIMITE: CARNET D'UN CHIRURGIEN (1996) and S'EMPÊCHER D'EN FAIRE TROP
(2004), all published by Albin Michel. His books sharp and insightful books address the great ethical and
existential questions that concern us all.
Selling points: An uncommon and poetic novel about friendship, life and death
Subtly written, this story depicts the depths of human soul with great simplicity: What is the meaning of
life? Should we embrace the idea of dying?
An author who deals with the complexities of questions of life and death on a regular basis, through his
work as a surgeon.
A stirring novel about the tortuous relationship between three childhood friends, poetically and subtly
written. Beneath their ambiguous relationship lies an essential question: Can you trade your life away for
someone else’s?
"Le chirurgien Maurice Mimoun évoque le rapport au corps, à la maladie... et les possibilités de
repousser les limites de la vie" Biblioteca
"Le vrai roman d'un vrai romancier." Milan Kundera, L'Express

Petersen, Pia: UN ECRIVAIN, UN VRAI
(Actes Sud, January 2013, 224 pages)
At the height of his career, Gary Montaigu, an American writer with French roots, agrees to take part in
a reality-TV show about a writer at work. The crew of the show “A Real Writer” moves into his home and films
his work, day after day. Television viewers – who have been turned into “television readers,” can influence the
novel, and each chapter is immediately turned into an episode of a TV series. Petersen’s latest novel switches
between two periods: when filming starts and Gary’s unease starts to grow, and a year later, when Gary, who
was in an accident and now requires a wheelchair, has given up on socializing and refuses to go back to the
show. He had fallen off a bridge, drunk and exhausted by the heat. He had been talking to a gray-haired man he
saw everywhere. The two strands of the story eventually come together: feeling trapped, Gary agrees to go back
to the show for one more month. He regains his freedom during a press conference at which he stands up from
his wheelchair and announces that he is stopping everything: the show and the crowd-sourced novel. The grayhaired man, who couldn’t stand to see the writer compromise himself that way, shoots Gary, who drops dead.
Gary becomes a legend, the show gains cult status, his wife writes her memoires, which are made into both a
film and a TV show. She is hugely successful and marries the producer.
A clever, clairvoyant and striking book, a kind of modern tragedy dreamt up by a lucid and determined
writer who dissects the media’s shortcomings.
Born in Denmark, Pia Petersen divides her time between Paris and Marseille. She is the author of seven
novels, all written in French: LE JEU DE LA FACILITE (2002), PARFOIS IL DISCUTAIT AVEC DIEU
(2004), UNE FENETRE AU HASARD (2005), PASSER LE PONT (2007), IOURI (2008), UNE LIVRE DE
CHAIR (2010, prix de la Bastide de Villeneuve), LE CHIEN DE DON QUICHOTTE (Editions La Branche,
2012).
Selling points: A style that grabs your attention, with short, dry sentences, narrative passages that keep
the reader on the edge of their seat, fast-paced dialogues and wonderful descriptions of New York City
In a funny and clairvoyant way, Pia Petersen questions both artists’ role and their place in our
contemporary society
Reflections on the limits of authorship, new forms of writing, and the entertainment industry, media and
social networks’ influence on literature. A novel that pleads for complex thinking and the freedom to create
without worrying about pleasing others
This fascinating and thought-provoking novel is a veritable denunciation of the reign of the media and
the way they “tell” us reality; a famous American writer agrees to participate in a reality-TV show that gives
viewers the chance to intervene in the story he’s working on.
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Quint, Michel: EN DÉPIT DES ÉTOILES
(Editions Héloïse d’Ormesson, January 2013, 281 pages)
After his best-selling EFFROYABLES JARDINS, Michel Quint is back with a spell-binding murder
mystery combining an exciting investigation with a love story and a realistic portrait of a family.
The narrator, Jules Gileron, 32, works for his uncle, aunt and mother as the handyman for their realestate agency in Lille, in the north of France. Sébastien Arnoux, a young player on Lille’s pro soccer team who
rented a loft through the agency, has disappeared. Jules hears about it through the player’s sister, Lisa, while he’s
doing some renovation work in her apartment. Taken with the young woman, he helps her search for her brother,
with the help of Emma, Jules’s cousin, a lesbian lawyer. Sébastien had been living a raffish existence, filled with
one-night stands and swinging sex parties. His body is found floating in the Deûle River. Convinced that
Sébastien was murdered, Jules worries about who might be next. Then Gianni, an Italian student who had shown
Sébastien his research into corruption in pro soccer, disappears too. He too, is found dead in the Deûle. A mafia
affair is exposed. Emma is murdered next. The daughter of a retiree, who ran a nightclub and was involved in
prostitution, is the guilty party.
Once again, Michel Quint presents us with an action-packed, fast-paced novel that will guide readers
through the seamy side of Lille, in the footsteps of our ironic but touching narrator-guide.
In this story about families, love and murder investigations, the author skillfully distills an ironic but
forceful critique of the ambition, double-dealing, hypocrisy, rumors and jealousy that swirl through its pages.
Michel Quint offers us a well-written novel full of humor and sensitivity – with characters that are both funny
and touching – that goes beyond the simple murder mystery to provide us with an entertaining and moving slice
of life.
Michel Quint, born in 1949 in the Pas de Calais region, lives in Lille. He has written some 30 books,
published by Fleuve Noir, Joëlle Losfeld, Rivages, Gallimard, Stock and Perrin. He was awarded the Grand
Prize for Detective Novels in 1989. His best-selling novel EFFROYABLES JARDINS, published in 2000 by
Joëlle Losfeld, was made into a movie by Jean Becker in 2003. This is his second novel published by Eho, after
LES AMANTS DE FRANCFORT in 2011.
“Michel Quint brosse le portrait d'une ville en proie à la peur, et d'une société désenchantée... Il
concocte ses phrases entre poésie urbaine et rugosité parfois gouailleuse, passant sans cesse de la lumière à
l'ombre. Une enquête haletante.” La Voix du Nord
“Le romancier fait des eaux-fortes et froides qui échauffent le sang et glacent les coeurs. Michel Quint
revient à ses premières amours : Lille et le roman noir. Le livre combine, comme il sait si bien le faire, la poésie
géographique et le suspense.” Direct Matin Lille Plus
“Suspense au scénario implacable, En dépit des étoiles est un roman épatant.” Le Soir

Winkler, Martin: EN SOUVENIR ANDRÉ
(POL, February 2013, 208 pages)
Selected for The Grand Prix des lectrices Elle 2013
The narrator of this novel was one of the first doctors in an unspecified European country to assist
people who wished to die – secretly, at first and then less so, as a certain tolerance took hold and laws were
adapted to the situation.
After mastering the techniques that allow women and men to depart from life without suffering and
without anguish, he discovered, through his own personal experience, that this type of technical assistance was
not sufficient. That accompanying a person who wishes to die requires a more profound personal approach. And
this accompaniment can be provided by people who are not doctors.
When he himself approaches the end of an incurable disease, the narrator tells his story – and his secret
for the first time – to an invisible, silent interlocutor he has chosen for reasons the reader will discover at the
very end of the book.
General practitioner and writer, Martin Winkler is the author of several novels, amongst them the
bestsellers THE CASE OF DOCTOR SACHS (P.O.L, 1998) which sold 560 000 copies, awarded the Prix du
Livre Inter, and was translated into 14 languages, THE THREE DOCTORS (P.O.L, 2004) sold in 210 000
copies and THE WOMEN’S CHORUS (P.O.L, 2009) sold in 130 000 copies. He has also published a certain
number of essays on television series as well as a book on characters in comics, SUPER HEROES (EPA, 2003).
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“Le ton est grave, la plume gracieuse, l’empathie irradie ce qui n’est nullement un document sur
l’euthanasie, mais un immense roman d’amour qu’on dévore d’une traite jusqu’au dénouement inattendu. […] Il
émane de ce livre une sincérité et une puissance rares.” Elle
“Monsieur Winckler, votre livre est magnifique !” Médiapart
“C’est le livre événement dont tout le monde parle signé par le médecin-écrivain à succès Martin
Winckler, auteur du best-seller La maladie de Sachs.” France 2
“En souvenir d'André est un nouveau cri de rébellion, contre une pratique médicale qui oublie l'être
humain pour ne considérer que la pathologie. Cette fois, c'est le thème crucial et controversé du suicide assisté
qui est au cœur du combat littéraire et social de Winckler. […] Roman à énigme, avec révélation finale, son livre
est aussi et surtout un plaidoyer, une œuvre pleine de larmes et de colère.” Télérama
“Ce sont des histoires de mort mais, parce que c’est Martin Winckler qui les écrit, ce sont surtout des
histoires de vie.” Livres Hebdo

Delacourt, Gregoire: LA PREMIÈRE CHOSE QUE L’ON VOIT
(JC Lattès, March 2013, 200 pages)
95 000 copies sold in France!
The English rights are under negotiation
Gregoire Delacourt is back with an ultra-modern fable as ferocious as it is brilliant about the birth of
love and the truth of souls and misleading appearances
On September 15th 2010 Arthur Dreyfuss, wearing a sleeveless T-shirt and Smurf underpants is
watching an episode of The Sopranos when his doorbell rings. It is Scarlett Johansson.
He is twenty years old and works in a garage as a mechanic. She is twenty-six and needs something
repaired. And she looks like Scarlett Johansson in person. Her name is Jeanine Foucamprez and she will change
the simple life of mechanic.
Born in 1960 in Valenciennes, Grégoire Delacourt is a publicist. After the success of L’ECRIVAIN DE
LA FAMILLE, his first novel (20,000 copies sold in the first printing, Marcel Pagnol Award, Rive Gauche
award), LA LISTE DE MES ENVIES sold more than 400,000 copies and has made him an international success,
with translations in 26 countries.
“Ce roman est une œuvre pleine dè grâce et d'émotion (…). C'est aussi un livre sans fausse note, truffé
d'effleurements sensibles” Le Point
“Grégoire Delacourt aime parsemer son texte de références au cinéma, à la musique, aux marques, à la
culture populaire (…). L’auteur met en scène des personnes simples et leur distribue des pensées profondes là
où d'autres s'arrêteraient aux apparences.” Le Figaro

Cobert, Harold: AU NOM DU PÈRE, DU FILS ET DU ROCK'N'ROLL
(Héloïse d'Ormesson, April 2013, 250 pages)
A touching novel, describing with delicateness and simplicity the vicissitudes of a father-and-son
relationship. Christian, Victor's 40-year-old father, tries not to make the same mistakes as his violent father. A
story about being young and embracing fatherhood.
Split into three parts related to one another, this novel tells the story of Christian, who has been through
a tough childhood, between a brutal father and a quiet mother. He was a popular young man when he falls in
love with Lorraine, who will become his wife and the mother of his son, Victor. Entering adulthood with the
birth of his child, Christian cannot face his responsabilities, and the couple is drown into infidelity and
resentment. Exasperated by his father's behavior, Victor becomes a whimsical and unstable teenager. The pieces
of the puzzle finally come together in the last chapters: Victor has moved to Montreal, where he is told by the
police that Christian has been found dead in the street. This tragedy is paradoxically a way for Victor to
reconcile with his father.
Harold Cobert has already published UN HIVER AVEC BAUDELAIRE (Héloïse d'Ormesson, 2009)
adapted into a movie, and DIEU SURFE AU PAYS BASQUE (Héloïse d'Ormesson, 2012), where he already
tackled the issue of fatherhood and the loss of a child. With AU NOM DU PÈRE, DU FILS ET DU
ROCK'N'ROLL, Harold Cobert deals with a subject he masters in.
Selling points: A heartrending novel about fatherhood, youth and love.
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A polyphonic novel, where life experiences constantly diverge and cross with

one another.

An author who tackles a very sensitive subject with a lot of subtlety

Benameur, Jeanne: PROFANES
(Acest Sud, January 2013, 288 pages)
Top ten bestseller list of Express
Winner of the RTL-Lire Prize
Over 40.000 copies sold
A finely chiseled writing style for a sumptuous and deeply affecting book.
Jeanne Benameur focuses on the fragility of the ties that bind this quintet. There is no pathos, no
sentimentality, though the theme could have lent itself to it. Jeanne Benameur discreetly preserves her
characters’ privacy, spinning the plot out gently.
A stunning book of rare intensity, a veritable ode to life and to faith in humanity.
No one will remain indifferent to this story. It leaves readers feeling wiser, invested by this sublime
text, which echoes in our minds long after we have finished reading it.
A luminous and deeply moving novel about grief… and about how having other people in our lives can
give us hope and help us pull through. Octave Lassalle, 90, is not at peace. His beloved daughter, Claire, had a
car accident when she was 19. His wife, Anna, moved to Canada, taking Claire’s body with her. After years of
loneliness, Octave decides to hire four aides. Marc Mazetti, a former soldier, bathes and grooms Octave every
morning. After lunch, Hélène Avèle, an artist haunted by lost love, works on a portrait of Claire. Yolande
Grange, who is childless, cares for Octave at the end of the day. Béatrice Benoît, a nursing student with an
emotional burden, watches over the old man as he sleeps.
Octave confides pages from his daughter’s diary that he finds painful to his companions. Hélène
eventually goes to Canada to meet Anna and to place the portrait on Claire’s grave. Jeanne Benameur has given
us a novel that is both straightforward and profound, about life and death, faith and doubt. By learning to live
together, her characters begin to believe in life again.
Born in Algeria in 1958, Jeanne Benameur, a former French teacher, has written many young adult
novels and poetic texts, as well as dozens of novels, including: LES DEMEUREES (Denoël, 2000 and Folio
(paperback), UNICEF Prize), LES RELIQUES and LES MAINS LIBRES. In 2008, she published her first novel
at Actes Sud, LAVER LES OMBRES. In 2011, her novel LES INSURRECTIONS SINGULIÈRES was a
tremendous success.
“The story is woven from lives that search for and touch each other, stumbling lives filled with both
enthusiasm and doubts, but also occasionally, magnificently in tune. […] In these difficult times, in which
dogmas clash, offering no other refuge than separation, I wanted Profanes to be a novel for those who dare to
take the only freedom I believe in: the perilous freedom of trust. The trust that grants us the strength to live. To
the end.” Jeanne Benameur

Ravey, Yves: UN NOTAIRE PEU ORDINAIRE
(Minuit, January 2013, 108 pages)
Three years after ENLÈVEMENT AVEC RANÇON, Yves Ravey is back with a book that, despite its
light-hearted title, actually tells an unexpectedly tragic – though unfortunately commonplace – tale.
Mrs. Rebernak doesn’t want to see her cousin Freddy when he is released from jail after serving a 15year-sentence for sexually assaulting a little girl. She’s afraid he’ll go after her daughter, Clémence. So she
decides to talk to her notary, Mr. Montussaint, who has always been very helpful.
The notary convinces Mrs. Rebernak that pedophiles don’t change their ways and that she should refuse
to allow him to step foot inside her home. One night, Mrs. Rebernak is worried about Clémence, who she can’t
get a hold of. She goes looking for her, but it isn’t until she get home that Mrs. Rebernak finds her daughter
curled up on the floor, unwilling to move. Freddy, who witnessed the crime, tells Mrs. Rebernak what happened:
the notary raped her beloved daughter. Mrs. Rebernak decides to take justice into her own hands, and shoots the
notary in cold blood.
All of the best things about Yves Ravey’s work can be found in this book: the shift in logic, the
specious explanations that disguise the (presumptive) danger without actually keeping it at bay. The succession
of decisions that don’t make any difference. The sense of powerlessness in the face of nearby threat. A sort of
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exoticism in the intrusion. Reality itself seems to go through a metamorphosis – the order of events comes to
seem arbitrary, chronology doesn’t matter any more, because the characters are ineluctably drawn towards the
abyss, which is sucking them in: “For the past few weeks, let’s say since May, her daughter had decided to go
out at night.” The clincher is that “let’s say since May”, which trivializes everything, sweeping away the precise
details and chronological order of events, rubbing away the rough edges: nothing can be distinguished when
terror moves in next door.

Yves Ravey was born in 1953 in Besançon, where he still lives. He is a playwright
who has also had several novels published by Gallimard and Minuit, including
ENLÈVEMENT AVEC RANÇON (2010) and UN NOTAIRE PEU ORDINAIRE (2013).
Selling points: The suspense lasts ‘til the very end. A descriptive style that is nevertheless very
engaging. The characters’ psychology. The mother-daughter relationship
“Implacablement mené, le récit de Ravey grimpe en intensité sans jamais hausser le ton. La tragédie
rôde prête à frapper à tout instant. Comme dans l’œuvre d’un Simenon à qui il n’est pas interdit ici de penser.”
Livres Hebdo
“L'apparente banalité des composantes romanesques ainsi exposées dont use Yves Ravey, dans ce
NOTAIRE PEU ORDINAIRE comme dans ses précédents ouvrages ne dit rien de la sophistication extrême de
son art, de la puissance des sensations, des émotions, des réflexions qu'il met en branle. Derrière la linéarité de
l'intrigue, l'harmonie discrète et précise de l'écriture, la simplicité des dialogues, s'impose dès les premières
pages une narration tendue à l'extrême.” Telerama

Battisti, Cesare: FACE AU MUR
(Flammarion, March 2012, 360 pages)
Cesare Battisti is not ‘a man without a past’, unlike the narrator of his latest book, whose reasons for
flight shall remain unknown forever. And he is also a great writer. Here two narratives intermingle: one of a man
on the run, who relates several months spent in Rio in the shadow of a woman and another, delivered by the
same man from the prison where he is incarcerated, a narrative fuelled by the confessions of his fellow inmates.
This book reads like a great romance coupled with suspense. Since his arrival in Brazil, the narrator knows that
he is being spied on. He even guesses that it is the police who placed in his path the young and beautiful Janaïna,
with whom he develops a relationship that becomes physical from its very start. Then love insinuates itself
between them like a foreign body.
And deliberately, the narrator decides to continue, to live this story until the end, even if it puts his life
at risk. This love, its dark and melancholic beauty, resonates in each of us: aren’t there moments in one’s life
when choosing to succumb to seduction is a question of life and death, when only wilful blindness can enable to
feel “alive” at last? These were probably the thoughts that crossed Truffaut’s mind when he was filming
Mississippi Mermaid…
Cesare Battisti was born in 1954. He was just over twenty when he joined the armed struggle with the
PAC (Armed Proletarians for Communism). Sentenced to life imprisonment in his country, he found refuge in
France and then, threatened with extradition to Italy, he flew to Brazil, where he was arrested in 2007, jailed and
then liberated last June. He has published countless detective novels including AVENIDA REVOLUCION, LES
DERNIÈRES CARTOUCHES (Rivages/Noir), BUENA ONDA AND LES HABITS D'OMBRE
(Gallimard/Série Noire), drawn partly on his personal itinerar, between political activist and fugitive.
Rights sold in Italian
“Un beau récit désenchanté […]. Et une ode au Brésil […].” Libération
“Le récit d’une cavale pirandellienne où la mélancolie enveloppe le désir têtu de pouvoir, un jour, tout
recommencer de zéro.” Le Nouvel Observateur

Garcin, Christian: LES NUITS DE VLADIVOSTOK
(Stock, Janvier 2013, 368 pages)
Sequestered in a seedy building, more dazed than guilty of wrong doing, Thomas Rawicz finds himself
chained to a radiator, facing a Chinese man convinced he has finally found the man he has been tracking down
for several weeks. The culprit is Tomas Krawczyk, a gangster implicated in sordid affairs of prostitution and
child traffi cking. The Chinese man is “Zuo Luo”, a private detective who has built his reputation on saving
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abused women. After their posturing introductions and the arrival of Wanglin, the brains of this unusual
collaboration, the misunderstandings are cleared up and Thomas is released.
Curious about the incidents that connect the two accomplices, he joins forces with them and delays his
departure for Irkutsk, where he is meant to be meeting his French-Russian girlfriend Marie.
What is the link between a Korean prostitute, a professional film extra brought up on Hong Kong Kung
Fu movies, two soldiers killed in the 1969 Sino-Russian war, a strange Siberian with pale eyes and a Latino gang
leader? What meaning should we give to small individual stories when they are tied up in the bigger picture of
history? From Vladivostok to the Shamanic island of Olkhon, via the underbelly of New York, what started out
as just a manhunt goes on to entail unexpected complications. And, from the consequences of the frequent SinoRussian conflicts to the Sichuan earthquake, this book also gives us a cross-section of present day China and
Russia.
Christian Garcin is the author of many books (novels, short stories, essays, travelogues…), including
LE VOL DU PIGEON VOYAGEUR (2000), LA PISTE MONGOLE (2009) and DES FEMMES
DISPARAISSENT (2011). In 2011, Stock published his travelogue EN DESCENDANT LES FLEUVES, cowritten with Éric Faye.

Kramer, Pascale: GLORIA
(Flammarion, January 2013, 160 pages)
When Michel receives a phone call from Gloria, inviting him to her house, he knows he should not
accept. Because Gloria belongs to his former life, when he was married and worked in the homeless shelter she
frequented when she lived on the streets. And because Michel has since been fired from the shelter; first he was
suspected of too much empathy, and then he was suspected of the worst – improper behaviour towards children.
But Michel still goes to Gloria’s house, where she lives with her three-year-old Naïs. Gloria is still a
young, stubborn childish woman, a little mentally defective, and to whom Michel was very much attached, but
she has matured.
Very soon, her behaviour towards Naïs starts to worry Michel. Yet, in a matter of months, Gloria and
Michel fall back into their old complex relationship: yet who is helping whom? Who needs who? Who has the
best role? As always with Pascale Kramer, children are at the heart of her stories, helping to reveal the
character’s true colours. This novel is a journey in troubled waters in which the author explores the secret,
hidden and above all, the shameful aspects of human beings. Pascale Kramer admirably lays bare the
ambivalence that is at the heart of human relationships as well as the loneliness of each of us in life.
Pascale Kramer was born in Switzerland in 1961. She has published nine novels, including LES
VIVANTS (Calmann-Lévy, 2000), L'IMPLACABLE BRUTALITÉ DU RÉVEIL (Mercure de France, 2005,
Grand Prix du roman de la SGDL, Prix Schiller and Prix Rambert) and, more recently, UN HOMME ÉBRANLÉ
(Mercure de France, 2011).

Voituriez, Tancède: L’INVENTION DE LA PAUVRETÉ
(Grasset, February 2013, 464 pages)
In this brilliant and biting novel, Tancrède Voituriez presents an unvarnished portrait of a pair of
academics consumed by ambition, money, and women. The invention of poverty, or rather, love in the time of
capital…
Rodney has just turned fifty. A world-renowned economist and Special Advisor to the Secretary
General of the United Nations, he spends his life between flights, presenting his theories on poverty at
conference upon conference. Not only is he a specialist on poverty, he’s married to it – his wife Vicki, a woman
he met in Vietnam and who followed him all the way to New York. But the arrival of Jason will soon upset this
perfect balance.
Jason is an oceanographer. While life had spared him up to the present, he finds himself wifeless,
jobless, and penniless overnight. He has a chance encounter with Rodney, who hires him to count the homeless
as he would ordinarily do with schools of fish. Jason does his utmost to help Rodney make the statistics comply
with the wishes of the Secretary General – placing the poor in Africa, some in Asia, and making sure to keep the
numbers down in the United States – but he is an inveterate ladies’ man and begins finding himself attracted to
Vicki…
A brilliant, funny novel reminiscent of Philip Roth.
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Tancrède Voituriez is an economist. He directs a research program on the effects of globalization in a
think-tank and a center for international cooperation. His last novel published by Grasset was Les Lois de
l'économie.

Carpentier, Christophe: LE CULTE DE LA COLLISION
(P.O.L, February 2013, 279 pages)
In his third novel, a violent and nihilistic odyssey, Christophe Carpentier retraces the deadly itinerary of
Tanguy, a runaway, matricidal 18-year-old.
Tanguy, 18, was raised by a fanatical and castrating mother. One day she bursts into his room while
Tanguy is masturbating, and flies into a rage at her “possessed” son. The teen’s anger is such that he loses
control and strangles his mother. He then tears up his own ID and runs away. Thus begins the young man’s
wandering path from the French capital to Andalusia. At every stop along the way, Tanguy changes his name
and even his face. But that doesn’t change who he really is: a murderer – and a matricidal one at that. In the
suburbs of Dijon, the teen gets beaten up by two brothers. Taken in by a family whose outward kindness masks
some seriously disturbed behavior, Tanguy escapes once again, after having slit one of his attackers’ throats
without a second thought. He then heads for the Alps, where he holes up to analyze his crimes. On the verge of
starvation, he is taken in by a generous benefactor who takes advantage of his weakness to satisfy his own sex
drive. Tanguy winds up in Andalusia on a huge farm, a deserted spot where illegal immigrants gather. When he
joins a gang of Russians, he finally feels at home. A striking, unusual, yet sincere novel that brings us face to
face with the noxious inner life of a young murderer who, having broken with society, is in the midst of an
identity crisis.
Born in 1968 into a family in the contemporary art world, drawn towards both philosophy and literature,
Christophe Carpentier has written two novels published by Editions Denoël VIE ET MORT DE LA CELLULE
TRUDAINE (2008) and Le Parti de la Jeunesse (2010).
Selling points: Through the wanderings of a young psychopath who has murdered his mother,
Christophe Carpentier takes us on a voyage to the end of hell and morals that unspools at the breakneck speed
of survival.
The uncensored accents in the precise narration of our psychopathic hero’s deeds draw us inside the
head of this teen, whose quest for absolutes grants him a growing sense of power.
Readers accompany his dizzying descent, which is equally fascinating and frightening. This crash-test
novel pushes its own limits, and the shock is profoundly disturbing.
“Un voyage au bout de l’enfer et de la morale. […] La Force de choc de ce Culte de la Collision,
roman crash-test qui éprouve ses propres limites, secoue profondément.” Les Inrockuptibles
“Christophe Carpentier imagine une existence sans entrave, sans culpabilité, livrée à la sauvage
collision avec le réel. La narration exacte des faits et gestes du héros psychopathe raye à la surface du réel et
réussit grâce à ses accents grinçants à nous glisser dans la tête de l’adolescent rebelle et dérangé. Du
rocambolesque trash qui se déroule sur le rythme haletant de la survie.” Livres Hebdo

Besson, Philippe: DE LÀ, ON VOIT LA MER
(Robert Laffont, January 2013, 310 pages)
Louise has retreated to a villa in the Tuscan countryside, far from her husband, to work on her next
novel. The heat of the Italian summer is brutal, but nothing can depreciate the joy and focus of writing in a
beautiful setting in total solitude. Louise interacts only with Graziella, the woman who takes care of the house –
and her attractive young son, Luca. When Louise’s husband has a serious accident, she must confront their
marital problems, and her future.
Philippe Besson’s novels have been translated into 19 languages. His book LES JOURS FRAGILES
will be adapted into a film, by François Dupeyron, in 2013.

Pujade-Renaud, Claude: DANS L’OMBRE DE LA LUMIERE
(Actes Sud, January 2013, 304 pages)
In this impassioned novel, the author imagines the life of the woman who shared Saint Augustine’s life.
Elissa shared his Manichean beliefs, was his concubine for 15 years, bore his son, lived with him in Carthage
and Thagaste, and then in Italy - where the young orator cast her out… The author also narrates Elissa’s life after
Augustine, all the way to her suicide at the age of 75.
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When she meets Augustinus, Elissa knows that he’ll never marry her, and that she will never be
respected as his wife. She doesn’t mind, but she never thought he would go so far as to repudiate her after she
bore him a son. Fifteen years later, she learns that Augustinus, now bishop of Hippo Regius, will be coming back
to Carthage… a painful ordeal for Elissa to see the face of the man she once loved, who has turned into an
unbending Catholic prelate.
A novelist with an ardent writing style, Claude Pujade-Renaud loves to bring women who have lived in
the shadow of famous men back into the limelight. This time around, she has chosen “the nameless woman” in
the “Confessions”, the concubine who shared Augustine’s daily life for 15 years, before he was converted, going
on to became the bishop of Hippo, a saint and a writer whose works would still be read, centuries later. The
narrative alternates happy memories of a passionate love affair, shared faith and the joy of raising their young
son with a troubled present, filled with regrets and the bitterness of being abandoned. More than just an unhappy
love story, this humanist novel, with its historical and philosophical setting, is a subtle reflection about the
alliance of political and religious power, and about the essence of evil. A touching tale in which two lives cross
paths repeatedly.
Claude Pujade-Renaud wrote her first novel, LA VENTRILOQUE, in 1978. Since then, she has written
several novels and collections of short stories. She won the Goncourt des Lycéens Prize for BELLE MERE
(1994), the Ecrit intime Prize for LE SAS DE L’ABSENCE in 1998, the Fondation Thyde-Monnier de la Société
Des Gens de Lettres Prize, in 2001, for UN SI JOLI PETIT LIVRE. In 2004, she was awarded the Grand Prix
Poncetton de la Société des Gens de Lettres, which was created in 1970 and is awarded to an author for lifetime
achievement.
Selling points: A story of both love and the end of love, over a historical, philosophical and religious
background. Lyrical writing and lovely descriptions of African landscapes

Malye, Julia: THÉMOÉ
(Balland, January, 2013, 256 pages)
Three years after LA FIANCÉE DE TOCQUEVILLE, the young author Julia Malye is back,
abandoning the 19th century for a contemporary voyage in the company of Thémoé, 20, who has leukemia. A
novel bursting with life, despite the serious subject.
While living abroad, Thémoé, 20, learns that he has leukemia. When his flight home is cancelled due to
a volcanic eruption, he suddenly decides to undertake a journey rather than to spend his last months in a hospital.
He travels across Europe and Africa, before winding up in America. In just a few weeks’ time, Thémoé
discovers the heat of the Sahara, starry skies over the Atlantic, and more, before his disease and his worried
parents finally catch up with him. The novel ends with a climb up the Icelandic volcano that was at the start of
Thémoé’s incredible voyage.
Julia Malye’s second, touching novel has its feet firmly planted on the ground. Despite the theme, the
tale is lively, and it literally takes readers along on Thémoé’s journey. We follow Thémoé as he tries to flee his
own life, and wind up getting drawn into his trip around the world. Like Thémoé, readers will forge new
memories, grow fond of the characters who help him in his quest and get caught up in his escape attempt.
Julia Malye was born in March, 1994. She was just 15 when she wrote her first novel, LA FIANCÉE
DE TOCQUEVILLE, a story of friendship and passion over a backdrop of historical events in the period from
the Empire to the 1830 revolution.
About LA FIANCÉE DE TOCQUEVILLE :
“An exciting page-turner of a book, with both a well-constructed plot and precise and surprising
details. A well-written, must-read novel!” napoleon.org
“Despite what one might have feared, there is nothing school-girlish or clever child-like about “La
Fiancée de Tocqueville.” On the contrary, with a her lively writing style, Julia Malye, a descendant of Rosalie,
has pulled off an excellent first novel.” elle.fr

Alexakis, Vassilis: LE SANDWICH
(Stock, Re – issue March 2013, 192 pages)
“There are some twenty books and nearly 40 years between my first book, The Sandwich which was
published in 1974, and the latest. Why is it then that, when I was writing L’ENFANT GREC I thought so much
about THE SANDWICH and I’m now energetically asking for it to be republished? There may be a simple
explanation: they are both novels written by someone who reads novels, but the vision of literature is different in
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the two books. The narrator in L’ENFANT GREC feels affection for his childhood heroes whom he is reunited
with in the Jardin du Luxembourg, while his counterpart in The Sandwich is more inclined to ridicule them. At
the time I probably needed to break away from what I read in order to be able to write.
So the book is a mixture of genres: an adventure story as well as a crime story, a naturalist narrative but
also a child’s fable. And yet it is the very heroes I demolished who made me want to write, who helped me
realise my childhood dream of becoming a great liar. Forty years later I felt I should thank them.
The two books actually demonstrate the same passion for literature and ask the same question: Is there
life beyond the novel?
THE SANDWICH begins with this warning: ‘This is the story of a man who kills his wife then eats a
sandwich.’ I could summarise L’Enfant grec in the same way as : ‘This is the story of a man who no longer has a
wife and is no longer hungry.’”
Vassilis Alexakis has written many books including PARIS-ATHÈNES, LA LANGUE
MATERNELLE (winner of the 1995 prix Médicis), LES MOTS ÉTRANGERS, AP. J.-C. (winner of the 2007
Grand Prix for a novel from the Académie Française), LE PREMIER MOT, and in late 2012, the critically
acclaimed L’ENFANT GREC. The Russian rights for latest novels are sold to Lmbus-Press.
Rights under option in : Italy

Fottorino, Eric: LE MARCHEUR DE FÈS
(Calmann-Levy, January 2013, approx 320 pages)
After L’HOMME QUI ME PARLAIT TOUT BAS (Gallimard, 2009) and QUESTIONS À MON PÈRE
(Gallimard, 2010), Eric Fottorino closes his trilogy on fathers with LE MARCHEUR DE FÈS, retracing his
biological father's foot steps, in Fez,in search of his Judeo-Moroccan roots.
Without him, here in Fez, I am like anamnesic blind man. Without me, he is unable to get around the
neighborhoods of his childhood. He was born in Fez in February 1936. Today he lives outside of Barcelona. He
can no longer fly, because of his illness. And he can no longer use his legs. But he still has his memories. I took
him by car. We drove to Algeciras, crossed the Strait of Gibraltar, l anded at Tangier and headed toward Fez - in
the direction of his youth. From the non, everything came flooding back.
This is the story of my father, Maurice Maman, who was called Moses or Mos he in those days. He
didn't raise me; he did not give me his name. We've only really got ten to know each other in the past ten years.
The time had come for him to show me the road she had traveled, especially the early path leading to the Jewish
cemetery where her older sister, Annette, is for ever 17. THE WALKER OF FEZ is our story, his and mine. For
him, it is a path back. For me, it is a beginning. Fez, the souks, Al-Qarawiyy in, Djamaï Palace, the heights of
Marinids, the icy water of the wadi – and my father's childhood dream of becoming the champion of Morocco.
His father's funduq, the balcony of their first apartment in the European city where heand his brothers and sisters
built a bamboo hut for the festival of Sukkot. Through the cracks in the roof you could see the shooting stars.
Over the course of our travels, Maurice the Frenchman would become Moshe of Fez once more. In Fez,
where he no longer has anything, here he is, right at home. Andhere I am, too, along side him. Right at home.

NON-FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS
Clavel, Ana: LE DESSINATEUR D’OMBRES
(Anne Carrière, January 2013, 272 pages)
Translated from the Spanish (Mexico) by Brigitte Jensen
18th century Switzerland. Johann Kaspar Lavater, church minister and renowned theologian, friend of
Goethe and author of a famous treatise on physiognomy, takes a young boy under his wing. The child possesses
a remarkable gift for silhouette portraits. Lavater calls his apprentice ‘Giotto’, in honour of the great Italian
genius. The youngster displays an astounding talent for revealing, in just a few lines, not only a likeness but the
personality of the sitter. The theologian becomes obsessed with the boy’s skills, feeling he has been entrusted
with the divine mission of helping his protégé resist evil temptations. For the churchman firmly believes that art
must remain a path leading to God; and he knows that along this path, beauty can easily tempt the artist to
perdition...
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An aesthetic and moral tale, LE DESSINATEUR D’OMBRES tells the story of Giotto de Winthertur, a
genius of chiaroscuro, too much of an artist to give up everything to God, much too human not to give in to love.
Ana Clavel was born in Mexico in 1961. A novelist and visual artist, her LES VIOLETTES SONT LES
FLEURS DU DÉSIR (Editions Métaillé, 2009) received the Juan Rulfo prize, awarded by Radio France
Internationale, in 2005.

Stefanakis, Dimitris: FILM NOIR
(Viviane Hamy, February 2013, 350 pages)
Built like the great historical frescos, FILM NOIR takes us into the heart of Europe in the first global
conflict, through the life story of a vividly colourful character who really did exist, Basil Zaharoff.
In 1887, in a tiny compartment of the mythical Orient Express, Maria del Pilar, a Spanish Duchess,
meets Basil Zaharoff, a mysterious Greek about whom she knows nothing, and falls for him at once, although
she is due to marry the next day. Their love, as carnal as it is forbidden, will dramatically change the course of
their lives, and also the course of history, forever.
Basil Zaharoff was a Greek arms dealer who grew wealthy through his trade, and was also in turn a
business man, a spy and a manipulating politician. He played a part in many historical events from the Dreyfus
Affair to the outbreak of the First World War, not forgetting the scandal of the Panama Canal. With the money
he accumulated through his trade, he funded the Greek campaign in Asia Minor, which would end in his first
setback. At the end of his life, when he lost his beloved Maria prematurely, after years of meeting each other but
after only two years’ of marriage, he was only a shadow of himself.
Dimitris Stefanakis was born in 1961 in Kéa, Greece. He studied Law at the Athens University. He
translated several great authors: Saul Bellow, John Updike, Margaret Atwood, E.M. Foster, Joseph Brontski and
Prosper Mérimée. His previous novel JOURS D’ALEXANDRIE was awarded the Prix Méditerranée étranger
2011.

SHORT STORIES
Blandine Le Callet : DIX RÊVES DE PIERRE
(Stock, January 2013, 256 pages)
Some epitaphs are powerfully evocative; reading them conjures the ghost of someone who may have
died even centuries ago.
In this collection Blandine Le Callet brings together real epitaphs, using them as springboards to
imagine the final hours, final days or final months of the person’s life. She resuscitates a slave girl who has just
been granted freedom, a philanthropist trapped in the stifling secrecy of a Paris brothel, two individuals united by
an extraordinary love as they head for the gallows, a cantankerous old woman writing her will, and many more
besides
Ten lives interrupted by death: gentle or violent, sudden or anticipated, alone or with others. Ten
journeys between the past and the present, from the shores of ancient Asia Minor to a tiny village in deepest
Brittany, from the Paris of the Ancien Régime to the same city in the nineteenth century, from medieval
Normandy to Ukrainian plains devastated by the plague...
Poetic or raging, tender or dramatic, nostalgic or darkly humorous, these ten short stories depict people
who are prey to the same passions, the same fears and the same hopes.
Ten “dreams in stone” to save as many lives from oblivion.
Blandine Le Callet was born in 1969. She is a senior lecturer at the Paris-XII university and carries out
research in ancient philosophy and Latin literature, on monsters in ancient Rome (her essay, ROME ET SES
MONSTRES, was published in 2005 by Editions J. Millon). She lives near Paris. Her first novel, UNE PIÈCE
MONTÉE, enjoyed great critical and popular acclaim in 2006 and was awarded the Livre de Poche Readers’
Prize in 2007. It was adapted for the screen in March 2010: “Pièce montée”. Her second novel, THE BALLAD
OF LILA K (Stock, 2010) was awarded the Livre de Poche Readers’ Prize in 2012
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DEBUT NOVEL
Castillon, Claire: LES COUPLETS
(Grasset, April 2013, 220 pages)
Eminently skilled in the art of sketching our little lives and our great smallnesses, Claire Castillon
returns with a new collection of short stories that sound out and dissect the mechanics of the couple, many of
which echo the time-worn songs we ourselves have lived. It’s funny, corrosive, and delicious!
Claire Castillon’s characters speak for themselves. Do we know the tune? Here are a few verses. The
refrain of marriage has already punctuated our lives, did we want not to hear it? Between suffocation, collective
solitude, break-ups, virtual sex, sexless love, large families, and exemplary flaws, Claire Castillon has written a
song of truths.
Claire Castillon is the author of several novels and short story collections, including LE GRENIER
(2000), INSECTE (2006), ON N'EMPÊCHE PAS UN PETIT CŒUR D'AIMER (2007), DESSOUS, C'EST
L'ENFER (2008), LES CRIS (2010), LES BULLES (2010), and LES MERVEILLES (2012).
Rights sold for LES MERVEILLES: Dutch (Ambo Anthos)
INSECTE has been translated into 18 languages (Catalan, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English,
Finnish, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese – Brazilian and Portuguese – Romanian, Russian
by Ripol-Classic, Swedish)

Courtès, Franck: AUTORISATION DE PRATIQUER LA COURSE À PIED
(JC Lattès, January 2013, 280 pages)
English sample available
Seventeen very contemporary stories about human facades.
Friends in country homes, a young man deals with cowardice, a divorced father goes on a television
game show hoping to win the affection of his children, a young woman sacrifices everything to run a marathon, a
bohemian Parisian contemplates the world in a Japanese restaurant.
In these short stories, whether in the heart of the city or the country, Franck Courtès unwinds the
tenuous filaments of our lives. Deftly he describes the intimate and silent earthquakes that render each of his
characters so fragile.
Franck Courtès was born in Paris and divides his time between the city and the country. He is a
freelance photographer.
“Courtès’ short stories reveal a genuine writer’s talent, with energy. And style.” Lire

DEBUT NOVEL
Le Corff, Aude: LES ARBRES VOYAGES LA NUIT
(Stock, March 2013, 304 pages)
Ever since her mother left on a sudden impulse, Manon has taken refuge in books and her own rituals
while her father has descended into depression. Anatole, a disillusioned retired teacher, lives in the same
building. He sees the child in the garden every day after school. She sits under a silver birch and talks to the cats
and ants when she doesn’t have her nose in a book. He is touched by her and eventually emerges from his
solitude to take her under his wing.
Manon’s aunt Sophie made radical changes to her life a year earlier and still finds it difficult facing up
to other people, but she tries to get the measure of the taciturn old man who has managed to communicate with
her niece.
During the course of a road trip through France, Spain and Morocco in search of Manon’s mother, all
four characters succeed in getting to know each other and seeing beyond their differences. Strong links are
forged between them, revealing their stories and their vulnerabilities.
The author uses melancholy, humour and poetry to take us into the world of these endearing characters
in search of love and a meaning to their lives.
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Aude Le Corff is 36 and has three children. She holds a diploma in management and psychology and
worked in industry and then in patient support before devoting herself to writing. Her diary blogs were awarded
a prize by French Elle magazine in 2009. Trees Travel by Night is her first novel. She lives in Nantes.

Hoai Huong Nguyen: L’OMBRE DOUCE
(Viviane Hamy, First novel, 150 pages - Due out in January 2013
It is Hanoï in 1954 and the war in Indochina is raging. Mai, a young Annamese girl, falls in love with an
exiled French soldier from Brittany.
A border in a Catholic convent, Mai looks after wounded French soldiers. It is there that she meets
Yann, shortly after he turns 18 years old. To prevent him from being sent back to the front, the young girl uses
all possible subterfuges. Her behaviour stirs the attention and curiosity of the soldier. The day of the festival of
Têt (New Year), Mai refuses to marry the man that her father, a prominent judge, has chosen for her. Her
stubbornness puts her beyond the pale of her family. Mai and Yann marry in haste on the edge of a beautiful
lake, the day before Yann returns to the front.
Hoai Hong Nguyen reveals the horror, the Dien Bien Phu hills, heaven-on-earth turned into a mass
grave where Yann is fighting. In Hanoï, Mai will go to hell and back to save Yann.
This is a striking first novel which revisits the greatest myths of Eastern and Western cultures. A true
and deeply human story, void of caricature. It is written in a language of suggestion, and set with delicate haikus.
Hoai Huong Nguyen was born in 1976 in France to Vietnamese parents. Her name means “remember
the country”, a reference to the uprooting of her parents. Vietnamese is her mother tongue and she learnt French
at school. She holds a PhD in modern literature, with a thesis entitled, “Water in the poetry of Paul Claudel and
in Chinese and Japanese poets”. She has already published two anthologies of poetry: PARFUMS AND
DÉSERTS. She currently teaches communication in a University Institute of Technology. SOFT SHADOWS is
her first novel.

Coppey, Thomas: POTENTIEL DU SINISTRE
(Actes Sud, February 2013, 215 pages)
In this chilling first novel, a skillfully written attack on the reign of management and its implacable
logic, Thomas Coppey powerfully and subtly portrays a financial engineer’s exemplary rise and fall.
Chanard, a flawless financial engineer and a young husband and father, lives the life of a normal,
competent employee focused on performance, excellence and innovation. Having recently started working for a
large company, Le Groupe, he dreams of coming up with a brilliant idea that will help him rise swiftly through
the ranks. The idea of Cat-Bonds, a product intended to cover the risk of natural catastrophes through speculative
financial plans, has the desired effect. But when his wife is forced off the staff, having been sidelined after her
maternity leave, and then a good friend and colleague is laid off, Chanard starts having second thoughts about Le
Groupe. Because of slipping performance, he gets a two-week suspension. As he actually enjoys his forced
vacation, he asks a doctor for sick leave for another two weeks. He decides to sign into a private rehab center, La
Structure, “supplier of high-quality psycho-therapeutic services” that promises to help him recover his mental
health and achieve a renewed sense of well-being. Modern work and management methods, financial hijinks
reigning supreme, subtle forms of harassment, profitability above all… in Thomas Coppey’s world, language is
twisted and squeezed until it has lost its meaning. The novel’s structure, which follows the rapid rise of an
executive who gets caught in a mechanism that leads to his equally stunning fall, is terrifically efficient.
Born in 1980, Thomas Coppey grew up in the suburbs of Paris before moving to the city to study
modern literature and political science. His work has been published in the literary journals Rue Saint Ambroise
(2008) and RougeDeclic (from 2009 to 2012). He divides his time between Paris, Beirut and Cairo.
Selling points: Through the fall of a man who is both a victim of and a player in the system, this
powerful first novel offers a devastatingly effective cautionary tale that resounds like a wake-up call.
A masterful book that denounces the manipulative techniques of large companies, our modern
monarchs.
Modern work and management methods, financial hijinks reigning supreme, subtle forms of
harassment, profitability above all… this novel has its fingers on the pulse of our times. And the novel’s
structure, which follows the rapid rise of an executive who gets caught in a mechanism that leads to his equally
stunning fall, is terrifically efficient
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DEBUT NOVEL
Marguier, Claire-Lise: NOCES CLANDESTINES
(Éditions du Rouergue / Actes Sud, Février 2013, 111 p ages)
A deep and disconcerting novel about the intimate relationship between a young boy and his kidnapper.
Far from the lurid headlines of the tabloid press, this novel takes us into the depths of a closed world, where the
captor ends up being captured by his victim’s fierce and mysterious beauty.
History teacher in a small French town, the main character is looking for someone to capture and lock
up in his basement, a "pure soul" he won’t have to share with anyone else. When he sees Joel lying on his
doorstep one night, he knows he has found the right person. Isolated in a gilded cage, Joel remains impassive,
exerting a strange fascination on his kidnapper. The two gradually build a relationship of mutual love and fear.
One day the teacher accidentally leaves the door open, and Joel escapes. In despair, his jailer searches for him
everywhere, until one day he finds out that before their encounter, Joel was running away from home, after his
entire family died when their house was set on fire – probably by Joel. Strangely relieved, the man realizes that
this loss is a chance for him to forget the past and start over.
Claire-Lise Marguier works in a retirement home in the South of France. She previously published a
young-adult novel, LE FAIRE OU MOURIR. NOCES CLANDESTINES is her first literary novel.
Selling points: A disturbing and fascinating novel. Written from the kidnapper's point of view, this novel
takes the reader deep into the mind of a child abuser.

Stibbe, Isabelle: BÉRÉNICE 34-44
(Serge Safran, January 2013, 316 pages)
1934. Bérénice Capel, a Jewish teenager, has just been accepted at the French Drama Conservatory in
Paris, against her father’s wishes.
Breaking with her family, the young woman, whose name would seem to have pre-destined her for the
stage, begins her theatrical training in Louis Jouvet’s class, thanks to the help of Madame de Lignières, who
offers Bérénice her last name. Bérénice de Lignières is gifted, hard-working and passionate. Her days are now
filled with learning the great roles from the classical repertory.
In 1937, she is accepted into the Comédie Française, the theatre founded by Molière. The rise of
fascism in Europe, political tension in France, professional rivalry, complicated love affairs… nothing affects
Bérénice’s joy in rising to fame as an actress. Early in the Nazi Occupation of France, even before the racial laws
have been passed, the Comédie Française expels Jews from the company. The beautiful actress’s past is catching
up with her.
Being discovered, Bérénice leaves the Comédie Française and gets involved in the Résistance without
forgetting her true and unique passion, acting. When she finally gets to meet Jean Vilar she is arrested and
deported, dying as she lived dramatically.
BÉRÉNICE 34-44 is a first novel that demonstrates impressive maturity. Through the prism of one
exceptional destiny, the story takes us behind the gilded scenes of the Comédie Française during the most
troubled period in the venerable institution’s long history. A captivating artistic path that pays tribute to those
whose destinies were shattered by the murderous madness of World War II.
Isabelle Stibbe was born in Paris in 1974. She was the head of publications, first at the Comédie
Française, then at the Grand Palais. She has been an opera critic, and is currently General Secretary at the
Athénée Théâtre Louis-Jouvet. She also teaches at the Institut d’études théâtrales de l’Université ParisIII. BÉRÉNICE 34-44 is her first novel.
“Les personnages de fiction – notamment l’ami du couple, l’avocat-poète Alain Béron- évoluent dans
une troublante relation avec les acteurs réels de cette période, côtoyant les administrateurs de la ComédieFrançaise, les comédiens. Son roman, non content de documenter un pan de la vie culturelle française sous
l’Occupation, communique aussi la ferveur passionnée de son auteure.” Livres Hebdo
“Serge Safran a le flair des grands éditeurs. Il donne sa chance à une jeune romancière à la plume
étincelante. Isabelle Stibbe signe avec BÉRÉNICE 34-44 sa première fiction. On a pourtant l’impression de lire
l’œuvre d’un écrivain chevronné, notamment dans sa manière de mêler ave maestria faits vrais et fiction.” Le
Figaro
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Ollivier, Bernard: HISTOIRE DE ROSA QUI TINT LE MONDE DANS SA MAIN
(Phébus , January 2013, 240 pages)
Rosa is a lovely young woman married to an older man who is dying of tuberculosis. She lives in a
village torn by sometimes harsh debates over the Dreyfus affair and secularism. In order to survive, she has no
choice but to open a clandestine café where the mayor, the farmers and all the local notables come. Bragging,
cards, political debate and bawdy jokes… the atmosphere is often argumentative, parochial and stubbornly
proud. One evening, as the men are endlessly debating which of them is best in bed, Rosa accepts – in exchange
for a share of the stakes – to judge the bet eight of them have come up with…. Three nights in her bed to prove
their virility. But what does knowing how to make love really mean? Frequency, duration, performance, shared
sensations? What are the real motivations of these men who aren’t always as simple-minded as they like to
seem? Rosa describes and grades everything. There are plenty of surprises, not the least of which are for her, as
she is torn between the bet, temptation, guilt, disgust, transgression and finally, love.
Born in Normandy in 1938, journalist, screenplay-writer, and author, after his retirement, of the Longue
marche trilogy, which describes his hike along the old Silk Road, Bernard Ollivier has also written Aventures en
Loire and La vie commence à soixante ans (“Life Begins at Sixty”). He also works for Seuil, an organization that
helps re-socialize juvenile delinquents through hiking. The Story of Rosa Who Held the World in Her Hand is his
first novel.
Selling points: Readers have been expecting the first novel by Bernard Ollivier, well known for his
LONGUE MARCHE trilogy.
A novel with an unusual, tongue-in-cheek and amusing theme, which, beneath its light tone, expresses
some moving thoughts on love, virility and friendship, from both the woman and the men’s point of view.
“L’écrivain-marcheur excelle avec une vraie histoire dans le registre du roman, son premier, social et
libre.” Télé 7 Jours
“Le roman, bourré de questions, accroche de bout en bout.” Le Soir
“Ce récit campagnard légèrement grivois prend des allures de délicieuse fable féministe, dans laquelle
les rôles s’inversent et les fêlures se révèlen.” La Vie

Gruda, Joanna: L'ENFANT QUI SAVAIT PARLER LA LANGUE DES CHIENS
(Boréal, April 2013, 244 Pages
He is told that one day he will understand – after the war. After all, war is not for children. In the
meantime, however, Julek must learn to live in secrecy. And he rather likes it, all things considered.
How can a 14-year-old boy have assumed so many identities? Lived with so many families without
being found out? Worked as a secret agent for the Resistance? Raised in an orphanage when he has at least two
mothers? Above all, where did he learn to speak the language of dogs, which has won him such admiration from
his comrades?
Joana Gruda depicts a truly unusual childhood that begins in Warsaw on the eve of war and ends in
Paris after the liberation of the city. Through Julek’s eyes, we witness the darkest hours of the past century,
recounted with extraordinary candour and verve. It’s a portrayal of war – inhuman but all too human – that
makes you feel what it was like to be there.
The need to flee and hide, the delights of playing hooky, the horrors of Nazi occupation, passing love
affairs (some happy, some sad), Allied bombardments, the joy of being reunited with loved ones believed dead,
the bottomless despair in the eyes of concentration camp survivors – all of this is narrated without any
sentimentality, making the tragic realities of these dark years even more palpable.
Above all, this captivating novel is the story of a child who never loses his sense of wonder before the
twists and turns of fate. Driven by inextinguishable hope, he delivers an extraordinary lesson in survival.
Joanna Gruda was born in Poland. She arrived in Canada by boat at the age of two years. She studied
theater and worked for several years as an actress. She is now a translator and freelance writer. L'ENFANT QUI
SAVAIT PARLER LA LANGUE DES CHIENS is her first book.
Rights sold: Netherlands (Cargo)
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Koltcha, Sophie: LA FILLE DE L'AIR
(Mercure de France, January 2013, 171 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Goncourt Premier Roman
The narrator and Lucie are two childhood friends from the same village in the South of France. They
meet again when they go home to see their parents. The two young women are very different. Lucie loves
adventure, wine, cigarettes: In Paris, she lives life to the full, flunking her studies spectacularly! As for the
narrator, she is a much quieter character, isn’t so well travelled. When Lucie meets J. in the village, a 44-yearold, married with three children, she realizes that this experience will be unlike any other. Is she falling in love
for the first time of her life? The narrator is well placed to see the events unfolding.
LA FILLE DE L’AIR is a coming of age novel whose brilliant writing brings each complex and unique
character to life. Story and dialogue are harmoniously intertwined in this spellbinding novel with an implacable
lesson: “Life isn’t long enough to get even with an uneventful, too quiet childhood.”
Sophie Koltcha is 24 years old. LA FILLE DE L’AIR is her first novel.
“Ce premier roman d’une romancière de 24 ans est une gracieuse esquisse, qui séduit par sa finesse et
son style ciselé. C’est un adieu à l’enfance, un jeu de marelle entre les précipices.” Le Monde

WOMEN WRITING
Bayamack-Tam,Emmanuelle: SI TOUT N’A PAS PERI AVEC MON INNOCENCE
(P.O.L., January 2013, 448 pages)
Winner of the Prix Vialatte 201
Shortlisted for the Prix Francoise Sagan 2013
The frank tale of a teenager who uses sex and literature to try to escape her dysfunctional family.
Immaturity and anger, prostitution and poetry: a powerful text in a very literary style.
Kim’s family is more like a freak show: a self-effacing father; a mother who overcompensates for her
harelip with a sudden obsession with stripping; stupid, superficial siblings – except for Lorenzo, her little 13year-old brother. When he kills himself, Kim takes refuge in sex and takes up with Gladys, a former midwife,
turned madam, who introduces her to prostitution. Kim recites poetry while she’s turning tricks until the day she
meets Charonne, a mute and scarred woman who saves Kim, and helps her become a writer.
Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam pulls off a tour de force in this, her eighth novel: intertwining a sometimes
shockingly raw realism with a sophisticated language strewn with literary references. Like Philomela, in Ovid’s
METAMORPHOSES, whose lament gave this book its title, Kim has suffered much; but she tells all in this
unusual writer’s Bildungsroman, thanks to reflections born of carnal desire.
Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam, born in 1966, teaches high-school French in the suburbs of Paris, and is a
founding member of the cross-curricular organization Autres et Pareils. IF EVERYTHING IS NOT
DESTROYED ALONG WITH ME is her eighth novel.
“In her eighth novel, Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam gives us a droll, painful tale that draws its energy
from both the weight of physical bodies and the presence of literature..” L’Humanité
“Kimberly, a shattered teen, puts herself back together through language and desire. A satire from
Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam.” Le Monde

Flageul, Elsa: LES ARAIGNÉES DU SOIR SPIDERS AT DUSK
(Julliard/Robert Laffont, January 2013, 182 pages)
A story begun on a misunderstanding is likely to have dramatic consequences. SPIDERS AT DUSK
follows the lives of two couples tangled in a web of love, adultery and jealousy. Victor has been in love with the
beautiful and captivating Vera since the two were at school together and is still holding out for the day she feels
the same. Vera, however, meets Nigel, a charming and seductive author twice her age and together they lose
themselves in an affair. As the relationship between Vera and Nigel intensifies, Victor and Violette, Nigel’s
long-suffering wife, struggle to get what they want, leading to an explosion of deceit, resentment and hatred.
Elsa Flageul depicts four intertwining characters in the turmoil of their emotions. As these narratives collide in
an almost tragic climax, the reader is presented with a powerful examination of the destructive nature of love.
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Elsa Flageul studied cinema which has a major influence in her writing. She has already published with
Editions Julliard, J’ÉTAIS LA FILLE DE FRANÇOIS MITTERRAND and MADAME TABARD N’EST PAS
UNE FEMME.

Wolkenstein, Julie: ADÈLE ET MOI
(POL, January 2013, 500 pages)
Shortlisted for the Prix Francoise Sagan 2013
Shortlisted for the Prix France Culture – Telerama 2013
One hundred years separate the two women but the bonds between them exist.
Adèle and Me is a novel about the passage of time. Beyond the love stories, historic tragedies and
cultural mutations, it is above all about memories, nostalgia, what we lose and what we keep of our past and our
dead ones.
After the death of her father, a woman, while sorting out his papers, found documents on her greatgrandmother, Adèle, whose existence she had previously ignored. She started to look into these and the novel of
a long life took shape, the saga of a family disrupted by three wars, from the middle of the nineteenth century to
the middle of the twentieth. And it was also to be the revelation of a family secret…
Julie Wolkenstein was born in 1968. She teaches comparative Literature at the Université de Caen. She
is an author of several novels: L’EXCUSE (2009), HAPPY END (2005), COLLOQUE SENTIMENTAL (2001),
L'HEURE ANGLAISE (2000), JULIETTE OU LA PARESSEUSE (1999).
“Adèle et moi est un roman ardent, rythmé par les allers-retours entre passé et présent, sur un
minuscule bout de lande normande commun aux deux femmes, à un siècle et demi d’intervalle. […] Qu’elle est
belle, la manière dont Julie Wolkenstein remplit les blancs de son enquête fatalement inachevée. Ce qu’on ne
peut savoir, elle le pressent et l’imagine.” Le Nouvel Observateur
“Plus l’étau se resserre sur l’identité d’Adèle, et plus le mystère s’épaissit. C’est la magie de ce roman
déferlant, qui efface toutes les traces qu’il a trouvées, qui submerge et met à nu avec la même constance et la
même puissance. […] Envoûtant.” Télérama
“Fine spécialiste du roman, Julie Wolkenstein en connaît toutes les ficelles qu’elle prend un malin
plaisir à tordre. Avec recul et humour, elle déjoue les conventions du genre pour construire un grand roman
autour d’un secret de famille.” Elle
“Un moment de grâce dans la nuit des souvenirs cruels.” Version Femina

Frèche, Émilie: DEUX ÉTRANGERS
(Actes Sud, Janvier 2013, 274 pages)
Long-listed for the Françoise Sagan Prize and the Madame Figaro Grand Prix de l’héroine
English sample available
Seven years. Her father’s phone call comes after seven years of silence, and it is a summons, a
command. Against her better instincts, Élise answers his call and jumps into her late mother’s ancient car to head
for Marrakech. Father and daughter have become Two Strangers, and far more than mere kilometres lies
between them.
Emilie Frèche’s latest novel is an inner journey towards impossible forgiveness for deeply personal
betrayals and childhood hurts, in which even the sound and fury of the present can’t smother the echo of what
was left unsaid in the past. It is illuminated by insistent, redemptive humour, and explores a powerful longing for
justice and the undeniable significance of identity.
At thirty-five Émilie Frèche has written six novels. In 2010 Actes Sud published her novel
CHOUQUETTE. She has also written two works for children:UN JOUR QUI N’EXISTE PAS (Actes Sud
Junior, 2012) and UN PETIT GARÇON TOUT LISSE (Actes Sud Junior, 2013).

Montalbetti, Christine: LOVE HOTEL
(P.O.L., March 2013, 176 pages)
Christine Montalbetti was in Japan on the 11th of March, 2011, in the region of Kyoto. Love Hotel was
written in the memory of this upheaval. In this erotic tale, she questions the utter confusion of concomitance:
what does one feel when something terrible is happening somewhere else at that precise moment, and that one
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ignores? How is it possible thereafter to live with the feeling of one’s blindness? Hadn’t one been submerged by
thoughts that, in hindsight, seem to be in strange symbiosis with the event?
In the windowless room of the “Love Hotel”, closed to the outside world, the hero, a Westerner in
Kyoto to write a novel, and Natsumi, a Japanese woman whose husband is probably looking at the gingko tree
from his office window at this time of day, are making love.
The memory of Japanese tales sweeps in between their gestures in the blind room: marine imagination,
threatening dragons and all sorts of wandering spirits whose evilness is uncertain. Outside the burlesque setting
of the “Love Hotel”, the banks of the Kamogama river spread out, still suspended in the late winter season with a
strange feeling of grief, even if the air seems to tremble with the promise of spring.
Humour blends into the melancholy that emanates from this landscape, into the vague terror the tales
leave floating in the air and the tragic sense of catastrophe. Because, and we only learn this in the last sentence,
the novel takes place during the afternoon of the 11th of March, 2011, the day of the terrible earthquake followed
by a ten metre wave that ravaged the Sendai region, and the hero, when the book is over, is just about to discover
the images we all know well. The novel can then be reread as the troubling story of a premonition.
A novelist, playwright, literary critic and theorist, Christine Montalbetti is also a professor of French
literature at the University of Paris VIII.
“Love Hotel est un récit d’amour et de mort, 24 heures de la vie d’un couple, le 11 mars 2011, lorsque
la catastrophe à venir est imminente. […] Love Hotel est un “ conte de brume ”aussi lumineux que funèbre,
absolu au sens étymologique du terme : détaché.” Médiapart

Desvaux, Émilie: LE JARDIN DE MINUIT
(Stock, January 2013, 336 pages)
At the age of forty, when his wife leaves marking a turning point in his life, Joseph Eyscheil lets himself
drift off into the past, particularly memories of his twin sister Élise in whose shadow he has always hovered. The
strange and dazzling Élise became a writer but disappeared thirteen years ago in circumstances that have never
been explained. She left behind three novels in which Joseph feels she recreated their childhood and all of which
feature the same place: the house next door to their childhood home, surrounded by its garden.
The descriptions of this garden gradually become a pivot for Joseph between the past and the present,
reality and fiction, innocence and adulthood. Where do things go when they’re gone, where do people go when
they’re dead? What were the twins looking for the summer they were twelve and they used to slip under the
gates into that garden at night?
By delving back into the memories of those trees and lawns, Joseph rediscovers a whole neighbourhood
and a whole era: the street, the neighbours, their family home, their primary school and high school. A long lost
childhood he can read about and dream about. Heat wave summers and the gradual disintegration of a life that
looked perfect on the surface.
When he in turn begins to write, Joseph wants to explore his memories, especially of his sister who is
very different to the attractive public persona she would one day become. Writing about the past usually amounts
to reinventing it. Paradoxically, this may also be how the truth finally emerges.
Born in Toulouse in 1983, Émilie Desvaux wrote a first novel, À L’ATTENTION DE LA FEMME DE
MÉNAGE, published by Stock in 2011. It won the Femme magazine prize for a first novel.

Werner, Dorothée: A LA SANTÉ DU FEU
(JC Lattès, January 2013, 220 pages)
A chronicle of the powerful hope, rage and love of a young woman while she investigates, with a
loaded gun pointed at her head, the how and why and… what about afterwards.
“Close your eyes and, for just one minute, imagine someone in front of you announcing a catastrophe.
Think of the scene with as much precision as possible, the time of day, the lighting, what is happening around
you. Then ask yourself what is the difference between the minute before and the minute after? You are still
sitting in the same chair, drinking the same cup of tea in the same house. Your body is still your own, you don’t
feel any worse or any better than when you woke up that morning. Everything is profoundly familiar; the sun
will slowly go down as evening comes. Nothing has changed, and yet something undeniably has…”
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The results of a young woman’s routine medical exam discover something suspect. Nothing certain. To
learn what destiny has in store, she must wait for the results of another exam. This book is the journal, written in
the first person, of a suspended existence.
Born in 1969, Dorothy Werner lives in Paris. She is an investigative journalist for Elle magazine.
“A striking diary full of energy.” LE JDD

Valérie Gans: LE BRUIT DES SILENCES
(JC Lattès, March 2013, 345 pages)
Sometimes, in certain families, history repeats itself. Generation after generation, secrets, omissions
and denial. Lorraine is a young divorcee raising two children on her own in Paris. She works as a florist for her
best friend and thinks very little of her own needs. When she meets a childhood friend, Cyrille, she finds that
maturity has given him a new charm and she believes she just might have found the love that has been missing in
her life.
But Lorraine must dig deep to uncover the woman and mother she longs to be and the love story she
wants to live. Her hopes, the secrets of the women of her family, her sister, mother, grandmother… all must
come out in the open since each one of these women made a choice that changed their lives forever.
Journalist with Figaro Madame, Valérie Gans is the author of several novels.

Wilmos, Béatrice: LE CAHIER DES MOTS PERDUS
(Belfond, January 2013, 224 pages)
Amidst the chaos of WWII, a young girl comes to understand the impossible love her mother has for a
German artist exiled in France. Béatrice Wilmos poignantly illustrates a child’s viewpoint on a very adult world.
Marseille, September 1940. Blanche is taken in a “roundup” leaving her daughter Jeanne along to fend
for herself in their hotel room. While she waits alone for her mother’s return, Jeanne tries to understand as she is
assailed by images and memories from the past.
And thus the story of Thomas takes shape, a friend of the family who fled Nazi Germany to seek refuge
in France. Jeanne met him years earlier without fully understanding who he was or what significance he had for
her mother Blanche. In spite of the secrets and discretion, Jeanne attempts to piece together the mysterious
connection between a woman in love and a man worn out from exile.
Béatrice Wilmos is the author of two novels, LA DERNIÈRE SONATE DE L'HIVER (2007) and
L'ALBUM DE MENZEL (2010), both published by Flammarion. The first was a finalist for the prix RTL-Lire
and was awarded the prix Edmée de la Rochefoucauld.
“Béatrice Wilmos, à travers les yeux de la fillette, reconstitue le puzzle du désir, dont les pièces seront
toujours manquantes car l’image toujours fluctuante.” Livres Hebdo

Brami, Alma: LOLO. L’HÉROÏNE D’UN ROMAN
(Plon , January 2013, 170 pages)
Alma Brami offers an intimate portrait of Lolo, of her inner wounds and ambiguities and of the unsaid,
imagining her revelations through a series of sessions with a fictitious psychoanalyst.
Before going under the knife for an umpteenth breast augmentation, Lolo’s surgeon demands that she
consult a psychiatrist before he will approve of - or refuse - this surgical intervention.
In the course of these 33 fictitious sessions with an analyst, Alma Brami takes on the self of this very
complex and enigmatic woman. A scared little girl? A wife slavishly devoted to her husband? A sacrificial
lamb? A woman willing to do anything to be famous? Navigating between despair, humor, lucidity, anger,
dreams and illusions, Lolo advances like a blind tightrope walker whose every step takes her closer to death.
Only a literary talent of Alma Brami’s stature could reveal and explore the soul of Lolo who, in her
lifetime, was ultimately reduced to a mere body.
Alma Brami, 26, is the author of Sans elle (2008), ILS L’ONT LAISSÉE LÀ (2009) and TANT QUE
TU ES HEUREUSE (2010), all of them, published by Mercure de France, critically acclaimed and translated
into Chinese. She is also the author of an album for youth, MOI J’AIME PAS COMME JE SUIS (Albin Michel,
2011). Her latest novel, C’EST POUR TON BIEN, was published this year by Mercure de France.
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Locandro, Catherine: L’ENFANT DE CALABRE
(Heloise d’Ormesson Publishers, January 2013, 272 pages)
Every family has its secrets. But how can you know who you really are if you don’t know the whole
truth about your family? There lies the question at the centre of Catherine Locandro’s new novel.
Frédérique hasn’t been back to her native city, Nice, in almost 20 years. The reason behind her longawaited return is a photograph she found after her mother passed away. The picture shows her father, Vittorio,
with a mysterious woman. As soon as she lands, Frédérique heads straight to the offices of the private eye her
mother had hired years before. The picture has stirred up questions about her family that she desperately needs
answers to.
When Frédérique goes back to the agency a few days later for the results of the investigation, she is
greeted by the owner’s daughter, Johanna, a woman she had run into at a gay bar the night before. Johanna is all
business: she gives Frédérique the file and offers to find out if the woman in the photo is still alive. After
hesitating briefly, Frédérique calls Johanna back and takes her up on her offer.
The woman’s name is Barbara Bianchi. Originally from Turin, she has been living in Genoa, in the
same apartment, since 1980. She was Frédérique’s father’s mistress. As Johanna finishes telling Frédérique what
she knows, their business meeting segues into a date. Rather than pursue things with Johanna, Frédérique goes to
meet her father’s mistress.
Frédérique is completely stunned by what she has just learned about her father. None of the stories she
knew about her family were true. They weren’t about her family, but someone else’s. Unable to process the
news, she storms out of Barbara’s apartment and gets hit by a car.
After two weeks in a coma, Frédérique finally wakes up to find her older brother and niece by her side;
but all she can think of is Johanna. She is told that Johanna didn’t come to see her during those two weeks, but
that she did call to find out how she was doing. The novel ends with a phone call: Frédérique calls Johanna to
wish her a happy birthday from her hospital bed. For the first time she is confident enough to take the first step.
She finally feels alive.
In her latest novel, Locandro manages to perfectly build an intricate structure with three intertwined
stories, thus giving it an impetus of its own as well as a dynamic outline. The story depicts an incredible portrait
of three generations of a contemporary family, with their legends and their secrets, leading readers through a
labyrinth of memories to an unpredictable outcome. This poignant book is a perfect summer saga for anyone
who likes family mysteries and soul-searching. It will keep you hooked from start to finish!
Selling points: Talented and promising author. Touching and relatable story. Easy read, suitable for a
large audience. Perfect summer fiction
“Avec un scénario maîtrisé qui se joue des anicroches et qui puise sa force de son héroïne pourtant en
proie aux doutes, [Catherine Locandro] déploie un chassé-croisé fascinant jusqu'au choc final.” 20 minutes.fr
“Ce roman, un magnifique ouvrage, constitué par la superposition de trois textes, volontairement
distincts les uns des autres. La trame est parfaitement ordonnancée, au dénouement, imprévisible. Le texte est
précis, le choix des mots et leur agencement n’empruntent, eux aussi, rien au hasard. Un thriller identitaire à
découvrir.” lacauselitteraire.fr
Catherine Locandro lives in Brussels where she works as a screenwriter in broadcasting. She published
her first novel, CLARA LA NUIT, in 2004, for which she was awarded the Prix Coup de Cœur du Point 2004
and the Prix René Fallet 2005. She has written four more novels since then, most of them having been published
by Éditions Héloïse d’Ormessson: SŒUR (2004), LES ANGES DÉÇUS (2007), FACE AU PACIFIQUE
(2009), ET L’ENFANT DE CALABRE (2013).

Garat, Anne-Marie: PROGRAMME SENSIBLE
(Actes Sud, February 2013, 254 pages)
In this unusual novel in the shape of a monologue, Anne-Marie Garat poses universal questions about
identity, the past and exile.
In his apartment in the suburbs of Paris, Jason, recently divorced, is trying to piece together his
childhood memories. Born on a kolkhoz (a collective farm) in Estonia, he mostly remembers dark forests, a
woman standing by a cart, an older brother and a strange family. Jason is convinced that his computer contains
living images of his suppressed past, from 20 years before the fall of the Wall. Only his institutionalized Aunt
Dee occasionally sheds light on his past. Interwoven with current issues like illegal aliens, global warming and
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Fukushima, Jason confronts his hazy memories and digital ogres. His aunt dies just as he finds the shocking
memory that she killed their whole family before escaping to France, taking him with her.
Through this investigation into a suppressed past, the narrator tries to find his place in a changing world
– meaning everything from his own divorce, to immigration issues, his daughter’s adolescence, his fear of global
catastrophes and more. A strikingly intelligent and clairvoyant book, like a modern tragedy conceived by a
writer who dissects the ills of our time with poetry and lucidity.
Born in 1946, Anne-Marie Garat won the 1992 Femina Prize for her novel ADEN. She was the
president of the Maison des écrivains et de la Litterature, and she taught film studies and photography in Paris.
She participates regularly in academic conferences, as well as giving lectures in France and abroad.
Selling points: Anne-Marie Garat gets us to consider the role of the many technologies that inhabit our
daily lives, and raises some interesting issues: in this era of over-communication and over-information, are we
in fact cut off from reality?
The eras, places, sensations, emotions and stories intertwine and seem to dance together to the music of
the words the author has chosen with such precision and elegance. This interlacing puts the book on the cusp of
several genres, composing a contemporary mythology.
A lush, intelligent and clairvoyant book; a kind of modern tragedy for a Jason of the Internet age,
written by a lucid writer who dissects the evils of our time with talent and intelligence.

Guyon, Margaux: TOMBEAU POUR DON JUAN
(Plon, March 2013, 352 pages)
After a remarkable first novel, LATEX ETC., Margaux Guyon has come up with a fascinating roman à
clé whose main character, a mysterious ladies’ man, remains elusive, despite descriptions of him as seen by
seven different women he was involved with at various times in his life.
Winter 2007, a cemetery in the south of France. Alastair, a happy husband, loving father, tireless lover,
and fierce and unscrupulous banker, has taken his secrets with him to his grave. All that’s left is the
contradictory things that the women he has been involved with have to say about him. Each section of Margaux
Guyon’s second novel introduces one woman and adds a piece to the composite portrait of a fascinatingly
energetic, enigmatic, cruel, tender and cynical man. We also get to know the seven women who loved/hated him,
but who never forgot him and never managed to pierce the mystery of the man and his occupations. Over the
course of almost 30 years, Alastair becomes an obsession for his 21-year-old mistress’s roommate, gets married
to a young divorcée with whom he’ll have two children, leads a young North African woman astray and gets her
entangled in his shady financial dealings, seduces first his 5-year-old daughter’s teacher then her shrink, and
initiates a married woman – who happens to be his own wife’s beautician – into sadomasochism.
Éléonore, his oldest friend, an elegant Parisian publisher, is the only one of the women he didn’t seduce,
since she prefers women. Rummaging through the dead man’s desk, between each narrative she gradually
reveals the outcome of her investigation, eventually coming to an unexpected conclusion: Alistair was a secret
agent, and he was almost certainly assassinated.
This ambitious, polyphonic novel draws readers into the heart of the dense romantic destiny of a
complex, mysterious, ambivalent and elusive man.
Margaux Guyon, born in Avignon in 1990 and currently studying at the Sorbonne, grew up in
Cavaillon. Her first novel, LATEX ETC, is the cynical account of a well-to-do girl from the provinces who
occasional turns tricks out of boredom. It was published by Plon in August 2011.
Selling points: A roman à clé whose elusive main character remains a mystery, since the portraits his
mistresses paint of him are so contradictory.
This young novelist offers a light, modern reinterpretation of Les Liaisons Dangereuses, and readers
will enjoy recognizing its emblematic characters.
Fabs of Guyon’s first novel, from 2011, will be pleased to recognize this young author’s directness: her
erotic scenes are quite daring, and she presents women’s fantasies without lowering her gaze or blushing.
Her first book, LATEX ETC., which had a certain success in Fall 2011, is coming out in paperback
(Pocket) in June 2013.
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de Robien, Beata FUGUE POLONAISE
(Editions Albin Michel, April 2013, 380 pages)
A fascinating novel about love, friendship, deceit and political oppression in Cracow, 1953. Bashia,
young and rebellious woman raised in Poland, has to endure the excesses of the communist regime after Staline's
death. While witnessing her family's irretrievable decline, she has to experience the contradictory emotions of
teenagehood, with one ambition: running away.
When Bashia falls in love with Christian, a young communist who came all the way from France to
support the regime, she puts her life and her family's at risk. Forced to be questionned by the police, she tries to
hide her despise towards the government's depravity, and to live a normal life, between her admiration for her
friend Iwanka, a beautiful and audacious young woman, her fear to lose Christian, who turns out to be an
unstable and deceitful boyfriend, and the bruising experience of sexuality. Unfairly accused of robbery, she is
put under arrest and sent to a reformatory.
Several years later, Bashia is back to Poland. She has left years ago to marry Christian. After her
divorce, she is determined to find out the truth about her past. She realizes while going through her file that her
father was collaborating with the authorities. Everything becomes clear when she acknowledges the fact that she
has been lied to her whole life.
Beata de Robien is polish. She is the author of successful plays, TV scripts, historical novels and
biographies. FUGUE POLONAISE (Albin Michel, 2013) is her third novel after LE NAIN DU ROI DE
POLOGNE (Plon, 1994) and LE ROMAN DE LA POLOGNE (Editions du Rocher, 2007).

Ledig, Agnès: JUSTE AVANT LE BONHEUR
(Albin Michel, May 2013, 344pages)
In this poignant novel, full of compassion and optimism, single mother Julie has to face her little boy's
death after a tragic car accident. Through this heartbreaking loss, she learns the importance of friendship.
20-year-old Julie works in a supermarket to bring up her son Lulu on her own. When she meets 50-yearold retired Paul, recently divorced, they progressively build a strong and reassuring friendship. Paul ends up
asking Julie to join the trip he is about to take with his son Jerome, young doctor whose wife just commited
suicide, to their family house on the Brittany coast. During this singular excursion, they learn to know each other
step by step and start to heal their hearts, surrounded by Lulu's joyfulness.
But on the way home, a car accident leaves the young boy in a deep coma. When Lulu dies, Julie finds
some confort in Paul and Jérôme's support, but she also fell in love with Romain, her son's physical therapist. As
a life just ended, Julie refuses to let herself drown in sorrow and starts a new life. She gives us a lesson of
courage, love and tenacity.
Agnès Ledig started writing when her own son was in the hospital, diagnosed with leukemia. She
published MARIE D'EN HAUT (Les Nouveaux Auteurs, 2011), awarded with Femme Actuelle prize. JUSTE
AVANT LE BONHEUR goes deeper into her favorite leitmotives: the complexity of the human soul and the
ability to bear the unbearable.
Selling points: A subtle and delicate novel about a mother's courage and determination.
A life-lesson for anyone who has ever been about to give up on optimism
An author who can be compared to the most successful novelists over the past few years, Anna Gavalda,
David Foenkinos or Muriel Barbery.

CONTEMPORARY TRENDS
Dannemark, Francis: HISTOIRE D’ALICE, QUI NE PENSAIT JAMAIS À RIEN (ET
DE TOUS SES MARIS, PLUS UN)
(Robert Laffont, April 2013, 192 pages)
Paul is 56 years old. He has just lost his mother. At her funeral, he meets his aunt for the first time. He
only knows her first name, Alice. She is 73 years old, seductive, mysterious and full of life. She invites Paul to
her hotel where she recounts her extraordinary life. Alice is one of those rare people that has lived 10 lives in one
lifetime. Which is much more than her husbands, having been widowed eight times! In this comedy drama of
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British charm, we follow the existence of an enchanting woman, through her marriages and her experiences, and
discover along with her the stuff of life: love, sex, relationships, loss, starting all over again, and in particular, the
wonders of it all.
Francis Dannemark is a literary advisor and editor. He heads the collection “Escales des letters” which
he founded in 1998 with Editions Le Castor Astral. He has written thirty books, of which sixteen are novels,
published mainly by Robert Laffont.

Saintonge, François: DOLFI AND MARILYN
(Grasset, January 2013, 300 pages)
Are clones the future of humanity? Advances in biotechnology and cloning suggest that may just be the
case. DOLFI ET MARILYN paints a picture of a fantastic near future where man revisits his history and clones
mythical figures at the risk of resurrecting his darkest hours...
France, 2060. The country hasn't changed, or only barely. Human clones are produced and marketed as
gadgets or housekeepers. The subjects cloned are often celebrities from the past. Tycho Mercier is a specialist in
20th century history and is obsessed with the Second World War. One day, he becomes the reluctant owner of
two problematic clones: Dolfi, the last copy in a banned series of clones of Adolf Hitler in circulation, and a
clone of Marilyn Monroe. An unofficial secret service called the 'Control Center' is tasked with eliminating
defective anomalous clones. Tycho refuses to hand Dolfi over to them, while he shares a curious ancillary
relationship with Marilyn. When clones are reported to the authorities, they must escape together. As their
adventure begins, the historian follows them to the heart of some kind of Nazi Disneyland created by a
billionaire who is over a century old and nostalgic for the Third Reich.
An ambitious novel, an iconoclastic fable about history, and a love story staged between two historical
icons – one embodying absolute evil, the other fragile and impossible happiness – Dolfi et Marilyn poses the
question about clones, the “unexpected variant of the human condition.” Beyond the provocative plot, this novel
powerfully resonates with our fear of a past that comes back to haunt us, a dehumanized present, and an
uncertain future.
Who is the author? We may never know – François Saintonge is a pseudonym.
Rights sold: German (C. Bertelsmann)

Renault, Murielle: À QUI LE TOUR ?
(Le Dilettante, January 2013, 204 pages)
By the author of the best-selling OUI..., a funny, modern, and terribly accurate novel about the dizzying
effects of sudden wealth.
At the headquarters of the Five Lottery, five big winners are about to receive their checks. Chantal, a
50-something divorcée, is going to quit her job and move to a new house. Bruno, 38, who has been homeless for
4 years, is going to buy an apartment and care for his daughter. Capucine, 31, stole the ticket from her exboyfriend, and is going to travel with her best friend. Roger, a 75-year-old widower with Alzheimer’s, wants to
travel with his neighbor. Tony asks Carine, his girlfriend, who is the real winner, to marry him. Short, punchy
chapters let us know what happens to each of them. Bruno kills himself when his ex-wife won’t have anything to
do with him. Capucine, threatened by her ex-, hides out in Costa Rica for eight years. Carine dies at the hands of
Tony, who is sent to prison. Chantal gets sucked into a sect. Roger dies in a care home.
Although the alternating stories in this lively ensemble tale all tend towards the tragic, Murielle
Renault’s telling paints a sharply sarcastic but affectionately clever portrait of society today.
Murielle Renault was born in Paris in 1972. This is her fourth novel since 2007. Her third novel, OUI...,
published in 2011, was described in Le Nouvel Observateur as a “fast-paced ensemble tale,” “an extravagant and
often hilarious, multi-character romantic comedy. Dip into it like a special treat.” It was published in paperback
by Pocket in May 2012.
Selling points: An unadorned, down-to-earth writing style, punctuated with delightfully droll moments.
Short, fast-paced chapters that alternate the characters’ stories masterfully.
Humor and accuracy in depicting the characters’ relationships with friends, relatives and lovers.
The author introduces us to totally credible characters with human qualities and frailties, orchestrating
an elegant blend of ages, milieus, touching and off-putting personalities.
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Readers will be irresistibly drawn into the plot lines; the scenes range from the comical to the semitragic, but are all sketched with sensitivity, in a tone that is neither judgmental nor preachy.
“Un roman qui touche au fantasme de beaucoup de personnes… Le pendant noir du best-seller, La
Liste de mes envies.” Le Dilettante
“Murielle Renault trousse une tragi-comédie où pointent la mesquinerie et le désarroi d’une société
aliénée par l’argent roi.” Le Nouvel Observateur
“Ce livre est amusant, les personnages attachants. Murielle Renault raconte d’une manière très vivante
la désillusion qu’éprouvent ces personnages maintenant qu’ils n’ont plus d’excuses pour ne pas être heureux.
Étiennette Destable”. Le Télégramme de Brest

Weil, Sylvie: LE HARENG ET LE SAXOPHONE
(Buchet Chastel / Libella, January 2013, 432 pages)
“This morning I got married to a man I hardly know.” The stranger, Eric, is “some guy from Brooklyn”
whose family fled the pogroms in Ukraine. The author and narrator Sylvie Weil’s research, and what it turns up,
give her a remarkable tale to tell.
We get to know a family, a veritable tribe, dominated by two ghosts: grandfather Guedalia and a
Ukranian great-grandfather, Shmiel-Chaim, who made his fortune selling herring. The narrator, in the role of an
amused and incredulous victim, lets herself be overwhelmed by the living, too: Molly, her formidable mother-inlaw, who never misses a chance to point out that her brilliant son could have had a much better wife; and Sam,
her father-in-law, who is obsessed with his failed career as a saxophonist.
So many conflicts, thing that are “forgotten” and little secrets that won’t go away…
With so much raw material, someone else might have composed a vast saga. Sylvie Weil preferred to
offer us an entertaining but true fable. Set to music… and served up with pickled fish.
Sylvie Weil has taught French literature at several American universities. A family memoir, Chez les
Weil, was published by Buchet-Chastel (2009). She has also written short stories and novels, published by
Flammarion, among others, as well as several children’s books (Ecole des loisirs).
Selling points: Sylvie Weil’s previous book, CHEZ LES WEI, l was quite memorable. Like this volume,
it could be described as an exercise in ironic celebration. In it she painted lively yet mysterious portraits of her
father, André Weil, and aunt, Simone Weil – two of the most brilliant minds of their generation. In this new book,
once again, the author’s style changes everything… offering us a vision of a world throbbing with joy and
disappointment.

Merle, Olivier: ELECTROPOLIS
(Editions de Fallois, February 2013, 384 pages)
ELECTROPOLIS is the story of a black-out that brings everyone closer – both to their true selves and
to each other, poses existential questions, and even helps young Sophie find love.
As social beings, we live side by side without really getting to know each other, except perhaps our
families and a few friends. It takes a radical event to get us to deviate from our habits and discover our alwayssurprising fellow human beings. This novel is the story of one of those events. Thanks to a huge black-out that
causes chaos across the city, Sophie, the heroine, is going to get to know the inhabitants of the apartment
building where she lives. She will find her place in the group and confront the growing threats. She will learn to
accept the others as they are, and gradually come to appreciate their inner strength and humanity. As she deals
with the many dangers and often painful situations, she will draw close to Hocine, the secretive, enigmatic young
man in her building, towards whom Sophie will find herself irresistibly attracted. At practically the very moment
they straddle his motorcycle to leave the terrible situation behind forever, the electricity comes back, as suddenly
as it was cut off. In love, but out of danger, they decide to leave the city behind them anyway.
Above and beyond the story of Sophie, this book also provides food for thought about the fragility of a
world that is almost totally dependent on technology. It also offers a chance to consider our relations with other
people, and with old age, love, and death.
Born in 1956, Olivier Merle is a professor of geology at the University of Clermont-Ferrand. After
L'AVERS ET LE REVERS (2009), a novel that was continued the historical “FORTUNE DE FRANCE” series
written by his father, Robert Merle, and NOIR NÉGOCE (2010), an important novel about the 18th-century slave
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trade, with IDENTITÉ NUMÉRIQUE (2011) Olivier Merle switches from historical novels to one looking to the
future.
Selling points: This novel raises important issues about how society could cope with a major, extended
power outage: communication, food and fuel supplies, health care, security etc.
A story with a serious subject and a happy ending: despite the fear and danger that dominate the
atmosphere, room is found for love.

Binebine, Mahi: LE SEIGNEUR VOUS LE RENDRA
(Fayard, February 2013, 208 pages)
Condemned by his mother to beg in the streets of Marrakesh, a baby is prevented from growing and a
child is deprived of education and freedom. Nicknamed the “Little Loaf,” the child will live through long years
of darkness, passively observing the actions of grownups, their brutality and corruption. Everything is recounted
in understated tones, accentuating the beauty of these seemingly destroyed souls, of bodies ravaged by alcohol
and disease. The miracle of unpredictable life sees the child grow up, however. As an adult, he frees himself
from the bonds of ignorance, fear, and hardship to discover, at last, a sense of self and true awareness. Will he be
able to face his mother, however, who had never shown him anything but the abject nature of her non-love?
Mahi Binebine gives us a black novel lined with a silver glint of hope. Written as a picaresque-cumphilosophical tale, the author skillfully makes light of the tragic, interweaving humor, poignancy and an exalted
faith in man's capacity to forgive.
Born in 1959, Mahi Binebine is a painter and a writer. For the past twenty years, he has lived between
France, Morocco and the United States.

Gestern, Hélène: LA PART DU FEU
(Arléa, Janvier 2013, 228 pages)
After a shocking revelation, Laurence Emmanuel examines her parents’ past, and their relationship with
the leader of a small, left-wing extremist group in the 1970s. In a historical, but highly personal quest, Laurence
looks closely at the past in order to understand her own origins.
One day, Laurence Emmanuel finds out almost by accident that Jacques is not her biological father.
When her mother, Cécile, has been hospitalized, Laurence finds a stash of letters from a certain Guillermo
Zorgen. Laurence decides to investigate, and she learns that Zorgen was the leader of a tiny left-wing extremist
group, the MLC, back in the 1970s. In 1974, Zorgen was accused of murder, and died just a few months after he
was freed. Laurence gradually realizes that Cécile belonged to the MLC and was Guillermo’s lover. While he
was in jail, she married Jacques, who assumed paternity of the child. When Zorgen got out of jail, he wanted his
wife and child back, but Jacques accidentally pushed him out of a window.
This fascinating investigation is both historical and personal. It is enlivened by the use of both first-hand
documents and several different narrators. We become attached to the parents who do their utmost to protect
their daughter, as well as to Laurence, who, despite her parents’ efforts to keep their secret, needs to understand
her own past, thus her parents’ as well. In her deceptively simple writing style, Helène Gestern brings us a highly
moving novel in which secrets and revelations can’t weaken the bonds of affection.
Helène Gestern is 40. She lives and works in Nancy. LA PART DU FEU is her second novel, after
EUX SUR LA PHOTO, published by Editions Arléa.
Selling points: More than just a quest for identity, serious research into past deeds and their
consequences. Deceptively plain prose, a detailed and well-documented world.

Larher, Erwan: L'ABANDON DU MÂLE EN MILIEU HOSTILE
(Plon, January 2013, 240 pages)
In this extremely moving third novel, Erwan Larher leads readers deep into the heart of a passionate,
tragic love story set in the 1980s, when France was undergoing transformation. After his wife commits a suicide
bombing, a young man addresses his lost love, trying to pierce her secrets in order to help him overcome his
grief.
Broken-hearted with grief and incomprehension, the narrator addresses his words to his lost wife,
describing his own descent into drink, while reminiscing about their shared love, hate and passion… broken off
suddenly on the tragic day she set off a car bomb.
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When they met in high school, they were exact opposites. Yet opposites attract, and they soon fell
passionately in love, despite their ideological differences. He was a Young Liberal, against government
intervention in the market place, she was attracted to Action Indirecte, a fictional anarchist group from the 1970s
that advocated “urban guerilla warfare” against capitalism.
Although she became a successful novelist, known for her political outspokenness, she still had a
secretive, mysterious side to her, and would disappear for weeks, coming home with her body battered, yet
refusing to breathe a word about where she had been. Still, it never crossed his mind that her politics would lead
her to commit a suicide bombing that would leave him in despair with “Johnnie” – his bottle of whisky – for sole
companion. Interwoven with an interrogation, this is essentially a novel about mourning, trying to overcome, and
learning to accept the unacceptable.
Born in Clermont-Ferrand in 1970, Erwan Lahrer, 43, has already written two well-received novels
published by Michalon, AUTOGENÈSE and QU'AVEZ-VOUS FAIT DE MOI? A playwright, songwriter and
screenplay writer, his work has been performed in Paris. This is his third novel. The themes that run through all
of his novels are politics, love and madness.
Selling points: An intimate and poignant novel about mourning and rebuilding one’s live. It is
impossible not to be moved by this story of passionate love between two characters who are so dramatically
different.
The author’s third novel describes the descent of a man broken by grief, and his gradual return to life.
A dramatic love story that examines the limits of political activism.
“Un livre atypique, subtilement mené.” Livres Hebdo

Ruzé, Franck: L’ECHELLE DES SENS
(Albin Michel, January 2013, 210 pages)
A second-year student in psychology, Tennessee is 19 years-old and a call girl. She works for an agency
of top bracket escort girls catering particularly for clients who ask for virgins. Apart from her lectures, meetings
with clients and her shrink, she has a platonic relationship with a uni friend who’s clearly in love with her but
she doesn’t want things to develop in that direction. She doesn’t believe in love or feelings, only in the price tag
she can put on them, their value in a society where everything can be bought and sold. Her take on life is her
armour against the world.
With its sharp, oral tone and forceful style, L’ÉCHELLE DES SENS adopts the uncompromising
viewpoint of a young woman who’s both likeable and deeply disturbing in her search for meaning. In a
succession of short scenes, sometimes hard, raw, disconcerting or illuminating, we can feel the turmoil, solitude,
bravado, humour, fear, hope and fragility of 20 year-olds in a century that advocates self-control and freedom of
choice, but where in reality the market reigns over all.
Franck Ruzé is the author of a well-received first novel: O% in 2003, translated in several countries and
followed by 666 in 2006 and LES HOMMES PRÉFÈRENT LES CONNES in 2009.
“Les scènes sont courtes, sans sentiment, et le vocabulaire parfois cru. Portrait impitoyable d’une
génération dans l’errance, capable de séparer les décisions qu’elle prend du sens de l’acte qu’elle accomplit.
Glaçant. ” Havre Libre
“Frank Ruzé ou l’art de se montrer cru et sensible à la fois. Remarquable.” Marie France

Gendron, Sébastien: ROAD TRIPES
(Albin Michel, avril 2013, 288 pages)
A disconcerting novel about two men on the run experiencing the excitement of criminality. A
suspenseful and breathtaking car chase through France, in search for the meaning of life.
Vincent is going through a rough period: as a failed musician, hopeless husband and lousy father, he
ends up shoving flyers into people's mailboxes. He is hitting rock bottom when he meets Carell, a halfwit and
troubling man who will drag him into a car chase through France. He will have to endure the consequences of
hold up, murder and theft, progressively realizing his ability to control his life. After Carell dies, Vincent has to
face prosecution. He understands that he needed to go through all this in order to reunite with his family and
assert himself.
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Sébastien Gendron is a film maker and the author of several novels including LA JEUNE FILLE ET LE
CACHALOT and MORT À DENISE. Before becoming a writer, Sebastien Gendron has himself worked at
menial jobs, making his writing even more authentic.
Selling points: The gripping adventure and initiatory journey of a man who has nothing to loose.
Written with a beautiful and absorbing crudeness, a descent into the depths of servile criminality

Hongre, Jean-Sébastien: UN PÈRE EN COLÈRE
(Max Milo, March 2013, 222 pages)
The story of a father overwhelmed by his children’s behavior. Of a family lost in a world where human
relations are ruled by violence. This father refuses to give up and will do everything he can to save both his
couple and his children.
Stéphane, an engineer, and Nathalie, a teacher, moved from Paris to the suburbs to raise their kids, Fred
and Léa. 20 years later, the children are young adults who have adapted to the growing violence around them.
They chose to eat rather than be eaten, and intimidation has become their standard mode of expression. When
Nathalie has a car accident and slips into a coma. Stéphane starts pouring out his feelings in a blog,
anangryfather.com, becoming the voice of all helpless parents. A reality-show is created based on his story. But
there is a price to pay when you break the law of silence. Stéphane loses first his wife, then his job. Then Fred
gets killed. As one unexpected event follows another, the reader is kept breathless right up to the last page. The
novel ends on a note of hope: father and daughter reunited. A powerful novel, with a ruthless plot that does not
flinch from reality, but digs down to the lowest depths of our time to find a path towards hope.
Jean-Sébastien Hongre is the author of UN JOUEUR DE POKER (A Poker Player, Anne-Carrière,
2010). He works in the field of new technologies in Paris.
Selling points: FNAC “Coup de cœur” pick; selected for the 2013Prix Orange du Livre.
A powerful, relevant novel, full of humanity, that brilliantly challenges us and makes us think about
parental support, the power of the media, extreme violence, a future that seems hopeless.
Jean-Sébastien Hongre addresses a social issue we often hear about, but don’t usually pay much
attention to: raising children and safe-guarding family values.
From the first pages, the reader is completely drawn into the story, moved by tremendous compassion
for this distressed father, powerless mother and even their two violent children.

“I wanted to express the secret and terrible pains of parents faced with the brutal behavior of
their own children. There is little talk of these silent sufferings. Stéphane’s rebellion is also a revolt
against the changes in values whose extent he doesn’t realize until it’s too late.” Jean-Sébastien
Hongre, La Cause Littéraire Blog

HISTORICAL & BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL
Delalande, Arnaud: NOTRE ESPION D’AMÉRIQUE
(Grasset, February 2013, 416 pages)
The third installment of the adventures of the Venetian secret agent Pietro Viravolta a.k.a. the Black
Orchid, NOTRE ESPION D’AMÉRIQUE is a great, colorful epic. A cocktail of humor, action, and adventure,
this historical thriller teeming with spies and theatrical twists recounts the secret history of the birth of America
from an exceptionally original angle – that of the “cold war” taking place between the French and British secret
services from 1776 to 1783, when the American people had just begun to take their fate into their own hands.
This is the story of Viravolta, a veritable “18th century James Bond” who reported to the King of
France, as he is thrown into the turmoil of the American Revolutionary War alongside La Fayette, George
Washington, and the other American revolutionaries. Here, we’re transported to a revolutionary moment that,
even before the French Revolution, would go on to change the world by establishing – for the first time ever –
the greatest principles affirmed by humanity: the universal right to life, liberty, and equality.
From the anterooms of Versailles to the Great Plains, the King of England’s entourage to the inner
circles of Washington, and the war of the spies to the epic battles on American soil, it’s as though you’re there to
witness the birth of a nation – and perhaps of a new world: our own.
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Arnaud Delalande is forty years old and the author of eight novels, including LE PIÈGE DE DANTE,
LES FABLES DE SANG and LE JARDIN DES LARMES. He has also published a dozen comic books and is
currently working on writing several films. Often compared to Arturo Perez-Reverte, his work has been
translated in twenty countries.
Rights sold for previous titles: German (Droemer Knaur Verlag, Lubbe Verlag), Portuguese (Brazil:
Distribuidora Record; Portugal: Edicoes Asa), Bulgarian (Uniscorp Printing), English (Canada: Penguin Books
Canada; United Kingdom: Weidenfeld & Nicolson), Chinese (China: Citic Publishing House; Taiwan: Crown
Publishing), Korean (Hwang-Mae Publishers), Croatian (AGM), Spanish (Random House Mondadori Sa), Greek
(Harlenic Hellas), Hungarian (Gabo Konyvkiodo), Hebrew (Kinneret Zmora Dvir), Italian (Garzanti Libri
Spa), Dutch (De Bezige Bij), Romanian (RAO International), Russian (AST Publishing Group, Hemiro
Limited), Serbian (Laguna), Czech (Albatros)

D’Aillon, Jean: DANS LES GRIFFES DE LA LIGUE
(Flammarion, March 2013 276 pages)
August 1, 1589: Henri III has been stabbed to death by a monk, Jacques Clément. But Olivier
Hauteville has his doubts: even disfigured by the beating he got from the king’s guards, the assassin’s face
doesn’t look anything like the Clément that Olivier used to know. And young Gabrielle d'Estrée agrees that the
battered man is not the Jacobin she met the night before the king was murdered. So what happened? Was there a
substitution? And if so, then who killed Henri III? And where is the real murderer hiding?
Henri IV and his inner circle absolutely must find out. Especially since the Holy League is acting up,
and a secret society, the Keepers of the Faith, is trying to bring down the Béarnais king. Who are these
archangels of death working for?
Appointed to resolve these enigmas, Olivier Hauteville has to face death and affront infamy. At his own
risk... and his family’s.
Jean d'Aillon, who lives in Aix-en-Provence, has been telling historic adventures, including the
adventure of Olivier Hauteville during the French Wars of Religion, between Catholics and Protestants, with
skill, historical accuracy and brio for several years now.

van Cauwelaert, Didier: LE FEMME DE NOS VIES
(Albin Michel, March 2013, 304 pages)
Germany, 1941. Ilsa saves young David from the psychiatric ward – and certain death. But they are
separated by fate – he goes to the United States and assists several Nobel Prize winners, while she stays in
Germany and is framed for crimes she didn’t commit. Sixty years later, David has finally found the woman who
discreetly saved him. He has just a few hours to try to reestablish her good name.
1941: David, 14, is about to be eliminated for mental deficiency when Ilsa saves his life. She declares
he’s a prodigy and takes him into the school she runs. Young David works at unlocking the secrets of the atomic
bomb. A year and a half later, David owes Ilsa everything… But Hitler has tired of the atomic project, and
David’s life is at risk once again. Ilsa manages to send him to the USA, where he becomes Albert Einstein’s
assistant and friend. Back in Germany, however, the school is destroyed, and the children murdered. Ilsa winds
up being framed for war crimes at the Nuremberg trials, then freed thanks to a false I.D. In reality, she had been
plotting since 1939 to eliminate Hitler. As her life is ending, her bravery is recognized and her reputation
blighted.
A spell-bindingly dramatic plot. The author blends emotions and styles skillfully: love and friendship,
humor and suspense… Didier van Cauwelaert weaves his signature themes – change of identity, a teen
encountering the love of his life, outdoing oneself for a cause, and defending the environment – with actual
historical events: the Nazis’ scientific discoveries, the saga of German resistance, the “final solution” for the
handicapped decreed by the Third Reich in 1941. Like the characters, readers’ lives will be affected by this book.
Over the years, Didier van Cauwelaert has gone from success to success, writing numerous best-sellers
and being awarded many literary prizes. From the 1982 Del Duca Prize for his first novel, VINGT ANS ET DES
POUSSIERES, and the 1994 Goncourt and Nimier Prizes for UN ALLER SIMPLE (“One Way Ticket” which
was made into a film), to the more recent LES TEMOINS DE LA MARIEE and DOUBLE IDENTITE.
Selling points: A brilliant evocation of the darkest period in contemporary history, the scientific stakes
and their terrible consequences.
Humor, suspense, affection… A novel that is at once light-hearted, spell-binding and extremely moving.
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A love story in which the two protagonists are separated. The memory of one will save the other’s
honor.

Friedmann, Emmanuelle: LA DYNASTIE DES CHEVALLIER
(Calmann-Levy, March 2013, 260 pages)
A small chocolate factory buffeted by the winds of change and a fascinating look at the world of
chocolate-making: from confectionery recipes to packaging by way of everything in between ! A visual,
olfactory and gustatory treat sure to delight chocolate lovers everywhere.
Paris, 1871. In the days following the Commune, Jackie and Julien, two 10-year boys are the best of
friends. Yet their fathers have forbidden them to play together: Jackie's father owns the Chevallier chocolate
factory; Julien's father works there.
As the boys grow up, neither seem suited to their lot in life. Jackie is a talented chocolatier who would
much rather hone his skills making chocolate treats than go to school. He hasn't the slightest interest in running
the family business. Julien, on the other hand, is a brilliant student and could even become a great industrialist, if
his station in life had been other, that is : at best he is destined to manage one of the workshops. He could decide
to seduce Juliette, Jackie's sister however. He has been in love with her we was a child, after all. Jackie's father
would consider such a liaison beyond the pale, however. And his own father would see it as a betrayal...
Emmanuelle Friedmann describes a colorful, highly detailed account of changes in France during the
Belle Époque as seen through the intersecting destinies of a line of industrialists and a working class family. She
explores, in particular, the onset of mass consumption, the development of advertising and the invention of
marketing... through the delights of chocolate.
Emmanuelle Friedmann is a journalist interested in social, cultural and environmental issues. She is the
author of LE RÊVEUR DES HALLES, published by Calmann-Lévy in 2012, TU M’ENVOIES UN MAIL, with
Editions Privé, and TROUVER 1 LOGEMENT.COM, with Editions J’ai lu.

Marchal, Éric: LA PART DE L’AUBE
(Anne Carrière, May 2013, approx. 320 pages)
Lyon, September 1777. Antoine Fabert is a barrister in Lyons, generally acknowledged to be the best in
his profession. However he has never pleaded, unlike his famous friend and associate, Prost de Royer.
When ancient Gaulish documents are discovered in Fourvière – written by a druid called Louern Antoine finds himself at the heart of a struggle to establishment historical facts – a struggle that harbours the
seeds of revolutionary thinking.
Antoine and his close associates - Antelme de Jussieu, a paralysed historian; Camille Delauney, editor
of the leading local news gazette; actress Michèle Masson of the Ambigu-Comique Theatre - find themselves up
against a nest of spies, the ‘Lugduniens’, determined to get their hands on Louern’s treasure, whose discovery
could topple the monarchy.
After the resounding success of Soleil sous la soie (65 000 copies sold in France, Rights sold to
SpainGrijalbo), Éric Marchal whisks us off on another romantic whirlwind adventure set in the influential city of
Lyons. Rapidly establishing himself as the French Ken Follett with a saga whose theme is the origins of France,
he has devised a gripping chase that plunges the reader into the arcana of the law, the press, the printers’
confederation and the theatre, on the eve of the French Revolution. As the adventure unfolds, the reader also
encounters Golden silk orb-weaver spiders, the advent of the Peruvian Ground Apple and the end of the
Lyonnais bakers’ monopoly, the trial of a musician charged with murder, Mesmer’s magnetic bucket seat, a play
whose author doesn’t exist, and Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie.
Éric Marchal, 48, lives in Vittel. His first novel in two volumes, Influenza (I-Les ombres du ciel, 2009;
2-Les Lumières de Géhenne, 2010), published by Éditions Anne Carrière, was awarded the 2009 Carrefour
Savoirs Prize. He also published Le Soleil sous la soie (Anne Carrière, 2011).

Parot, Jean-François: L’ANNÉE DU VOLCAN
(JC Lattès, February 2013, 490 pages)
The 11th investigation of Nicolas Le Floch
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In 1783 the eruption of a massive volcano in Iceland provokes significant climatic changes. Earth
begins to tremble with earthquakes, fierce storms develop… weakening all of Europe and France in particular.
The French realm begins to decline, its coffers empty.
Nicolas is summoned by the Queen to investigate the violent death of one of his friends: the Vicomte of
Trabou, a man well-known in financial circles who has always been mysterious. Was he trying to cover up an
affair of counterfeit money? Do the ends justify any means of fixing the enormous deficit of the royal treasury?
Nicolas’ investigation will take him once again to England and bring him in contact with two high
ranking personalities: le Comte de Cagliostro and the Countess de la Motte. Both at the heart of important
financial affairs.
Ex-diplomat, history specialist, Jean-François Parot’s works are founded on XVIIth century life and
customs. The Russian rights for his previous novels are sold to Veche Publishers.

Calmel, Mireille: RICHARD CŒUR DE LION. Vol. 1: L’OMBRE DE SALADIN
(Editions XO, March 2013, 418 pages)
Mireille Calmel’s works are sold in 14 languages
After three volumes on Eleanor of Aquitaine (almost 1 Million copies sold), this is the first in a new
series by Mireille Calmel. Richard the Lionheart, both warrior and poet, springs back to life through Calmel’s
magical pen.
1189. A new king dons the crown on England. He is called Richard the Lionheart. His team of
confidants includes his mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, widow of Henry Plantagenet and Eloin Rudel, his lover
and mistress and by their old friends. Yet it anlso includes the power of the three swords of the legend of
Avalon: Excalibur, Marmiadoise and Durendal. Will their light be enough to stave off the betrayal and lies of
John Lackland, the youngest of the Plantegenets in England or Saladin, commander of the Infidels who is
quickly gaining power in the East?
Under the watchful eye of Loanna de Grimwald, the only crusade to battle against his enemies in the
shadows will be one of courage, love, and abnegation.Without fail.
Born in 1964, Mireille Calmel has been writing since she the age of eight. Like many authors, her
writing career started discreetly, with songs, short stories, plays. Then, she took several years to write her first
novel, ELEANOR'S BED (XO, 2002), the success of which was like a fairytale come true for Mireille. She has
published a total of 7 novels with XO, all of which have been best-sellers. Mireille lives in the Aquitaine region
with her husband and two children.
“Mireille Calmel returns with her special recipe for mixing medieval history and Arthurian legend in a
well-structured plot.” Carrefour Savoirs
“While plunging into history, we are swept away by the gripping rhythm of an adventure novel.” La
Manche Libre
“This novel mixes history and Arthurian characters in a maelstrom of passion, war and
love…Bestselling author Mireille Calmel dresses a spicy narrative which will captivate avid readers of the
genre.” Sud-Ouest

Peyramaure, Michel: LES FOLIES DE LA DUCHESSE D’ABRANTES
(Calmann-Levy, February 2013, 400 pages)
A lively and colorful page-turner giving a long-overdue look at the destiny of one of the Napoleon
Empire's most fascinating women, Laure Permont - the Duchess d’Abrantès - who came to a tragic and
memorably romantic end in the era of Victor Hugo, Balzac, Alexandre Dumas…
Napoléon Bonaparte consented, but only reluctantly, to the marriage of his trusty Junot d’Abrantès, with
the beautiful Laure Permont. Indeed, he had close ties to her family and would have much rather seen the proud
descendant of Byzantine's last emperors married to one of his brothers. Even so, he proved himself
magnanimous with his “Mamzelle Loulou,” denying her nothing and treating her with great generosity in spite of
her many faults: her profligacy, extravagance and rebelliousness; her whirlwind romances; and her tumultuous
love affair with the Count of Metternich, the Austrian ambassador to Paris.
In fact the Duchess d’Abrantès, whom Napoleon affectionately nicknamed the “little brat,” was a source
of constant annoyance. But she was also witty, charming and utterly irresistible, a veritable jewel, the pride of
his court.
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The fall of the Empire should have meant her ruin. It didn't. Instead, her salon would bring together the
finest minds of the new era, including Hugo, Musset, Dumas and Balzac, who would be her last lover.
Through this fascinating story, Michel Peyramaure also gives us a surprising look at Napoleon's
character, seen through the eyes of a childhood friend.
Michel Peyramaure, from Corrèze, has written a number of acclaimed historical novels. He was
awarded the Prix de la Société des gens de lettres and the Prix Alexandre Dumas for his entire body of work.

Guégan, Gérard: APPELLE-MOI STENDAL
(Stock, February 2013, 176 pages)
It is a well known fact that everything written about the death of Henri Beyle, otherwise known as
Stendhal, is invention. Even his cousin Romain Colomb tampered with the facts. Even Mérimée, his
longstanding friend, distorted the truth to create a scandal.
There was however an eye witness to the event, Joseph Lingay. This former pupil of Fouché’s was the
power behind the throne of the July monarchy and called himself the “most corrupt of corrupters”. He had total
control over the secret funds of four ministers, and used those funds to the benefit of Gautier, Nerval and the
young prostitutes whom Stendhal often shared with him. He was so powerful that he was about to send his
companion in debauchery to join the ranks of the Académie française.
The two men were in fact coming out of a brothel on 22nd March 1842 when the writer collapsed and
was almost run over in the streets of Paris. In the following hours and days, Lingay set about ensuring his
legendary status with the help of Old Nick, the man who discovered The Charterhouse of Parma, the young
Gobineau who was devoted to the cause of Mathilde de La Mole, and Balzac who was far from scrupulous
whenever money was at stake.
In writing this book Gérard Guégan had access to Lingay’s secret notebooks which have always been
thought lost. On the advice of Stendhal’s ghost (unless is was Nimier’s or Cendras’s), he has taken the liberty of
getting up close and personal with history for this last waltz – the last waltz of romanticism. The women featured
here (Alberthe, Jules, Monelle and Clémentine) are audacious and the men brilliant. That’s how it was in
(almost) real life.
Gérard Guégan has written some thirty books, both novels and historical accounts, such as
FONTENOY NE REVIENDRA PLUS (2011) which won the prix Renaudot for an essay. He has also been
managing editor for the reviews Contre-Champ, Subjectif and Cahiers du Futur. Having set up the publishing
company Éditions Champ Libre he also relaunched Éditions du Sagittaire. He is an actor and film director, and
has directed five films including the iconic Toutes les histoires de dragons ont un fond de vérité and 68/89.

Abtey, Benoît: LES SECRETS DE D’ARTAGNAN-TOMES 1 & 2
DON JUAN DE TOLÈDE. LES SECRETS DE D’ARTAGNAN-TOME 1
(Flammarion, February 2012 - 744 pages)
A mysterious knight, dicing with fortune, sporting masks, changing sides, holding his sword like a God,
a man of craft and audacity who seduces the most beautiful women of Paris and elsewhere… But this adventurer
hides a secret, probably a wound, perhaps a drama. He rushes forward throwing himself into life as if he was
running towards death.

MASQUES DE FER. LES SECRETS DE D'ARTAGNAN - TOME 2
(Flammarion, January 2013, 600 pages)
1661. The Grand Siècle is only just beginning. Louis XIV has the firm intention to replace the anarchy
of the Fronde order with a new one. God, the King, France: this is the Holy Trinity of the future reign. Yet this
vision is being threatened. State secrets are revealed; a doppleganger of the King may take his throne… Then a
real princess returns to the Court full of resentment. In the second volume of the series Secrets de D'Artagnan,
Benoît Abtey masterfully revisits the iron mask myth.
After Don Juan de Tolède, Mousquetaire du Roi, which won the Prix Patrimoine de La Forêt des
Livres, Benoît Abtey casts a fresh light on the story of the iron mask.
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François TAILLANDIER: L’ÉCRITURE DU MONDE
(Stock, March 2013, 296 pages)
L’écriture du monde is the first volume in a three-part historical account which will explore the dark
centuries that lie between the official end of the Roman Empire in the West and the Eleventh Century, when
kingdoms were being established and sketching the beginnings of our modern nation states. Centuries of slow
cultural change: the spread of Christianity; the appearance of Roman art and of literature in “common”
languages; the rise of Arab Muslim culture to the south of the Mediterranean while the Roman Empire stood its
ground in the East and Constantinople.
This first volume covers the whole of the Sixth Century, a complicated, little known time when so much
first began and when Mediterranean unity disappeared, creating the beginnings of a Europe separate from the
East.We discover the century through two remarkable lives.
First that of Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus (Cassiodorus), born around 485 and who died around 575, a
Roman aristocrat who became an advisor to the barbarian king Theodoric, the new leader of Italy with his capital
at Ravenna. The brutal recapture of Italy by Justinian crushed his dreams of reconciling the indigenous people
and the incoming Ostrogoths. When he was 60 he founded a monastery in Calabria, and collected thousands of
books (on philosophy, medicine, architecture, mathematics, literature, theology) and had them copied. This man,
who died at the age of 90, was a witness to and a key player in a century of upheaval.
Towards 560, another people, the Lombards who were known as the Barbarians, seized power in Italy.
The 17-year-old Bavarian princess Theodelinda set off alone for this country she knew nothing about and offered
herself in marriage to King Authari. For more than twenty years she had considerable influence on how Italy
developed. She ruled with a rod of iron, subjugating minor leaders in Lombardy and inciting them to respect
Christianity while she herself became a representative for and an accomplice to Pope Gregory the Great.
Theodelinda’s tomb still stands in Monza and she was canonised by the Catholic Church.
Cassiodorus, Theodelinda, Gregory: in a chaotic world these individuals strove to establish the spiritual,
intellectual and political foundations for a new society, and saw the contours of our modern day Europe emerge.
François Taillandier is the author of ANIELKA, awarded the Grand Prix for a novel by the Académie
Française, Stock, 1999, and LE CAS GENTILE, Stock, 2001. In 2010 he published TIME TO TURN, the last
volume – after OPTION PARADIS, TELLING, IL N’Y A PERSONNE DANS LES TOMBES and LES
ROMANS VONT OÙ ILS VEULENT – of a remarkably ambitious fictional project: LA GRANDE INTRIGUE.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Boissard, Janine: CHUUUT !
(Julliard/Robert Laffont, February 2013, 330 pages
20 000 copies already sold in France
The motto ‘children should be seen and not heard’ can have explosive effects…
Edmond de Saint-Junien is a farmer that lives in a beautiful chateau enclosed by vine yards in the
Cognac region. He is surrounded by his wife, Delphine, their three children and their children’s families. Only
one person is absent: their daughter, Roselyne, who ran away the day she came of age and has just been
discovered as dead. Everyone is shocked when her son, Nils, previously unknown to have existed, arrives at the
chateau. Charming and intelligent, Nils swiftly wins the heart of his grand-parents and his cousin, Fine, whom he
falls immediately in love with. Until the day that something terrible happens: Maria, the little girl of the
caretakers, is found murdered…
Janine Boissard no longer needs an introduction. She is the author of numerous best-sellers, among
which L’ESPRIT DE FAMILLE, UNE FEMME EN BLANC, MARIE-TEMPÊTE, and more recently,
HISTOIRE D’AMOUR.

d’Onaglia, Frédérick: PARFUM DE FAMILLE
(Belfond, May 2013, 240 pages)
25,000 Copies sold by France Loisir Book Club before publication.
Two rival families, both rich and powerful, tear each other apart. When greed, jealousy and lies make
for a mortal fragrance...
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Alexandra Arnoult, 30s, lives in Burkina Faso where she has been managing a subsidiary of the family
cosmetics company, La Provençale. Since her father’s death, Alexandra has taken over the management of the
company but her time abroad has prevented her from following the business in France closely.
When she returns home to celebrate her mother’s 60th birthday, she discovers that her brother Julien has
been running La Provençale into the ground. He is just about to conclude a deal with Marius Gabiani who is not
only one of the wealthiest and most powerful men of the region, but he is the sworn enemy of the Arnoult
family. The family rivalry goes back decades.
The situation takes a turn for the worse when the dead body of a young journalist is found in a vat in the
La Provençale factory. Who is responsible – a Gabiani or an Arnoult? Alexandra must discover the truth in order
to save her family’s reputation and business.
Frédérick d’Onaglia has published several novels, all with Belfond, including RETOUR AUX
SOURCES (2011) et CAP AMIRAL (2012).
Rights sold: Bulgaria (Enthusiast)

Besson, Patrick: PUTA MADRE
(Fayard, February 2013, 176 pages)
Within a four-day space of time, Maximilian and his live-in girlfriend been forced into hiding in
Cancun. A superabundance of margaritas and local stimulants, however, have done more than merely alleviate
our hero's jet lag. Indeed, after four more or less torrid sexual encounters with four different partners, a rape
committed by the local mob boss, and his involuntary implication in the double murder of his former girlfriend
and a famous Hollywood director, Maximilian hasn't slept for days...
The narrative drive, convincing dialog and tangled intrigues of Patrick Besson grab the reader and don't
let go.Writer Patrick Besson is a member of the Renaudot jury, a columnist for Le Point and the winner of the
Grand Prix du Roman de l'Académie Française, for DARA, and the Prix Renaudot, for LES BRABAN. His
recent works with Fayard include SAINT-SÉPULCRE !, BELLE-SŒUR and MAIS LE FLEUVE TUERA
L’HOMME BLANC.

Varnier, Nicolas: BELLE AND SEBASTIAN
(Editions XO, May 2013, 374 pages)
Nicolas Vanier delivers a brilliant version of Belle and Sebastian, a story of friendship between an
orphan and his Great Pyrenees dog in the middle of World War II.
High up in a village in the Alps, where chamois race with groundhogs and where mountain summits
kiss the clouds, life was sweet until the Germans came and a Beast appeared killing the herds of sheep. A bloodthirsty monster who wanders the mountains killing sheep. The whole village wanted to kill it.
All except one. Sebastian, a wild boy raised in the shadows of the mountains, has sworn to defend the
Beast. He is surrounded by Cesar, his taciturn grandfather, Angelina, like a sister to him, and William, the young
village doctor. They are all trying to go about their lives despite German occupation and to escape Lieutenant
Peter Braun’s malicious surveillance.
While Angelina, a baker, must provide more bread to Braun’s troops at all costs, Dr William is helping
Jewish people cross the borders. One evening, on Christmas 1943, William is wounded and cannot reach a
Jewish family waiting for him on the summits. Angelina, Sebastian and Belle will risk their lives to make sure
the fugitives make it safety to freedom.
Yet war is full of surprises and the truth is never what we expect. In a splendid setting, this is a
magnificent story of bravery, friendship and love.
When he is not off exploring the Arctic, Nicolas Vanier lives in the Loire Valley with his wife and two
children. He is the author of many travel books and adventure novels, amongst which Gold in the Snowis
currently being adapted for the big screen. His four previous novels published by XO have all been best-sellers.
Selling points: A new feature film directed by Nicolas Vanier to be released in France for Christmas
2013. Rights to Belle and Sebastian– the movie have been sold in 19 countries. 
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Liebig, Etienne: LE MASQUE DE BERNARDO
(Michalon, October 2012, 320 pages)
A thrilling adventure novel, filled with wry humor, in which the main character is both doing academic
research on Zorro’s servant – the eponymous Bernardo – and writing historical fiction on the same subject. Our
hero winds up on the trail of two serial killers… separated by two centuries.
Etienne Liebig, an academic anthropologist, is researching Bernardo, Zorro’s mute servant. The plot
switches between Liebig’s research and the De la Vega hacienda in the early 19th-century, where we meet a
serial-killer Zorro, and a Bernardo who gets rid of Zorro and becomes the legendary masked hero. In both time
periods, Mexican women are falling prey to a serial killer.
A fascinating first novel that blends genres and styles. In addition to the cloak and dagger story there is
a historical section, erotic scenes and growing suspense that will keep readers breathless ‘til the final revelations.
In a nutshell, two parallel, intertwining stories whose characters meet, in which Zorro is revealed to be someone
entirely different from the character we thought we knew.
Etienne Liebig is a French writer and musician. He is also a columnist and commentator, in both print
and broadcast news, known for his provocation and his wry humor. He has written six “erotico-politicohumoristic” books and has had four essays published by Michalon. LE MASQUE DE BERNARDO is his first
novel.
Selling points: An unusual composition. Blend of adventure, humor, suspense and sensuality. Readers
won’t be able to put this one down
“A lively, intelligent, thrilling, funny, sensual book. The publishing event of the year!” Gerard Collard
(see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0_skiTbQ3M ; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eSvMAk-yPM)

Bongrand, Caroline: TROIS DÉFINITIONS DE L’AMOUR
(Robert Laffont, March 2013, 330 pages
A book to shock the senses
Gilles is the most sought-after chemist for the biggest cosmetic brands in the world. When Karl
Largerfeld asks him to create a scent that will make anyone and everyone instantly fall in love, he wonders
whether he is dealing with a mad man or a genius. What flower could possibly provide such a fragrance? If it
does indeed exist, it is one of the best kept secrets on this planet…
Gilles is well trained in matters of love: he is due to marry the beautiful Ina in several days. However,
troubled by his investigations into the concept of absolute love and the perfume it inspires, he begins to question
his feelings and impulsively breaks off their engagement. Ina realises that she can only recapture Gilles through
the power of this extraordinary flower…
Caroline Bongrand is a novelist and screen-writer. Among her works she has published Pitch (NiL,
2005) and L’ENFANT DU BOSPHORE (Robert Laffont, 2004), which won the Alberto-Benveniste

Leconte, Patrice: LE GARÇON QUI N’EXISTAIT PAS
(Albin Michel, April 2013, 176 pages)
Neither seen nor heard, not even noticed - invisible to his colleagues and forgotten by his family Gerald sails through life as though he didn’t exist in the eyes of others. This suits him just fine except for one
thing - Victoria, who shares his office. He’s in love with her. How can he attract her attention, make her love
him, win her heart? Then Gerald gets a bright idea – he’ll swim the Channel: he’ll leave from Dover and Victoria
will be waiting for him on the beach at Calais as he heroically emerges from the waters. Unaware of the risks
involved, decked out in his wetsuit, mask, flippers and survival kit, driven only by the amorous fervour of his
dreams, Gerald takes the plunge. At the end of the crossing, on the horizon, he’ll see Victoria’s silhouette appear,
of that much he’s certain...
Artist and scriptwriter, Patrice Leconte has made about thirty films, box office successes and award
winners at festivals all over the world. In 2009, he published his first novel, LES FEMMES AUX CHEVEUX
COURTS, warmly received by critics and readers, and RIVA BELLA in 2011.

Endelys, Sophie: LA BRODEUSE D’OMBRES
(Denoël, April 2013, 220 pages)
"I knitted my life with the yarns of my shame."
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Valentine Pillet was called many names: Valentine the Mixture during her youth, Crazy Valentine when
she lost her two-month-old daughter to meningitis- or so it seemed… Doctors are unsure. Her husband has no
doubts: he accuses her of poisoning their little Camille. Overwhelmed with grief, Valentine is desperate to
understand. She reads in the papers about a strange epidemic that killed 6 kids within four months. Symptoms
are identical to Camille’s. Scientists soon come up with an explanation: all the kids were in contact with the
famous Morhange talcum powder, which is supposed to be the best on the market to get rid of all bacteria…
Valentine feels guilty of the death of her daughter. One hour of justice is worth seventy years of prayers, as the
Turkish saying goes. Valentine will not be content with just words: she demands justice be done…
This debut novel is mostly remarkable for its unusual narrative structure. Two characters are united by a
same brilliant scheme: Valentine, who swore to keep her daughter’s memory alive, and her neighbour, a
semiology professor she chose as the unwilling witness of her pain and shame.
Sophie Endelys started her career as a magistrate with a position of deputy attorney in north-western
France. Ever since she chose to work in Normandy, where she is a counsel before the Court of Appeal, she has
published three novels: DU GYPSE, DU PLOMB ET UNE LÉGÈRE ODEUR DE FRAISE (2003),
DIÉTÉTIQUE ET BALLE PERDUE (2007) and SALLE DES PAS PERDUS (2012).

Barski, Odile: QUARTIER LIBRE
(Flammarion, February 2013, 240 pages)
Marion Jouve works in television; René Ajzenberg is a philosophy professor. These two singletons live
in Paris and meet for the first time one Friday evening in spring while queuing up at the neighbourhood’s
butcher. Within 24 hours, they will meet again by chance… him with his dog, her with the gun she’s trying to
get rid of. But is it really a coincidence? Together they create a romantic comedy that meanders through the
streets of Paris.
Odile Barski has written the scripts for more than ten films by Claude Chabrol (Violette Nozières,
Masques, Le Cri du Hibou, Bellamy…). She has also worked with André Téchiné (La Fille du RER) as well as
Pierre Boutron and Josée Dayan in television. She is also the author of several crime novels with the following
publishers: Robert Laffont, Joëlle Losfeld and Le Masque. Her book NEVER MORT (2011) won the title of
Masque book of the year.

Maillet, Géraldine: J’AI VÉCU DE VOUS ATTENDRE
(Grasset, January 2013, 242 pages)
This novel tells the story of a mid-life crisis triggered by the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjöll
– it is the story of a man who let himself be swept up in the flow of life without ever thinking twice about it, and
who suddenly finds himself forced to swim against the tide in a nostalgic chamber drama with a startling
climax…
In 2010, the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjöll blocked all air traffic over Europe. This is the
backdrop of the story in which our English hero, George Swington, finds himself stuck in Paris when he is
supposed to be celebrating his fiftieth birthday with his friends in Great-Britain. An overworked realtor with two
children, George has fallen into and out of love, but has never really taken the time to think on himself.
Holed up in a hotel room for three days, his life, his memories, and all his personal chaos roll past him
in a jumble interwoven with humor and drollery. For the first time, he remembers his childhood, his bygone
ambitions, his father’s infidelity, and his mother’s resignation without the weight of unhappiness. But more
important still, he also remembers the women he has known – those he left and those he failed to hold onto. In
three days, George Swington undoes and rebuilds himself. And, at the moment his distress reaches its climax,
someone knocks at the door… Hence the title of this novel, borrowed from a line of verse by Paul Valéry: “J’ai
vécu de vous attendre.”
Géraldine Maillet ended her modeling career to begin writing in 1998. She has since penned nine
novels, including PRESQUE TOP MODEL, LE MONDE À SES PIEDS (adapted for television), and IL
FERAIT QUOI TARANTINO À MA PLACE? Her first feature film, After, is slated for release in early 2013.
Rights sold for a few previous titles: Russian (Ripol Classic)
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Tourneur, Michelle: LA BEAUTÉ M’ASSASSINE
(Fayard, janvier 2013, 320 pages)
Paris, 1830. Florentine Galien, a young orphan taken in by her uncle Hyacinthe, has left her native
Normandy to follow her destiny. At the age of 17, she had an almost mystical revelation: she would be a painter.
She lives in her uncle’s spacious apartment. He is a widower who runs a luxury boutique and delivers laundry
through the capital for Elise, an old laundress.
Florentine has only one idea: to meet painters. She becomes the maid of the great Delacroix, a visionary
and controversial artist. While experiencing a vivid and cruel Paris, Florentine begins to paint in secret. She
takes advantage of a party at her uncle’s to show her first painting to Delacroix. Convinced of her talent, he asks
her to assist him in his project for the Salon du Roi at the Palais Bourbon.
The author offers us a beautiful story about love and painting, through a coming-of-age quest at the
heart of a dark and fascinating Paris. The reader is transported into the world of art shows and studios in the
1830s, thanks to writing that flows smoothly, full of imagery and cinematographic scenes for sensual, bright and
moving chapters. The very visual writing style fits the subject matter, painting, perfectly. This novel will delight
both history buffs and art lovers, as well as fans of a good love story.
Born in Grenoble, Michelle Tourneur, screenwriter and novelist, is the author of a number of essays,
plays, tales and short stories. Gallimard has published four of her novels since 1992.
Selling points: A thrilling journey in time that plunges the reader into the artistic world of the early
19th century and the dark but exciting Paris of the 1830s.
A tale of growing love story between the girl and the famous painter.
Through the character of Delacroix, Tourneur presents us a great artist at work, obsessed with colors
and light, immensely talented yet violently criticized by his contemporaries.
Full of imagery and cinematographic scenes, the writing flows smoothly, for sensual, bright and moving
chapters. The very visual writing style fits the subject matter, painting, perfectly.
“Tous les ingrédients de la fresque romantique sont là : Delacroix, le génial héraut de cette nouvelle
esthétique, sa cousine et maîtresse Pauline du Forget, l’oncle bonhomme et la tante neurasthénique, la
blanchisseuse bossue grâce à qui l’héroïne rencontre le peintre… LA BEAUTÉ M’ASSASSINE est une fable sur
le regard qui ouvre au monde.” Livres Hebdo

Hutin, Patrick: N’AIE PAS PEUR, JE REVIENDRAI
(Anne Carrière, May 2013, 392 pages)
Author of the critically acclaimed JURES DE L’OMBRE, Patrick Hutin draws us into a fast-paced
novel, weaving a chilling plot about a fanatical evangelist’s child trafficking.
Louise Vallières, 42, is the widow of a navy hero who disappeared 6 years before, a few months after
she gave birth to a still-born baby boy. One evening, a dying man called Ivan Maheux informs her that her son is
alive, and was adopted in Germany. The doctor who delivered the baby, and who knew Ivan, is found dead. The
police suspect Louise of both murders. Nadia, Ivan’s girlfriend, gives Louise a list of seven women’s names. The
first six are dead, Louise is the seventh.
Louise realizes that she’s dealing with baby traffickers. DNA analysis of the child in Germany confirms
that he is Louise’s son. Louise goes to visit and finds out that he was adopted through an American foundation
with ties to a multi-national pharmaceutical company and a rich evangelist. The children have a hyper-efficient
immune system, and were chosen by the Evangelist to save humanity from disease. Louise and Nadia escape
with the child, with killers on their trail. Louise knows she’ll never be safe, but she has found her son.
Suspense, mystery, chase scenes and confrontations, but also moving moments: a real page-turner that’s
impossible to put down.
After a prestigious career as a journalist for AFP, France-Soir, Geo and Paris Match, Patrick Hutin
became a novelist and television screenwriter. He adapted his own novel, JURES DE L’OMBRE, for France 2.
He has had four novels published by Robert Laffont JURES DE L’OMBRE (2 volumes in 1985 and in
paperback, J’ai Lu, in 2001), AMANTS DE GUERRE in 1991 and LA PRISONNIERE DU TIBET in 2008) and
one by Anne Carrière, UN HOMME DE REVE, in 2005.
Selling points: Twenty years after the success of JURES DE L’OMBRE (30,000 copies sold) and
AMANTS DE GUERRE, Patrick Hutin is back with a captivating story of love, grief and child trafficking.
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A real page-turner, with lots of suspense right from the start.
Short chapters draw us in step by step, introducing lots of characters and mystery, generating suspense
all the way through to the final pages.
Suspense, mystery, chase scenes and confrontations, but also moving moments: a real page-turner
that’s impossible to put down.

Bois, Ariane: DERNIÈRES NOUVELLES DU FRONT SEXUEL
(L’Edieur, November 2012, 240 pages)
A light tone but an accurate analysis of modern behavior. Short (2 or 3 pages each), varied and very
funny accounts in which readers will recognize themselves. Entertaining stories and endearing characters for an
accurate and contemporary look at recent evolutions in our society. A collection, not of erotica, but rather of
analyses that are neither vulgar nor voyeuristic. You’ll laugh, you’ll smile and you’ll occasionally be taken
aback. The anti-50 SHADES OF GREY!
In 80 light and warm-hearted accounts, Ariane Bois, a reporter at Avantages specialized in social issues,
focuses on the power of and damages caused by the medias’ edicts in the fields of love and sex, with a pinch of
humor and a touch of pleasure in saying what no one wants to admit out loud.
For the love of an ecological woman, a man learns all about solar-powered wooden dildos. A couple
turns into a “trouple”… to the regret of the man whose brilliant idea it was. A friendship breaks up on the shoals
of a partner-swapping club, flat-mates share practically everything, a bride-to-be finds her future father-in-law
attractive, married couples try to revive the old spark, a woman who is bored in her marriage goes on line to find
a lover and winds up meeting her brother-in-law, and more.
Ariane Bois, who has been writing for women’s magazines for 20 years, skilfully presents these
couples’ more- or less-successful experiments, unspeakable fantasies and memorable screw-ups that will make
readers laugh while at the same time getting them to take a new look at their own sexuality.
Ariane Bois, journalist, specialist in personal issues for the Marie-Claire women's magazines group,
and literary critic for the magazine Avantages, also contributes to the magazine Service Littéraire. She received
unanimously favorable reviews for her first two novels, ET LE JOUR POUR EUX SERA COMME LA NUIT
(2009, First Novel Prize from the City of Dijon, Combs-la-Ville Award, Thyde Monnier Grant from the Société
des Gens de Lettres) and LE MONDE D’HANNAH (2011).

Abécassis, Agnès: WEEK-END SURPRISE
(Calmann-Levy, May 2013, 240 pages)
A great summer read with fresh vibes and a delightful sense of humor with a lovely heroine today’s
readers will easily identify with : Brune, a modern mom stretched thin between romantic entanglements, raising
her sons and her search for personal fulfillment.
Once upon a time... When paper mail was out and letters were sent electronically, in little bits and
pieces... Leonard was texting Brune. Brune, who was texting Suzie, then chatting with Prunelle. Prunelle, who
had already sent Simon an e-mail, to send him packing... Luckily, with all this going on, Noé and Nestor, Brune's
twin brothers, had an unlimited plan. A week in the life of a woman, in pictures. Snapshots of her “moments,”
her brief emotional outbursts. But those days, real feelings were hidden by the seeming futility of text-messages.
Léonard was in love with Brune. Brune, who was always there for Suzie, then complaining about money
troubles to Prunelle. Prunelle, who had a job on line and was being hounded by Simon. Luckily, with all this
going on, Noé and Nestor were doing pretty well at school, if it weren't for a that awful teacher...
A week in the life of a woman, still dreaming of vacation, who finds herself invited to London, for a
tête-à-tête weekend, just herself and her sons…
Agnès Abécassis was born in 1972. She started her career as a writer and an illustrator for a women's
health magazine. A former screenwriter for a Canal + children's program, she is also a journalist and a literary
chronicler for a number of magazines. She is the author of the bestselling LES TRIBULATIONS D’UNE
JEUNE DIVORCÉE, an abrasively funny look at life after divorce (over 100,000 copies sold); AU SECOURS,
IL VEUT M’ÉPOUSER!, a hilarious text on the joys of coupledom; as well as TOUBIB OR NOT TOUBIB,
CHOUETTE, UNE RIDE !, SOIRÉE SUSHI AND LE THÉORÈME DE CUPIDON, a romantic comedy setting
in the movie industry.
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Gentil, Mano: LE BERCEAU DE LA HONTE
(Calmann-Levy, January 2013, 240 pages)
A story of love so, with all of its contradictions that illuminates a little-known chapter of Nazi policies
intent on turning reproduction into a weapon for victory.
The folly of the Third Reich, with its reproduction of the pure race — the Aryan — Marthe could care
less about all that. She loves Johannes, period. He is an SS officer, is handsome and considerate what is more.
More importantly, however, is his position, the key to escaping her miserable fate as a Picard peasant.
Thanks to him, she is accepted into one of the most confidential of all the Nazi programs: the
Lebensborn. Love and ambition, but also ingenuity, soon see her settled in Mésanges, the sole French maternity
facility for expanding the Germanic race. There she and Johannes studiously collaborate on fulfilling their
mission of providing the Fürher with a child.
Marthe has a new life, and a new name. Now she is Agatha, the beautiful Agatha. But these carefree
days are over all too soon. The debacle will force the young mother to abandon her comfortable life at the “Heim
des Mésanges.” Alone.
Mano Gentil was born in 1961. After completing a postgraduate degree in Contemporary Literature
with a minor in Communication, she went on to work as a copywriter, a journalist and an office manager. She
has written a dozen novels for adults and adolescents since 1996, all of which have dealt with questions of
humanity. She currently resides in the Dauphiné region, where she devotes herself entirely to writing and writing
workshops. Her previous novel, DANS LA TÊTE DES AUTRES, was published by Calmann-Lévy.

Bordes, Gilbert: UN VIOLON SUR LA MER
(Editions XO, February 2013, 374 pages)
After THE WINTER CHILDREN, Gilbert Bordes delivers a portrait of the life of fishermen and the
story of a man pulled between the call of the open sea and his impossible love for the mysterious Francesca.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the terre-neuvas, left Brittany for the shoals of Newfoundland off
the Canadian coast to fish for cod. These fishermen lived for months confined to a boat, but paradoxically found
it very freeing. The ocean, the wind, the clouds, these were their allies and their worst enemies.
Among them was Yann Bearelec, 19 years-old and the son of a doctor, who boarded the Queen Mary on
the spur of the moment. Heartbroken after the mysterious Francesca disappears, he thinks he has lost her forever
and to distance himself from his father, who did everything possible to ruin his relationship with Francesca, this
new adventure will allow him to start over from scratch.
He leaves with only one souvenir of his former life – the violin left to him by the beautiful Italian girl
before she disappeared. From Paimpol to St-Pierre-et-Miquelon, from Bordeaux to the Mediterranean coast,
Yann proves to be a gifted terre-neuva, like his grandfather before him. His was pursuing his destiny and along
with it came friendship, then love.
But will this adventurous existence be enough to contain the passion consuming him?
Gilbert Bordeswas a teacher and a journalist before turning to writing. He has written numerous novels,
both contemporary and historical, and divides his time between his two passions: writing and violin-making.
“A captivating reconstitution of the very rough profession of the terre-neuvasis at the heart of this
adventure novel.” Tele-Z
“A fresco in the great tradition of maritime novels… and a breath of fresh air!” Notre Temps
“Gilbert Bordes mixes love and friendship in this novel of passion and brings the hard moments of the
terre-neuvasback to life.” L’Est Éclair

Senger, Geneviève: LA MAISON VOGEL
(Calmann-Levy April 2013, 500 pages)
When the ill wind of treason shakes up a small village… The touching love stories of two couples able
to overcome the bitter resentments of a dark era through the evocation, namely, of gingerbread, still baked
according to long-held artisan traditions.
October 1945. Alsace. In a small village, Céline Baumgartner, daughter of a winemaker, welcomes her
fiance, Julien, upon his return from captivity in Russia. He had been arrested, along with two other comrades,
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attempting to flee conscription into the German Wehrmacht. Julien was sent to the Eastern Front in a disciplinary
battalion. His father, the owner of a small gingerbread factory, was also arrested in retribution but had died at the
Natzweiler-Struthof concentration camp in 1942.
Julien wants to rebuild the family business but doesn't have the heart. He is haunted by feelings of guilt
over his father's tragic fate. Then there is Céline. She seems different, seems to be hiding something. To make
matters worse, he discovers that a denunciation during the Occupation had led to his arrest...
This book is a subtle rendering of a dark page of history. The author vividly evokes the disturbing days
of the end of World War II and how people had to learn again how to reaccustom, how to continue their lives
and especially how to live all together despite everything.
Geneviève Senger was born in Mulhouse. She worked as a nurse for ten years before devoting herself to
a writing. She has written a number of children's books and is the author of several novels published with
Flammarion, Pygmalion and Presses de la Cité. She draws her inspiration from the tumultuous history of Alsace
where she lives and works.

Descott, Régis: SOUVIENS-TOI DE M’OUBLIER
(Lattes, February 2013, 250 pages)
Max and Iris had a passionate four-year long love affair, yet Iris appears to be the only one who
remembers… Max was a starving artist when he painted Iris. Today his paintings are worth far more than he
ever dreamed. But he no longer paints nus or portraits of children, these days Max’s subject matter is monkeys.
He paints them cynical, biting, and realistic. Iris is a political journalist and has spent the last two years trying to
forget her love affair with Max and rebuild her life in a new relationship with Antoine, an ambitious
congressman who hopes to obtain a ministry.
One evening Iris runs into Max, a man whom she loved deeply and who for four years painted only her,
but she is shocked by a terrifying reality: Max doesn’t recognize her. Could it be revenge? Hopelessness?
Amnesia? How did they become strangers to each other with all the memories they had together?
Régis Descott is an author of critically acclaimed historical novels and psychological thrillers. The
Russian rights for OBSCURA are sold to Ripol-Classic.
“Régis Descott changes his genre with this cruel tale on love and memory. Once again a masterful
suspense.” Express Styles

Griffon, Cyriaque: HAVANA 505
(Michalon, January 2013, 432 pages)
From a glamorous jet-setting lifestyle to revolutionary upheaval, conspiracies against Fidel Castro,
prison, escapes, secret messages and espionage, the Bay of Pigs invasion, the Soviet Missile crisis, torture and
more. The uncommon life of Fernando Pruna, a counter-revolutionary activist in the struggle against Castro’s
Communism, immerses us in both sultry nightclubs in 50s Havana and the bright lights of New York.
Son of Batista’s lawyer and part of the Cuban elite, Fernando Pruna had a bright future in front of him.
Dividing his time between New York and Havana, he attracted both women and money effortlessly until the day
that Fidel Castro took power: January 1, 1959. Fernando was 23 and his whole golden world had just shattered.
Cyriaque Griffon paints the portrait of this incorrigible ladies’ man, who played many roles: counterrevolutionary, fugitive, smuggler and more. Jailed for the first time for conspiring against the regime, he
managed to escape, hiding out in the mountains, where he organized a resistance movement and founded the
Cuban Democratic Legion. Then came more conspiracies, arrests and escapes involving politicians, CIA agents
and leaders of the revolution, until the start of the Cold War.
Thanks to hours of conversation with the real-life Fernando Pruna, as well as plenty of archive material
and encounters with the key players in his tale, the author of this fact-based biographical novel managed to
reconstitute the flamboyant life of his main character – a little known figure of the anti-Castro struggle –with
great accuracy. Blending rip-roaring anecdotes and historical events, the book immerses readers in a fantasy of
50s Cuba on the eve of the revolution.
Cyriaque Griffon teaches English in Nantes. His first novel, AFRIKANERS, LES SECRETS DE
VRYLAND, won the 2010 Ecrivains de Vendée Award.
Selling points: An espionage and adventure novel with a real-life historical-political background... In
fact, it’s more a fact-based, fictionalized biography of a little-known figure of the struggle against Castro.
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LITERARY CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS
A novel based on real documents, archives and conversations with Fernando Pruna and Solange
Podell... True fiction!
The novel’s website provides lots of extra information (news items from the press and radio, trailers,
summary, biographies of other key characters, the author’s inspiration for writing the book, visits to the places
he wrote about, Fernando Pruna’s opinion of the book and more) http://thecubanconnection.unblog.fr/

Frain, Irène: BEAUVOIR IN LOVE
(Michel Lafon, October 2012, 352 pages)
One knows the legend: Simone de Beauvoir, the major intellectual of the 20th century, figure
at the forefront of feminism, and companion of Jean-Paul Sartre. But what do we know of the
tumultuous love which was hidden behind the icon?
1947. Simone de Beauvoir arrivesin the US to give a series of conferences on existentialism.
Nearing 40, Beauvoir meets an unusual American writer, the attractiveand young Nelson Algren.
Their first exchange is a shock and in less than 24 hours, in the slums of Chicago among sordid bars,
hideouts for junkies, and rough flats, Simone becomes alive again. With Algren she will discover
men’s romantic impulses , their furies and their child-like agitations.
The romantic tension constantly fuelled by separations and fleeting reunions becomes
sometimes unbearable. But it also wakes each of the lovers' creative energy. It is during the moments
they shared together that they wrote their masterpieces. Nelson, the novel which will bring him
glory,THE MAND WITH THE ARMS OF GOLD; and Simone, LE DEUXIÈME SEXE, the founding
text of female liberation.
In all, they will have been together for less thana year but the memory of their time together
will haunt them both until death. Throughout this book, Irène Frain makes all the magic and illusion
of their impossible love come back to life. A love which one never forgets.
Using the works of Nelson Algren and Simone de Beauvoir, unedited archives, photos of the
period, and stories from witnesses, Irène Frain captures magnificently the story of their intense love
(1947-1950).
Irène Frain is a writer crowned with a number of prizes and a journalist for Paris Match. She
is the author of LE NABAB, DEVI, LES NAUFRAGÉS DE L’ÎLE TROMELIN and LA RORÊT
DES 29

LITERARY CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS
Teulé, Jean: FLEUR DE TONNERRE
(Julliard/Robert Laffont, March 2013, 288 pages)
100 000 copies already sold in France !
Hélène Jegado, known as Flower of Thunder, is the most notorious serial killer in France, and even the
entire world.
Throughout the moors and forests of Bretagne, outrageous legends run wild. Without doubt the most
fearful is that of Ankou, the worker of death. A young Hélène Jegado persuaded herself that she was his
reincarnation. She therefore had to kill everything in her path in order to fulfil her destiny with a bloodcurdling
composure. After having poisoned her own mother who had nicknamed her Flower of Thunder, she ploughed
through Bretagne, ruthlessly murdering anyone who had the kindness to welcome this seemingly perfect cook
into their home. No one was safe; men, women, children, babies. She was so good that no one suspected her.
Until the day she attacked a former judge, an expert in criminal matters, and was finally guillotined on 26th
February, 1852.
Jean Teulé is the author of fourteen novels, among which THE SUICIDE SHOP (350,000 copies sold,
translated into 19 languages and adapted into a film by Patrice Leconte), MONSIEUR MONTESPAN, (600,000
copies sold, winner of Maison de la Presse prize, currently being adapted into a film by Olivier Marchal). His
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latest book, CHARLY 9, was published in 2011 and excellently reviewed by both critics and readers. The
entirety of Jean Teulé’s fiction has been published by Éditions Julliard

Brigitte Kernel: ANDY
(Plon, January 2013, 200 pages)
Brigitte Kernel paints an intimate portrait of Andy Warhol, of his weaknesses and wounds, his
ambiguities and the things left unsaid, through imagined sessions with his psychoanalyst.
Perhaps the easiest way to understanding Andy Warhol lies in going back to the source, his childhood.
In 1968, a few weeks after the attempted murder that nearly cost him his life, Andy Warhol (through the pen of
Brigitte Kernel) begins regular sessions with a psychoanalyst.
Warhol tries to understand the woman who had tried to kill him. He has trouble surviving; he no longer
knows if he is dead or alive. He feels as though he is in a state or unreality. He has become an icon, and yet he
remains a fan. A paradox this? A fan of Elizabeth Taylor, of Marilyn, of Truman Capote with whom he was in
love and whom he pestered.
He feels like a stalker. He also has the impression that he is a sham. He tells the shrink about his
childhood, his adolescence, and how he has already been “killed”. He finally dares to be exasperated with his
mother, explaining that he lives with her. He goes to mass and prays every day. He believes in Heaven and Hell
and is incessantly afraid of living in sin. He hides all that from those close to him. Sin, it’s the bodies of these
boys he is attracted to, this “dirty, vicious” sexuality, in his mother’s words. But that is him, to the very core of
his being. His love for men. A love that is checked, restrained in the extreme.
And so Andy composes his artistic works and multiplies the images, as though he is erasing what he
perceives as the stain on his soul. Does he look at himself as he does his own work? It’s complicated. He asks
himself all these questions, before the silent shrink. And will the other listen? Will he know how to help him?
Brigitte Kernel is the author of FAIS-MOI OUBLIER and A CAUSE D’UN BAISER, published by
Flammarion, and of TOUT SUR ELLE, MA PSY, MON AMANT, and AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE
TUEUSE, among other works. She is also the producer and presenter of literary programmes on France Inter
radio and writes a literary column for Cosmopolitan. Beginning in September, Brigitte Kernel will present a
daily programme devoted to literature on the French radio station, France Inter.

Ingrid Desjours: SA VIE DANS LES YEUX D’UNE POUPÉE
(Plon, March 2013, 245 pages)
A close cousin to Dorian Gray, Barbara’s answer to the murderous psychosis that has possessed her is
to place her life in the hands of a porcelain doll.
At twenty-four, Barbara has forgotten the horror she lived through one winter evening in a deserted
park. And yet, she did not return unaccompanied from that incursion to the heart of pain and terror, bringing with
her a vision, a tenacious hallucination that appears in glimpses in the bits and pieces of her nightmares. The
young woman cannot escape from this image. Haunted, obsessed, she is compelled by an undying thirst for
vengeance she transfers to the doll she has just bought.
And that is how the sweet and unassuming Barbara is gradually possessed by an evil double who
commits the most hideous atrocities in her name.
Close on her heels is Marc Percolès, a provocative and all-knowing cop whose body and soul have more
scars than Frankenstein’s. He is the first one to perceive the connection between the little aesthetician and the
monster who tortures men at nightfall. Ready to do anything to catch her in the act, he will not hesitate to run
roughshod over the rules to stop the escalation of violence.
But during the investigation, he realizes that Barbara may not necessarily be the one controlling her
madness, and that others close to her may benefit from its ongoing consequences. And that he must save her too.
Born in 1976, Ingrid Desjours is a psychologist who specializes in psycho-criminology. Having
practiced in Belgium, where she worked with sex offenders, today she is a novelist and screenwriter. Her
previous works are ECHO and POTENS (Plon, 2009 and 2010), both well received by critics and the public. She
presents the writing of CONNEXIONS, an interactive thriller, in partnership with TF1s television programme Au
Field de la nuit (TFI). She lives in Enghien-les-Bains.
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Joffrin, Laurent: LE GRAND COMPLOT
(Robert Laffont, January 2013, 305 pages)
The adventures of Donatien Lachance, Napoleon’s number one detective.
It is 1804 in France, and Napoleon’s rule is characterised by danger and deceit. The country is reeling
from The Revolution, and no one in politics feels safe. Napoleon’s top detective, Donatien Lachance, is called on
for help as the only man who can save the Republic from a counter-revolutionary plot. Napoleon informs him
that evidence exists of a conspiracy to overthrow the Republic led by Cadoudal, Lachance’s most bitter royalist
enemy. After a treacherous investigation and a passionate love affair with the fiery Aurore de Condé, Lachance
manages to expose the traitors. Yet he may have lost his life’s happiness in the process, as Olympe, his ravishing
wife, uncovers his affair with Aurore.
Laurent Joffrin is the head of the Nouvel Observateur, essayist and novelist. L’ÉNIGME DE LA RUE
SAINT-NICAISE, published in 2010 with the same heroes, sold 50,000 copies.

Oppel, Jean-Hugues: VOSTOK
(Rivages/Payot-Rivages, February 2013, 256 pages)
Somewhere in the suffocating African heat, the Metal-Ik company is extracting "rare-earth elements,"
those strategic metals that are necessary for so many high-tech items. Certain multi-nationals are known not to
be very meticulous about working conditions. So when a UN agency sends Tanya Lawrence out to check, she is
clearly unwelcome. The hostility is general; the only person on her side is Tony Donizzi, the guide assigned to
her by the consortium. The atmosphere in the Metal-Ik mining colony soon takes a turn for the worse when
another, far more important but less perceptible threat begins to make itself known...
An efficient action story, told with corrosive irony and a perfectly mastered plot.
Jean-Hugues Oppel is one of the mainstays of contemporary French detective fiction. He has acquired a
faithful readership among both adults and teens. He was received many awards, including the Grand Prix de
Littérature policière for AMBERNAVe and the Mystère de la critique Prize for FRENCH TABLOÏDS.

Bonnelle, Bernard: AUX BELLES ABYSSINES
(La Table Ronde, January 2013, 192 pages)
In 1939, as the war breaks out, Pierre Jouhannaud, a young naval officer, arrives in Djibouti, at the
junction of the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. He has been called to take the commandment of the patrol boat
Étoile du Sud in replacement of his friend Alban de Perthes, found dead on board. When the young officer tries
to investigate on the circumstances of his friend’s death, he is faced with a wall of silence. Not only that, but the
boat’s pitiful condition doesn’t allow him to leave the port.
One day, Marquet, the chief of the navy, reveals to Pierre that Alban has suicided himself on the eve of
a perilous mission. The suicide and the boat’s failiures have to remain secret in order not to demoralize the crew
and to avoid alerting spies, as the French Somali coast is surrounded by territories occupied by fasciste Italy.
Pierre refuses to accept the story of his friend’s cowardice. He starts to suspect Marquet of lying to him when he
discovers Alban’s violin on a market stall. A little bit later, in the cabin of Potemkine, the mysterious handyman
of the boat, he finds Alban’s jacket. One of its pockets contains the identity photo of a young Ethiopian. This clue
will lead Pierre to the truth.
Bernard Bonnelle was born in Paris in 1961. Naval officer from 1986 to 2002, he sailed on board of
different warships, from the Red Sea to the Persian Gulf through the Pacific and the Indian oceans. Since 2002,
he pursues a career in the administration. His first novel, LES HUILES, was published at Les Éditions Michel de
Maule in 2011. AUX BELLES ABYSSINES is his second novel.
“Un roman d’excellente facture qui envoûte par son ambiance et séduit par ses personnages.”
Chronic’art
“Ce roman est un bijou. Discret mais brillant.” Le Figaro Magazine
“Un polar colonial extraordinaire.” Canal +
“Servi par une écriture classique, fluide, élégante, AUX BELLES ABYSSINES est un roman habilement
construit, avec plusieurs récits entremêlés, un jeu de flash-back et de digressions, mais qui jamais n’en
complexifient la lecture.” Livres Hebdo
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Fansten, Jérôme: LES CHIENS DU PURGATOIRE
(Anne Carrière, January 2013, 310 pages)
Lewis Guggenheim is a journalist at the crime desk. He also has a hobby: organising visits to crime
scenes. Not those of past murders - of the ‘on your right, Rue Le Sueur, where Marcel Petiot killed his victims’
variety - Lewis’ tours visit recent murder scenes! He arrives as soon as the police are gone. With the yellow
barrier tape yelling ‘crime scene – do not cross’ and the numbered evidence markers still in place – you can
practically smell the corpse…
For the benefit of the so-called tourists, Lewis explains the different elements that constitute the
criminal case: the evidence – blood, sperm, etc. –, and the firing angle if it’s a shooting. He’s an expert - very
little escapes his educated voyeurism. One day, he visits a murder scene but his analysis doesn’t tie up with the
official police findings – no way - and Lewis realises this could be the scoop of his journalistic career… He ends
up crossing the path of ‘Jopo’, a brutal and corrupt cop with no desire to change his ways. Jopo will do anything
to meet his monthly targets. He’s not your boozing flatfoot devoted to his job – his side-line is peddling drugs in
Seine-Saint-Denis. He rakes in junkies and scum by the binful, so there’s no way he’s going to let some grubby
ink-slinger like Lewis stick a spoke in his wheel…
Jérôme Fansten, born in 1974, was a graphic designer before becoming a scriptwriter. He is currently
working on several feature films. He published LES CHIENS DU PARADIS with Editions Anne Carrière.
Selling points: Told in two voices, a scorpion dance set in the gritty reality of 21st-century crime
investigation in France.

Gay, Olivier: LES MANNEQUINS NE SONT PAS DES FILLES MODÈLES
(JC Lattès, February 2013, 350 pages)
After LES TALONS HAUST RAPPROCHENT LES FILLES DU CIEL, A new investigation by Fitz
into the heart of Parisian nightlife.
Fitz, Deborah and Moussah are an inseparable trio, fans of Parisian night life. One night Moussah
decides to introduce his friends to his new girlfriend. Fitz and Deborah are worried about Moussah. His kind and
trustful heart has been wounded before. When they meet Cerise, a model of mixed-race, in a nightclub, they are
overwhelmed by her spectacular beauty. She tells them she is participating in a model competition and invites
the trio to the finals.
During the preparations for the show, Cerise suddenly disappears. Moussah begs Fitz to find her. Of
course the other girls all had motive to want Cerise out of the competition since she was the favorite, but could
these beautiful creatures turn criminal in order to realize their ambitions?
Olivier Gay is a strategic consultant in Paris. His novel LES TALONS HAUST RAPPROCHENT LES
FILLES DU CIEL earned him the prize at the Beaune festival in 2012.

Giébel, Karine: PURGATOIRE DES INNOCENTS
(Univers Poches, 5 May 2013 approx.350 pages)
After spending many years in jail, Raphael is released and soon leads his younger brother to a jewelry
heist on Place Vendôme. But the initial plan goes wrong and William is seriously injured. The fugitives end up
in an isolated farm where Sandra, a vet, lives. She is taken hostage and forced to cure William. But the boys
ignore that they are in the Devil’s House.
From predators, they’ll soon become targets of a pitiless monster.
This is a very dark novel, with no mercy for the characters and the reader in which a team of robbers
haphazardly meet a psychopath. An atomic concertina! In the vein of MEURTRES POUR RÉDEMPTION (over
50.000 copies sold), one of the most striking title by Karine Giébel, with common themes: imprisonment, lost
freedom and pain.
Karine Giebel (born in 1971) is one the best writers of criminal fiction in France. His first novel,
ELICIUS TERMINUS (Editions la Vie du rail, 2004) was awarded the Prix du Polar Marseille in 2005,
following by Meurtres pour rédemption (Editions la Vie du rail, 2006, and reprinted in Fleuve Noir in 2010)
which was selected for the Prix Polar Cognac Bites. The next well-known novel LES MORSURES DE
L'OMBRE (Fleuve Noir Editions, 2007) became laureate of Intramuros Price, the Price SNCF and the Price
Entre les murs in 2009. Chiens de sang (Fleuve Noir Editions, 2008) and JUSQU'À CE QUE LA MORT NOUS
UNISSE (Fleuve Noir Editions, 2009), was awarded the Prix of Readers' Festival Polar Cognac.
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Gélin, Simone: LE JOURNAL DE JULIA
(Anne Carrière, 21 mars 2013, 328 pages)
In her diary, Julia recounted her meeting with Lucio, their passionate love, and then their descent into
hell, their distress, their disillusion until Lucio’s death, wrongly convicted of murder. 25 years later, Lucio’s
father and son are determined to avenge him.
In 2003, Nino and his grandfather Emilio - a Spanish immigrant who once fought against Franco’s
regime - are crossing France, from the Basque country to Provence. They are determined to take the law into
their own hands.
The diary kept by Julia, Nino’s mother, guides their “pilgrimage”. Before dying of a broken heart, Julia
had written down the dramatic events that shattered her love for Lucio, Nino’s father, and destroyed her life.
Wrongly accused of the murder of a little girl and found guilty by a kangaroo court, Lucio had been condemned
to death and guillotined. Nino and Emilio abduct and confined players of Lucio’s trial. To avenge him, they kill
one prisoner per day. One eventually finds out that this was a sham: all prisoners are released alive; the aim was
for the jury members to face their responsibilities and their conscience for having killed an innocent man.
This novel of love and hate that combines action and emotion is deeply overwhelming. The embedded
stories are the strength of this novel because the elements are gradually revealed; the reader discovers the
characters in time by realistic portraits drawn by the other characters or the author. Emotions provoked by this
book are vibrant and violent, both joyful and painful, and the suspense about the future of Nino and Emilio is
intense.
Simone Gélin lives at Cap-Ferret and has already published three books: LA FILLE DU PORT DE LA
LUNE (shortlisted in the 2010 VSD Detective Novel Prize); LE BANC DE L’INJUSTICE (nominee in the 2011
Liège International Thriller Movie Festival); and ENTRE CHIENS ET LOUPS (Short Story Prize at the 2012
Hossegor Book Fair).
Selling points: An emotional novel, which also has its part of action.
Embedded stories and temporalities are the charm and the strength of this novel.
Intense, violent and overwhelming, the reader has a heavy heart as they closed the book.

Granotier, Sylvie: LA PLACE DES MORTS
(Albin Michel, February 2013, 300 pages)
After the success of LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE, Sylvie Granotier is back with another thrilling story
with Catherine Monsigny, the Parisian lawyer.
Awoken by a terrible nightmare about her father’s death after he confessed to killing her mother –
Catherine sees someone sneaking into her house. As she prepares to confront the intruder, he introduces himself.
His name is Lucas Gachon, he has been accused of murder, and he wants her to defend him… not just because of
her excellent reputation, though – Lucas believes that Catherine is his half-sister. Catherine isn’t buying it, but
she still decides to take the case.
A few days later, Catherine gets involved with Thomas, a successful but married architect – and her best
friend, Stephanie’s, lover. Feeling guilty, Catherine tries to forget about Thomas. She soon meets Asghar, an
ambitious colleague, and is drawn into a whirlwind relationship with him. Then Stephanie gives her horrifying
news: Thomas’ wife, Carole, has disappeared, and Thomas is being charged with murder. Despite Catherine’s
misgivings, Stephanie convinces her to take his case, too.
Lucas’ case is easy and he soon goes free. Thomas’ case is more complicated. There is no body, but
Carole has disappeared. Catherine is convinced Thomas did it, but she still manages to get him acquitted.
To relax, Catherine spends a weekend with Stephanie at her country house, but Stephanie is acting
strangely. The final plot twist comes quickly. Stephanie; the real killer, locks Catherine in the same cellar where
she has buried Carole’s body, and sets fire to the house. Fortunately, Thomas – who has always suspected
Stephanie – and Asghar come to her rescue. The end of the book is a lead-in to the third instalment in Catherine
Monsigny’s adventures, as she gets to know Lucas and his family, gets closer to Asghar, and defends Stephanie
during her trial for murder.
This book offers the reader a breath-taking, multi-strand plot in which Sylvie Granotier draws us into a
cleverly woven tale of love, jealousy, revenge and murder. The mystery surrounding Catherine’s past thickens,
and as always her professional and personal lives seem to be entwined, leading to new discoveries. Here,
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Granotier both provides us with a splendid sequel to her successful La Rigole du diable and keeps us wanting for
more.
Sylvie Granotier is a French television and film actress and screenwriter, as well as a translator of
English-language books. She is also a best-selling, crime-fiction author. Among her most successful work are
DOUBLE JE (2002), BELLE À TUER (2006), MÉFIE-TOI, FILLETTE (2009), and the prequel to LA PLACE
DES MORTS, LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE (2011), Prix du Sang d’Encre 2011. Her books have been translated
into German, Italian, Russian and Greek. LA RIGOLE DU DIABLE was her first novel translated into English
(The Paris Lawyer), and was published by Le French Book Editions as an ebook.
“Sylvie Granotier joue avec un art consommé où la perte des illusions, la cruauté et la rédemption
servent de ressort à une intrigue plus humaine que diabolique.“ Le Monde Magazine
“Plus troublant que haletant… ce qui est pire.“Madame Figaro
“Un scénario délicieusement mystérieux, riche en questions et en péripéties.“ Le Vif/ l’Express

Locatelli, Emma: LES HAINES PURES
(Albin Michel, Mars 2013, 384 pages)
A heartrending and suspensive novel about the unsolved murder of an italian family in a small French
village during Second World war. Gabrielle, 26, comes back to her hometown, hoping to find the truth.
July 1945. France is broken by the aftermath of Second World war. Gabrielle returns to her brother left
handicapped by the war, to her mother who has always regarded her with hostility, and to her younger sister
Lousie, aged 19, who has become a beautiful young woman. When she hears about the Roncetti family's tragedy,
she finds the help of Paul, a mysterious young man willing to investigate. When she thinks she has finally
unveiled the truth, she does not know that she has been the victim of an atrocious machination: some years ago,
Gabrielle has accidentally stolen Paul and his dead wife's baby. Devastated, Paul will force Louise into
committing suicide, in order to have Gabrielle experience the loss of a loved one.
Emma Locatelli teaches history and has published a biography of Heliogabalus and a historical thriller
MAGNIFICUS. LES HAINES PURES is her third book published.
Selling points: An intense and powerful novel, where family secrets never remain hidden forever
An unbearable suspense: the author misleads and surprises us from the first to the last page.
Strong and genuine characters facing the consequences of barbarity
"Emma Locatelli signe un drame qui plonge le lecteur au coeur de la Libération. Un roman noir et
haletant." L'Yonne Républicaine
"Avec ses Haines Pures, Emma Locatelli a trempé sa plume dans l'âme humaine pour extraire les sucs
les plus noirs" Paris-Normandie

Bussi, Michel: NE LÂCHE PAS MA MAIN
(Le Pré aux Clercs, March 2013, 384 pages)
The anticipated follow-up to Un avion sans elle – 50,000 copies sold, translated into 9 languages and
winner of the Prix Maison de la Presse 2012!
As the prime suspect in his wife’s disappearance while on vacation, Martial flees with their 6-year-old
daughter. With the police closing in around him, he must confront his past in order to save those he loves more
than anything...
Liane and Martial, a young Parisian couple, are on a dream vacation on the island of Réunion with their
6-year-old daughter, Sofa. But one afternoon, while the three are lounging around the pool one afternoon, Liane
goes back up to the room to get something but never comes back. When Martial goes up to look for her, he sees
that their hotel room has been ransacked and that there are drops of blood everywhere.
While Martial cooperates with the police at first, he goes on the run 24 hours later taking Sofa with him.
He went from being the aggrieved husband to the prime suspect. And so begins a manhunt the likes of which
Réunion has never seen. Is Martial guilty of murdering his wife or the victim of horrifying manipulation?
Because this is not Martial’s first time on Réunion. His past has now come back to haunt him, in a big way.
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Michel Bussi is the author of Nymphéas noirs (2011) and UN AVION SANS ELLE (2012) which has
sold 50,000 copies, was awarded the Prix Maison de la Presse, the Grand Prix du Roman Populaire and has
been translated into 9 languages.

Monfils, Nadine: LA VIEILLE QUI VOULAIT TUER LE BON DIEU
(Belfond, March 2013, 256 pages)
Warning: Mémé Cornemuse is back! What’s in store?...gory murders, a botched jewelry store burglary,
the return of the not-so-prodigal son...
Mémé Cornemuse is a strange old lady. She just find work a the concierge for an apartment building in
Pandore. One evening, Ginette, one of the tenants, returns home after cheating on her husband to find him dead
in their bed with his hands cut off. Mémé Cornemuse convinces Ginette not to call the police because the wife is
sure to be the number one suspect.
Meanwhile, as Ginette investigates one neighbor after the other, Mémé Cornemuse is planning to
burglar a jewelry store nearby. A thief, living in her basement, is in the process of building an undersground
tunnel straight to the gold. But when the jewelry store goes out of business, Cornemuse needs to come up with a
new plan.
Which is when the son she forgot she ever had shows up, and lucky for Cornemuse, he manages a
bank...
Nadine Monfils is the author of several novels published by Belfond including LES VACANCES
D’UN SERIAL KILLER (2011), 70,000 copies sold and published in Italian with Neri Pozza. The Russian rights
for some of her novels are sold to Corpus/AST Group.

Norek, Olivier: CODE 93
(Michel Lafon, April 2013, 304 pages)
Coste is a police captain within the crime department in the Parisian suburbs. For fifteen years, he had
been dealing every day with crimes and unjustified acts of violence. But a series of strange discoveries - a corpse
who suddenly opens his eyes at the morgue, a druggie dying of autoignition - lead him to think that this time the
investigation will go beyond the usual cases. Strange anonymous letters will guide him to new dangerous
horizons.
Written by a police lieutenant, CODE 93 distinguishes itself by the authenticity of the
author’sexperience. Discover now a world where urban expansion, fallacious manipulations and political and
financial issues make an astonishing blend.
Olivier Norek has been working for fourteen years as a lieutenant for the French judicial police inthe
suburbs of Paris, in 93th district. CODE 93 is his first book.
Selling points: A surprising authenticity. A disturbing realism. A cinematographic style in the same vein
as CHINATOWN.

Clerc-Murgier, Hélène: ABBESSES
(Jacqueline Chambon/Actes Sud, Juin 2013, approx. 320 pages)
In the Paris of 1622, the crime officer Jacques Chevassut is investigating crimes in which the victims
are marked with a Rosicrucian symbol. With him we visit places as disturbing as the Châtelet prison and as
famous as the salon of the hôtel de Rambouillet. His search soon leads him to the Abbey of Montmartre, where
the key to the mystery lies.
Hélène Clerc-Murgier has brought back to life a dirty, noisy and dangerous Paris but also the intimacy
of calm, comfortable interiors and the peaceful, intellectual atmosphere of convents. The crime officer himself,
a tough yet refined figure as befits the era, is wonderfully vividly drawn.
The intrigue is perfectly plotted with several leads intertwining, and sending Chevassut in different
directions until he reaches the utterly surprising conclusion. An excellent historical whodunnit.
Hélène Clerc-Murgier divides her time between music, writing and studying seventeenth and eighteenth
century Paris. Herself a musician and a specialist of Baroque music, she worked with Kurt Masur, JeanChristophe Spinosi and Philippe Jaroussky, before founding the ensemble “Les Monts du Reuil”.
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Collette, Sandrine: DES NOEUDS D’ACIER
(Denoël, January 2013, 272 pages)
Jail couldn’t break him. But two old men who chose to live away from the world might.
April 2001. In the basement of a rundown farm located in a remote valley covered in dense and dark
woods, a man is locked in chains. His name is Theo, he is 40. Two old men, who want to make him their slave,
abducted him. How could Theo end up in such a brutal, crazy place? He is a though guy. He is no easy prey and
has been round the block. But two aging men entrapped this athletic and brutal man who had just come out of
prison. And he now lies in a damp cave, with no food or water, and is regularly beaten up. Still he refuses to
surrender to his ghastly fate. He made it through prison and is determined to break free. But who could break
free from such a merciless face off?
Sandrine Collette was born in 1970. She divides her time between her job as a professor at the
university of Nanterre near Paris, and her horse farm in the countryside. DES NOEUDS D’ACIER is her debut
novel.
Rights sold to: Japon (Hayakawa).
“Pour son premier roman, Sandrine Collette ne fait pas dans la dentelle et nous offre un brutal huis
clos aux allures de cauchemar. Cet excellent captivity thriller […] rappelle les classiques du genre et le Misery
de Stephen King ” Le Figaro Magazine
“Un récit de survie intense et dérangeant” 20 Minutes
“Un roman qui s’écarte des sentiers balisés du noir pour nous livrer un huis clos efficace et troublant ”
Le Matricule des Anges
“Ce premier roman est une agréable surprise, rondement menée, qui donne à réfléchir sur la violence,
l’avilissement, l’enfermement, la domination ” La Croix

Desjours, Ingrid: SA VIE DANS LES YEUX D’UNE POUPEE
(Plon, March 2013, 245 pages)
Barbara, 24, is horribly raped one night. Haunted by an unquenchable thirst for revenge, she commits
horrific acts. But a cop realizes that she is the monster who has been torturing men after dark.
Barbara lives a double life, as a beautician by day and as Barbie, a high-end call girl, by night. She
wants the extra money to escape from the clutches of her mother and her ex-boyfriend, who both mistreat her.
But on her 24th birthday, Barbara is violently raped. Slipping gradually into madness, Barbara/Barbie winds up
torturing her clients to extort more money out of them. She decides to stop everything the day she falls in love
with Marc, who, unbeknownst to her, is actually a cop on her trail. Despite his attachment to her, Marc realizes
that she is psychotic. Broken-hearted, he is forced to have her put in a psychiatric ward for life.
Despite Barbara’s horrific deeds, she is endearing, and we find ourselves rooting for a happy ending.
We so want to believe in her love story with Marc that the end is hard to bear. Like Marc, we close this book
with a broken heart and tears in our eyes.
Born in 1976, Ingrid Desjours is a psychologist specialized in sex crimes, who now devotes herself to
writing. She has already written two novels published by Plon, ECHO (2009) and POTENS (2010), both psychothrillers that did quite well.
Selling points: The story of a young woman who is both devastated and devastating, the story of a man
with a heart of stone that winds up shattered, told in a visceral style that is hard and pure.
Although the author strews a few hints here and there, the end is still unexpected. This is novel worth
reading a second time to pick up on the subtleties, once we know the “secret.”
A psychological thriller in which the author weaves themes like psychosis, rape and barbaric acts into a
love story cum detective novel.
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Crouzet, Thierry: LA QUATRIÈME THÉORIE
(Fayard, March 2013, 544 pages)
December 23, 23:00. High beams on, Idé is heading down a swerving country road. Suddenly, an
accident. And police officers out of nowhere. Then, an abandoned telephone, that belongs to a friend—Jos. The
phone rings. And nothing will ever be the same. “Run,” Jos commands. “Run! I'll see you again someday. We'll
help you, but don't expect anything else.” The chase is on.
Idé and his family meet the “Freemen.” A community of free people, adepts of the Fourth Theory, an
unprecedented cyberspace of protesters working toward a new societal model. A world without hierarchies and
crises. Everyone is looking for Jos. A terrorist for some, the prophet of a reborn humanity for others.
One thing is certain. Jos has opened their eyes: The war has begun. An ultra-contemporary, interactive
thriller written on Twitter - sentences up to 140 characters. Dense, hard hitting and razor sharp.
Former journalist, the author of Fayard's J'AI DEBRANCHE, the story of a technology burnout,
Thierry Crouzet was an early champion of Internet in France. Since his PEUPLE DES CONNECTEURS in
2005, he has been decoding social networks via his blog of several thousand followers, a platform for experiment
and debate.

Abécassis, Eliette: LE PALIMPSESTE D’ARCHIMEDE
(Albin Michel, May 2013, 350 pages)
On ULM street, headquarter of the prestigious Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris, professor Elsa
Maarek, bibliophile with a particular passion for Greek and Egyptian Antiquity, has been contacted by one of her
colleagues: Robert Sorias, professor of mathematics. On the (accidental?) death of his father, Robert Sorias and
his wife Marie Louise are seeking Elsa’s opinion on a codex they had kept hidden in the bottom of a wardrobe.
Elsa is deeply impressed by the document, which is certainly a palimpsest - a parchment from which the original
text has been scraped away to make a copy of another document. She would love to know more but the codex is
in a sorry state, impossible to read, and the Sorias are so mysterious about where this document, which belongs
to Marie-Louise, came from …
Novelist and essayist, Eliette Abécassis has authored intimist novels (LA RÉPUDIÉE, MON PÈRE, UN
HEUREUX ÉVÉNEMENT), epics (QUMRAN, LE TRÉSOR DU TEMPLE, SÉPHARADE) and essays
(PETITE MÉTAPHYSIQUE DU MEURTRE, LE LIVRE DES PASSEURS, LE CORSET INVISIBLE).

Lighieri, Rebecca: HUSBANDS
(P.O.L April 2013, 448 pages)
Husbands is a thriller, set against a background of conjugal, social and narcissistic unhappiness, in
which misunderstandings with terrible consequences and events will come tumbling one after the other. All of
this action is set in the sunny South of France with a definite sense of humour.
Farouk, Reynald and Laurent are three apparently very different men with serious domestic problems.
All three are members of the same Candaulist web site (for Candaulists - from King Candaules in Greek
mythology – “adultery is neither an obsession, nor a source of suffering, on the contrary, they desire it, they
impose it on their women, they organize it, they are both the experts and fascinated witnesses”). After several
exchanges of emails, and even if only one of them could be considered a real Candaulist, they decide to meet in a
bar in Marseilles. They immediately fall for each other: a friendship that will bring them to the verge of despair.
Husbands was inspired by three news items that the reader will most certainly recognize, three faits
divers in which husbands played strange roles: an involuntary accomplice to an infanticide, a Pygmalion who
turned his own wife into a sex doll, and a murder with enigmatic motives among which certainly figured… love.

Aubenque, Alexis: POUR LE BIEN DES ENFANTS
(Calmann-Levy, January 2013, 400 pages)
A hard-hitting and fast-paced thriller about a both poignant and timely subject : adoption.
Becky Parker lives with her picture perfect family in an affluent Seattle suburb. A straight-A student
and a gifted musician, she has just discovered the whereabouts of her older brother, Oliver, who was also
adopted but whose home life has not been happy. The siblings' prospective reunion—they haven't seen each
other since their early childhood in Sierra Leone—is overshadowed by unfortunate circumstances, however:
Oliver, a delinquent looking for trouble, is suspected of having murdered a famous surgeon. Becky wants
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desperately to believe in her brother. Yet she can't help wondering whether Oliver is an innocent victim or a
skillful manipulator...
Captain Mike Logan assigns the sensitive case to Lieutenant Rivera and his new partner, Liu Zhang,
who find themselves caught up in a tangled web of do-gooders and child trafficking.
Alexis Aubenque, former bookseller and genre literature buff, made his crime fiction debut in 2008.
Following the success of his “RIVER FALLS” trilogy - winner of the 2009 Prix Polar in Cognac - and Charité
bien ordonnée, volume 1 of his new series “Nuits noires à Seattle”, he gives us yet another heartfelt page turner.
Each book of “Nuits noires à Seattle” can be read separately.

Mutt-Lon: CEUX QUI SORTENT DANS LA NUIT
(Grasset, April 2013, 160 pages)
A fascinating, enchanted tale about the mysterious world of African witchcraft, Ceux qui sortent dans la
nuit plunges us into the arcana of the world of the ewusus - beings of the night endowed with fantastic powers
such as invisibility, levitation, and the ability to go back in time.
Alain Nsona wants to avenge his sister, and in order to do so, to become an ewusu himself – to become
someone who leaves his body at nightfall and has the gift of omnipresence. He goes to see the old ewusu, JeanPaul Ada, who becomes his guru. Ada gives him a mission which requires that he go back in time to 1705 in an
African village where he will look for a certain Jam-Libe, an ewusu of yore who is said to have had the power to
dematerialize objects. Ada and a few other ewusus desire to possess this power in order to provoke a revolution
that would liberate all of Africa.
And so the action takes place in 1705. Alain Nsona, who thought himself the only person from his era,
is surprised to meet Tikyo, his contemporary who has been sent back in time on the same mission. Through these
two young men – Nsona, the modern African and Tikyo, the conservative – we see the confrontation of two
perspectives on Africa.
Mutt-Lon, a Cameroonian national, was born on November 21, 1973. He was a student at the Université
de Yaoundé and worked as an editor for CRTV (Cameroon Radio & Television). He has also taught
mathematics. CEUX QUI SORTENT DANS LA NUIT is his first novel.

Rambach, Anne: RAVAGES
(Rivages / Payot-Rivages, January 2013, 400 pages)
One morning, Diane Harpmann gets a phone call from Elsa Délos, a colleague at the newspaper Le
Parisien: their friend Dominique André, a well-known investigative journalist, seems to have committed suicide.
To explain his act, he even left a note, in which he said he felts overwhelmed by the lawsuits he was fighting.
But Dominique was an old hand at sensitive affairs and burning subjects, not the type to avoid a fight. With the
help of their editor, Richard Jaucourt, Diane and Elsa soon find out that Dominique had been investigating the
asbestos scandal.
Risking their own lives to continue that investigation, the women trace the story from the early 20th
century to the turn of the 21st – realizing that there had been cover-ups about the lethal nature of asbestos right
from the start.
Now banned around the world, asbestos is currently at the center of one of the most-serious publichealth scandals of our time, practically a crime against humanity made possible by the collusion of politicians,
industrials and doctors for decades.
While Ravages is born of careful research, it is still a novel with lots of action, suspense and surprises.
Anne Rambach interweaves authentic documents and fiction in a skillful narration. More exciting than a study,
this is a powerful and frightening thriller.
Anne Ramback is a journalist, writer and screen-writer. She has written several thrillers, and this is the
third one with the Diane Harpmann character. With Marine Rambach, she has also co-written two acclaimed
works of non-fiction: LES INTELLOS PRÉCAIRES (Fayard) and LES NOUVEAUX INTELLOS PRÉCAIRES
(Stock).
Rights sold to: Sweden (Sekwa Forlag)
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Lemaitre, Pierre: ROSY & JOHN
(2 Seas Agency / Le Livre de Poche, January 2014, 144 pages)
Bestselling French thriller writer Pierre Lemaitre is back with an excellent new fast-paced addendum to
his trilogy.
Jean Garnier, a lonely loser, has lost everything: his job after his boss died mysteriously; his girlfriend
who was killed in a strange accident; and his mother, imprisoned recently. He sets up seven bombs hidden all
over Paris, to explode every 24 hours. He gives himself up to the police, with one simple request: his mother’s
liberation or the daily explosions will continue…
Inspector Verhoeven is faced with the biggest dilemma of his career: While the inspector tries to
decipher who’s really hidden behind the quiet young man, the clock ticks on to hundreds of potential new
victims. Rosy & John will first come out this summer as part of a promotional campaign as a free copy offered
for the acquisition of two Livre de Poche books. In January 2014, it will be launched in all French bookstores.

Bessonart, Catherine: ET SI NOTRE DAME LA NUIT
(Editions de L’Aube, January 2013, 287 pages)
The first in a promising new series, AND IF, AT NOTRE-DAME, BY NIGHT … is a classic Paris
crime novel, transporting the reader to the heart of one of the world’s most fantastical, fantasized cities.
Paris, Notre-Dame. Women. Statues. A child’s doll. All found decapitated. Leading the investigation,
Commissaire Bompard senses a connection. Between the decapitations, and his own story. Loud and clear, his
cop’s instinct tells him not to trust to appearances, but to follow his own intuition. Bompard is convinced only he
can disentangle the facts. A hunch confirmed when his ex-wife Mathilde disappears. This is a classic, fast-paced
police thriller centered on a hero the reader will want to get to know a great deal better. A spell-binding first
novel.
A graduate of Paris’s Cours Florent drama school, Catherine Bessonart writes for stage and television.
AND IF, AT NOTRE-DAME, BY NIGHT… is her first novel. The next volumes in the series are currently
being written, the second and third Bompard novels are already plotted.
Selling points: A skillful and nervous thriller with a tortuous intrigue, led by a complex and charming
detective.
An investigation in the shadow of the mysterious and elusive Notre-Dame, with a subtle and very
convincing suspense.
We devour this skilful and nervous psychological thriller with bated breath until the name of the killer is
finally revealed. A great moment of suspense and pleasure.
Through a light and often humorous writing, the writer misleads the reader only to better accelerate
and retrace her steps. A warm and cheerful, nicely flexible narrative that retains an aura of mystery, of
uncertain danger.
“The plot and characters are utterly gripping, Bessonart’s style is wonderfully fluent, and the intrigue
brilliantly sustained. I’m sure it will fly off our tables […] There’s a flavour of Fred Vargas [ …] Bessonart’s
novel joins that distinguished pedigree of offbeat, sensitive, richly allusive, ruthlessly effective crime writing.”
Le Lézard Amoureux Bookstore
“Catherine Bessonart signs a first thriller with a very tortuous plot, led by a complex and endearing
detective. Through a light and sometimes full of humor writing, the writer knows how to mislead the reader only
to better accelerate and retrace her steps.” Cultura stores’ blog
“A psychological thriller that you must read whatever you have to do!” Midi libre

Nathan, Tobie: LES NUITS DE PATIENCE
(Rivages/Payot-Rivages, March 2013, 304 pages)
Patience is a young Guinean woman from “the Forest”, a region that has been destabilized by its
proximity to Liberia and Sierra Leone, two countries suffering through civil wars. It is a region of witches where
local politicians come to be “initiated”, because it can’t hurt to have this mysterious and dreaded “wisdom”’ on
your side.
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When young Patience first arrives in France, she is taken in by an aunt, who she soon runs away from,
to escape her violence and accusations of witchcraft. But when Ernesto, a young psychologist from social
services, tries to help her, Patience, instead of denying it, confesses to “going out at night to eat people.”
Superstition? Possession? Another example of African spell-casting? And why is Kourouma, the
terrifying carnival dictator, out to get her?
In Guinea, as a major opposition demonstration is approaching, tension is rising, and the army is being
deployed, young Ernesto chooses to be initiated by the witches too, in hopes of finally being able to understand
who Patience is and what “witchcraft” really means. He will be pulled in far further than he intended to go…
Above and beyond its appeal in terms of ethnological curiosity or a taste for the irrational, this book
offers an immersion in a strange and destabilizing Africa that is light-years from the cliché images, revealing
true cultural otherness.
Tobie NATHAN recently received the Prix Femina Essai for ETHNO-ROMAN (Grasset, 2012), in
which he describes his path from diplomat, to academic and ethno-psychiatrist. His research methods, based on
studying cultural particularities in order to understand psychiatric problems has gone around the world. He is the
author of the best-selling SARAKA BÔ (Rivages, 1993), which is being re-published in honor of this 20th
anniversary!

Béthun, Thierry: L’ENFANT DE NEANDERTAL
(Albin Michel, February 2013, 288 pages)
In a sepulchre concealed by rocks in a creek near Marseilles, the miraculously-preserved bodies of a
Neanderthal tribe massacred by Cro-Magnons is found, among them, that of a pregnant woman. A crazy idea
takes root in the mind of a Parisian geneticist: why not recreate the extinct species… Twenty years later, in
Normandy, Abel Inuk, a student whose life until then had been uneventful, sees his world turned upside down
when his mother and his oldest friend are murdered. Abel subsequently discovers that his mother had been living
under a false identity and had concealed her past as a palaeontologist. Her final message urges him to flee and
disappear without a trace… But why? Who are these pursuers so determined to track him down?
A prehistoric and scientific thriller that probes the mysteries of our origins.
Thierry Béthune is an architect, and L’ENFANT DE NÉANDERTAL is his first novel.

Gilberti, Ghislain: LE FESTIN DU SERPENT
(Anne Carrière, April 2013, 560.pages)
A suspenseful and thrilling mix between the perversion of The Silence of the Lambs and the tension of
24. A serial killer, many terrorist attacks, two investigators involved in a dangerous and mysterious plot.
Cécile Sanchez is a police superintendent and specialist in criminology, hunting down the most
dangerous and depraved criminals operating in France. She is actually facing a very sensitive case: a serial killer
called "The Snake", who inexplicably disembowels women.
Ange-Marie Barthélemy, a legendary figure in the antiterrorist brigade, is on the trail of a group of
radical and ultraviolent Islamists who operate in Europe’s big cities: they are the members of An-Naziate.
Apparently, these cases have nothing in common. Except one man, Tahar Saridah, in charge of terrorists' funds
transfers, who became a major drug dealer, forcing women to ingest cocaïne caps and go to Europe, where he
eviscerates them. After a suspenseful investigation, Saridah is put under arrest. Cécile refuses to be distracted by
the mutual attraction looming between her and Ange-Marie, and decides to put an end to one of the most
important case of the 21st century.
Born in Belfort in 1977, Ghislain Gilberti is an author. He has written many works diffused on-line,
including DYNAMIQUE DU CHAOS a novel acclaimed by tens of thousands of French-speaking readers. His
short story, J'IRAI DÉTERRER TES OS was published in the review sinGe n° 4 by Editions de la Maison close.

Loubière, Sophie: BLACK COFFEE
(Univers Poches, February 2013, 340 pages)
English Sample Translation & Reader's Report soon available
A serial killer whose confessions have been transcribed, a vanished husband, a man haunted by his past
and a woman desperate to reunite her family. A breathless tracking game along Road 66.
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The previous title by Sophie Loubière, L’ENFANT AUX CAILLOUX sold more than 50.000 copies in
France. The English translation under the title THE STONE BOY will be published in the US & UK under the
imprint TRAP DOOR.
Quotas about L’ENFANT AUX CAILLOUX:
“A suspenseful psychological thriller, L’enfant aux cailloux is also a beautiful picture of a passionately
loving grandmother, an unreliable old lady, more nosy and intrusive than Miss Marple,” Françoise
Chandernagor
“This book is a real gem full of creativity, humour and suspense.” Le Nouvel Observateur
Sophie Loubière (born in 1966) is a finest novelist, she works for radio programs. She is a member of
the Association 813, the Society of Dramatic Authors and Composers, SACD. In 2012 she won the Prix Lion
Noir for his novel published in 2011 L’ENFANT AUX CAILLOUX as well as the le Prix de la ville de Mauves.

Brasey, Edouard: LE DERNIER PAPE
(Editions SW Télémaque, January 2013, 347 pages)
Édouard Brasey signs a realistic thriller with colorful characters, conspiracies inside the Vatican, chase
scenes through the catacombs of Rome, gory ritual crimes, and showdowns between secret orders. A thriller that
takes place over a period of three days, with an impending Apocalypse for a setting: a huge asteroid is hurtling
towards the Earth, towards Rome precisely, just as the Pope is dying.
The Roman Catholic Church is threatened from within as well: Cardinal Pantalucci, who is favored to
succeed the dying pope, is under the thumb of secret international powers. While the various candidates are
involved in electoral intrigue within the halls of the Vatican, gory ritual murders are desecrating its places of
worship. Like a horrific homage to Saint Peter’s martyrdom 2,000 years before. The apostle pronounced a curse
on Rome, the place of his ordeal, and now the curse seems to be ready to come true: a cosmic threat is bearing
down on the seat of Christianity.
A French astrophysicist and monk in the Order of the Faithful of Father John, has been crucified upside
down by the Black Crusaders, thugs who take orders from Cardinal Pantalucci. Inspector Peretti’s chief suspect
is Stéphane, a childhood friend of his. Stéphane came to Rome to find the Prophecy of Peter before Cardinal
Pantalucci destroys it. Peretti clears Stéphane’s name and arrests the Cardinal, who is actually Stéphane’s father.
The asteroid is deflected. Stéphane will be able to go home to his mother and his fiancée.
A former journalist turned novelist, Edouard Brasey is a well-known author in the realm of fantasy and
whimsy (70 books), including LA PETITE ENCYCLOPEDIE DU MERVEILLEUX (2006 Prix Special du Jury
Imagines d’Epinal and Prix Claude Seignolle de l’Imagerie), LA MALEDICTION DE L’ANNEAU (Belfond,
2010 a fantasy trilogy, Prix Merlin) and LES LAVANDIÈRES DE BROCELIANDE (Calmann-Levy, 2012).
Selling points: This well-documented novel provides fascinating keys for decrypting what goes on
behind the scenes at the Holy See, including the scandals that have shaken it from the very beginning to the
present day: financial scandals, secret loges, mysterious deaths, intrigue inside the Swiss Guard.
This novel, published on January, 2013, was also pre-published under the title LA PROPHETIE DE
PIERRE (The Prophecy of Peter), on Amazon in a Kindle edition from March to June 2012, where it was
downloaded 3,000 times.

Graham, Patrick: DES FAUVES ET DES HOMMES
(Anne Carrière, September 2012, 442 pages)
Alabama, 1931. The Great Depression and dust storms have hit the southern states of the USA, ruining
investors and putting thousands of families on the road. As the economy flounders and refugee camps mushroom
along the highways, a bank manager is shot down by a certain Sidney Clifford, a black tenant farmer who’s lost
everything he ever owned. But Clifford doesn’t leave the scene of the crime empty-handed; he takes with him
compromising documents that his victim was holding for the Mafia.
Swept into a gory road-movie that takes them through a country ravaged by economic crisis, Sidney
Clifford and Carsona, a teenager who escaped when his family was massacred, get tied into a merciless struggle
for survival, against banks and corrupt men from Washington. As the rumour of their exploits spreads, and they
become legends in the press, their paths cross the magnificent and the miserable, lives built and demolished,
wolves and men.
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After the success of L’ÉVANGILE SELON SATAN, L’APOCALYPSE SELAON MARIE and
RETOUR À RÉDEMPTION, Patrick Graham has become one of the most distinguished authors of the thriller
genre in Europe. Translated into nine languages, his books have been in the best-seller lists in France, Germany,
Italy and Spain.

Loevenbruck, Henri & Mazza, Fabrice: SERUM
SAISON 1, ÉPISODE 1, 2 ,3, 4
(Flammarion, 2012-2013, 192 pages each title)
1773: Mesmer invents hypnosis. 1886: Freud invents psychoanalysis. 2012: Draken invents serum…
One injection. Seven minutes to gain access to the deep subconscious of Emily Scott. One notebook to
decipher her phantasmagorical visions. A few days to prevent the worse. But, as the number of suspicious deaths
increases, the NYPD starts to wonder whether Arthur Draken is a brilliant psychiatrist or a dangerous criminal…
Henri Loevenbruck is 36 years old. A journalist and writer, he also writes film scripts. He is the author
of thirteen books, including thrillers and adventure novels. He has published ten novels with Editions
Flammarion and Editions Braguelonne. His books have been translated into more than fifteen languages. The
Russian rights for his previous books are sold to Inostranka/Atticus.
In France, Fabrice Mazza is the grandmaster of brainteasers. More than one million of his puzzle books
have been sold across the globe.

SCIENCE-FICTION & FANTASY
Colin, Fabrice & Gaborit, Mathieu: CONFESSIONS D’UN AUTOMATE MANGEUR
D’OPIUM
(Bragelonne, April 2013, 450 pages)
Paris, 1899. The city is filled with flying machines and other technological marvels fuelled by æther, a
mysterious source of phenomenal energy. But the murder of a young woman, who falls from a hansom flying
over the Garnier Opera Palace, disturbs the festivities for the Universal Exposition. The crime also involves an
automaton, one of the new household machines that serve mankind.
Margaret Saunders decides to carry out her own investigation, helped by her brother Théo, an alienist
who has been studying closely the impact of æther on human behaviour. But things quickly become complicated:
the victim’s father receives threats; the automaton turns out to be demented, or even worse, intelligent… These
are just some of the elements in the mystery our two heroes attempt to unravel.
Fabrice Colin, born in 1972, is a successful, critically acclaimed and a multi-award winning author.
Mathieu Gaborit was also born in 1972. He was the first French writer to explore the modern fantasy genre and
is still one of its best-selling proponents.
“A manifesto for the steampunk movement. (…) Hectic action, written in an elegant modern style.”
nooSFere
“Highly enjoyable reading (…) a deranged, thrilling adventure novel.” Bifrost

Bailly, Samantha: CE QUI NOUS LIE
(Milady, 19 April 2013, 287 pages)
Alice has a gift: she can perceive the emotional ties that connect people to each other. On her first day at
a new job, she is attracted to her manager, the only man whose relations remain invisible to her. Alice can
visually perceive the emotional ties between people as luminous threads. Over time, she has learned to keep her
gift a secret.
For over a year, Alice used her power to expose men who were cheating on their wives. As the novel
begins, she is reaching for a more normal life, and is starting a new job in human resources. That’s where she
meets Raphael, a man whose ties she can’t see. He soon admits that he too has a gift, but it doesn’t work on her
either. Despite Raphael’s engagement to another woman, they fall deeply in love. After their first night together,
they can suddenly “read” each other, and Raphael disappears.
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A few months later, Raphael and Alice are just friends, despite the strength of their bond. As Alice
gains confidence in the future, she loses her gift.
Irresistible! The author combines romance and the supernatural in a modern setting. Young women are
sure to identify with the endearing heroine of this intense and touching tale. The structure, in three distinct
periods, allows the author to sow clues subtly, making readers want to know more. A book that is hard to put
down and leaves you wanting more!
Fantasy fans discovered Samantha Bailly in 2009, with the publication of LA LANGUE DU SILENCE
(Tome 1 of AU-DELA DE L'ORAISON), when she was just 20. The quality of the writing and the wealth of
ideas made it really stand out, and it won two prizes in 2011: the Imaginales des Lycéens Prize and the Jeunesse
Marais Page Prize. The success story continued with the second tome, LA CHUTE DES ETOILES (2010). Next
came an epistolary novel, LIGNES DE VIE (2010, editions Volpilière) and a children’s book, LA PRINCESSE
AU BOL ENCHANTE (2012, Editions nobi nobi!). 2013 is a turning point for the author. Editions
Bragelonne/Milady decided to publish her contemporary novel, CE QUI NOUS LIE, and to re-release her twotome work of fantasy (at Bragelonne) under the name ORAISONS.
Selling points: A subtle blend of romance and the super-natural in a contemporary setting
The structure, in three distinct periods, reinforces the suspense
An endearing narrator who young women will identify with easily
The author’s website: http://www.samantha-bailly.com

Fernaye, Éléonore: SCANDALEUSE ÉLISABETH
(Bragelonne, May 2013, 320 pages)
Paris, 1778. Élisabeth d’Arsac is a ravishing young woman who turns the head of every man she meets.
Attached to her freedom, she wants to experience love without the inconveniences of marriage. She meets a
dark, handsome stranger during a costumed ball and, between two dances, she indulges in an amorous interlude
with him which awakens all sorts of new sensations inside her.
A few days later, the mysterious stranger is received in the salon of the d’Arsac family. This young
American seems all the more attractive as he shares Élisabeth’s innovative ideas concerning women’s education.
She arranges a secret rendezvous at an inn to take him as her lover. It is only then that he realises that she is a
virgin. This leaves him no choice: in order not to dishonour her, he must ask for her hand in marriage. Élisabeth
is convinced that her father will reject his proposal, but to her surprise he agrees to let her marry him.
What Élisabeth has always dreaded the most has come to pass: she is now someone’s wife. It’s hardly
the most auspicious start to married life, but love soon conquers all…
Selling points: A superb portrait of the historical Paris
A female character whose ideas are ahead of her times, offering witty dialogue full of lively repartee
Particularly sensual erotic scenes depicted in an elegant style

Garel, Bruno: LE FILS DE MANHATTAN
(Belfond, April 2013, 324 pages)
A young New Yorker destined for greatness is they key to saving the island of Manhattan from evil
forces...
Cham, 28, was adopted by the now divorced Barbra and Francis who always knew that he was special.
It is December 21, 2012, Cham’s birthday and they plan on gathering, as they do each year, at the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine which the Wickware family had a hand in building.
While crossing Times Sqaure, Cham passes out and imagines being taken back in time, to the 17th
century where he sees a Native American. When Cham awakens in the hospital, after his heart had stopped
beating for an hour, he is possessed by the spirit of this Native America called Flight of the Eagle.
Flight of the Eagle asks Cham to find the sacred pipe that was stolen from his people. If the pipe isn’t
found in time, Manhattan will be taken over the forces of evil. Most everyone thinks Cham is going crazy,
particularly his mother. As Cham tries to sort through what is happening, details from the Wickware’s past
reveal that theirs is a mysterious family with very dark secrest.
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But Flight of the Eagle’s spirit gives him incredible powers to find where the calumet is hidden and to
battle a terrifying monster that is determined to destroy Manhattan.
Bruno Garel, a copywriter in advertising, is the author of SIGNE DE VIE and SOURCE DE VIE, both
published by Flammarion.

Pavlenko, Marie: LA FILLE-SORTILEGE
(Le Pré aux Clercs, March 2013, 444 pages)
A breathtaking novel full of twists and turns in which a young girl will do anything to survive...
The City is made up of six clans. Each one has a different power that gives them control over people
and animals. Life’s balance depends on the peaceful union of these six clans.
However, their powers have begun to weaken. Erine has been banished because of a daring choice she
made during an initiation ritual. She is very from her family and an outcast from her clan. Condemned to
survive in the exiled zone, she will soon discover the dark city of the City. And the terrible plot that threatens to
destroy it...
Marie Pavlenko, a journalist and screenwriter, made her noteworthy debut writing Fantasy fiction with
her successful trilogy LE LIVRE DE SASKIA (Scrinéo Jeunesse). This is her first novel published by Le Pré
aux clercs.

Pevel, Pierre: HAUT ROYAUME trilogy - Book 1: THE KNIGHT
(Bragelonne, Text available in spring 2013, 50,000 words per title)
•
Rights already sold to Orion Gollancz in the UK !
•
Dynastic power struggle and intrigues
•
Perfect for fans of George R.R. Martin and David Gemmell
•
A series to publish as separate volumes or in omnibus editions
•
Winner of the David Gemmell Morningstar Award for best newcomer
Pierre Pevel is bringing all the skills of a historical fantasy writer to an epic stage.
The High Kingdom is facing its darkest hour. Its King has been weakened by illness and many are
discontent with the Queen’s regency. As rebellion rumbles throughout the land, new threats are massing forces at
the realm’s borders.
Desperate, the King decides to free Lorn, who has spent the past year locked away on trumped-up charges in
the citadel of Dalroth. Acting on the advice of a mysterious emissary of the Dragon, he dubs Lorn “Knight of the Onyx
Throne”, making him the upholder of royal authority.
Lorn accepts the King’s mission but also hunts those responsible for his imprisonment. Reinstating the
Onyx Guard, a once-powerful elite force, he intervenes in time to avert a war and becomes a new figure of hope for
his people. But some take a dim view of his growing popularity and influence, and they are busy plotting his
downfall.
If he foils his enemies, will he assume the role of champion that the Dragon’s Council of Emissaries have
been seeking, the one capable of facing the Black Prince? He must first confront an evil that gnaws at him ever
since he was exposed to the Obscure at Dalroth, which now threatens to overwhelm him.
Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost writers of French Fantasy today. The author of seven
novels, he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the Prix Imaginales in 2005, both for best
novel. His CARDINAL’S BLADES trilogy – part historical novel, part old-fashioned swashbuckling high-action
adventure and part classic fantasy – is sold to UK (Orion Gollancz), Germany (Heyne), Holland (Mynx), Spain
(Edhasa), Russia (Geleos), Czech Republic (Albatros) and Estonia (Varrak).
“Pevel (…) makes a stunning English-language debut with this breathless, swashbuckling tale of
intrigue, spying, and swordfights. In an alternate 17th-century Paris, dragonnets are exotic pets, wyverns are
high-class riding mounts, and drac thugs are the coarsest of mercenaries. After a five-year hiatus, Cardinal
Richelieu reunites his elite force to aid France in its complex relationship with Spain's Black Claw cult of halfdragon royalty. A mostly straightforward adventure plot leaves plenty of room for character development,
drama, and excitement. (…) Published in France to great acclaim in 2007, Pevel's adventure is just as likely to
charm Anglophone audiences who enjoy action-packed adventure with a true historical sensibility.” Publishers
Weekly, August 30, 2010
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Servat, Gilles: LE MONDE-AUX-JUMEAUX
Book VII of THE ARCTURUS CHRONICLES
(L’Atalante, 2013, 288 pages)
Bré is a planet that resembles a Celtic country of legends. Drwidhs foresee the future, kings test each
other’s powers and heroes fight fabled beasts.
LE MONDE-AUX-JUMEAUX is the direct sequel to the previous books and tells the story of a brother
and a sister who, unaware of this fact, become lovers. These are young heroes, not yet 15, who defy authority
and bring about important political changes on Bré.
At the beginning of the story, when the only problem for our heroes is the quest for the lance of
Lughern that enables its possessor to combat invaders, the discovery of their incest forces them to flee to find a
safe haven, a place where they can live… this will be with the blue-skinned Liwédis, for, in order to become
immune to cold, they cover themselves with a dye derived from a particular shell: the tomgwad. They are
austere, pious and respectful of propriety, customs and tradition. Their animal is the ijen, whose strength
increases until midday then diminishes towards the evening. Their favourite weapon: the catapult. Certain
Liwédi women are skaotes: they have the losca, a fiery warrior power that they can pass on carnally only to
warriors who possess the gift of receiving it.
Poet, singer and musician, Gilles Servat is a marvellous story teller. He imparts to epic fantasy a harsh
yet sensual lyricism and narrates an epic cycle in the era of science fiction.

Geary, Debora: A MODERN WITCH SERIES
(2 Seas Agency / Fireweed Publishing, 2011- 2013, 300 pages)
350,000 copies sold !
This extremely successful series consists of 7 books: A MODERN WITCH, A HIDDEN WITCH, A
RECKLESS WITCH, A NOMADIC WITCH, A DIFFERENT WITCH, A CELTIC WITCH, A LOST WITCH.
This series is best described as “light contemporary fantasy”, but it also reads well as women’s fiction
with a touch of magic. A good dose of humor, a little romance, and characters you won’t want to leave. It’s a
character-driven series with a strong cast of secondary characters that call the readers back to the next book.
Rights sold: Brazil (Novo Conceito), Germany (Heyne), Italy (Leone), Korea (Greenfish), Spain
(Principal de los Libros), Turkey (Inkilap)

Geary, Debora: THE WITCHLIGHT TRILOGY
(2 Seas Agency / Fireweed Publishing September 2012, 400 pages)
100,000 copies sold !
This unputdownable trilogy consists of the following titles: WITCHES ON PAROLE, WITCHES
UNDER WAY, WITCHES IN FLIGHT. It is a companion trilogy to the main series A MODERN WITCH
(some of the same characters are the same), but it reads very well on its own. It is very much women’s fiction—
journeys of self-discovery and sisterhood. Magic is very light in this trilogy.

FANTASY FOR YOUNG ADULT
Audouin-Mamikonian, Sophie: INDIANA TELLER
Volume 3: AUTUMN MOON
(Michel Lafon, March 2013, 380 pages)
The first two volumes made the YA bestsellers list in France.
Bitten by Tyler the werewolf, Katerina has turned into a monster thirsty for blood. For the Teller clan,
the rules are clear: she has to die. But Indiana is strongly opposed to it. Ready for anything to save his soul-mate,
he defies his own pack in times of war – and he uses all his powers, even if it means revealing his time-turning
gift.
Lurking in the shadows, Tyler has only one goal: to break Indiana. And what better way is there than to
turn against him the one he loves most? Indeed, in Katerina’s new claws hides the greatest of powers that could
change the outcome of the ongoing war.
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Blinded by rage and pain, which clan will she choose? In the full moon light, the worst truths will be
revealed and new enemies will come out of darkness. Clan War is declared !
“Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian has a love for the written words and fantasy : her novels are luxuriant,
her writing, direct and her vocabulary, precise.” Le Monde
“An ambitious project successfully managed: the universal theme of the werewolf re-written. We could
almost howl with admiration.” Le Figaro Magazine

Brussolo, Serge: LINA AND THE FOREST OF SPELLS
Volume 1: AN EVIL RAFFLE
(Michel Lafon, Date: March 2013, 370 pages)
Lina has a very strange occupation: she works as a nurse for imaginary friends abandoned in an
orphanage. In her world, magic is real. As she becomes friend with one of these imaginary friends, she discovers
the truth about the manager of the orphanage: he is nothing but an awfully realistic person who hates everything
related to imagination. He wants to kill his patients by injecting them a reality serum! Therefore Lina decides to
help her news friends to escape during the night.
Unfortunately, it is a short relief… Chased by soulless armors, the manager’s army, Lina and her friends
find refuge in the Forest of Spells. Up there, they discover a weird city, where everything is ruled by fate. Their
passport to entry this city? A raffle ticket that will define their home, their occupation and their identity. Yet,
destiny is playing its first trick. Lina becomes the cherished child of a noble couple, Kanzo, the yellow
kangourou becomes a sheep, and Toddy, the shy teddy bear, is turned to… a sentenced to death! In order to save
him, Lina will have to make an agreement with the lord of the Forest, and trick destiny to reverse fate. For in the
Forest of Spells, everything can happen, and nobody knows which evil spirit hides within the roots.
Serge Brussolo has been writing since he is twelve. A specialist of Fantasy and science-fiction, he
became with his series PEGGY SUE, one the most famous French middle-grade authors. LINA AND THE
FOREST OF SPELLS is his new trilogy: a modern and mysterious fairytale that will inspire a new generation of
readers. The Rights rights for many collections by Brussolo are sold to Eksmo.
Selling Points: One of the greatest French Fantasy writers. The huge success of Peggy Sue, translated
in 23 languages, and a bestseller since its publication in 2001.A dynamic author, who communicates with its
readers via Facebook and his blog.
“Brussolo the magician. A true storyteller. He will never tire his readership.” Elle
“The most crazy French author in the Fantasy field.” France-Soir
“All his editors agree that Brussolo has its own literary genre.” Le Nouvel Observateur
“One of the most original voices of French literature.” Le Monde

Martinigol, Danielle: CANTORIA
(L’Atalante, March 2013, 256 pages)
Cantoria is a world of singers. Cantoria is a world where the only exploitable energy is the human
voice. However, all singers are not equal. The low-Singers of the people are exploited to produce electricity that
powers the singing stations or the furnaces of the steam planes.
The high-Singers of the noble classes dedicate their voices: either to choir masters for the worship of the
goddess Astrale; or to princely pilot captains, to propel their space ships - the organ ships - through the solar
system.
It is against this inflexibility that Arth, a teenager living in a distant land away from all these people in
power, rebels. Arth possesses an extraordinary voice, unique in its genre. And he has lost his heart to young
Khena, the daughter of prince Vilanelle. Her voice has been modified to create a Note, a voice adjusted by
design for the worship of the goddess Astrale.
When Khena, now an organ ship singer, is obliged to depart for the outer limits of the solar system,
Arth and his friends, low-Singer revolutionaries, become stowaways on a incredible trip to the planet Astralia, a
mission to discover if magic is of divine or scientific origin… But there is menace prowling in space, something
there that is capable of destroying song and could put even the survival of Cantoria into question.
The time to fight is drawing near; all the more as in the shadows the enChanters are becoming
active…And what if singing proved to be a weapon?
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CANTORIA is a superbly written, well-constructed book. It is musical, not least in its vocabulary - the
pianissimo and mezzo times, the discordant sounds, the Ear etc. – but also in its construction – 4 parts
(Symphony for the Note, Concerto, Symphony for the Ear, Oratorio) and a coda. The adult/child and child/child
relationships are particularly successful and the dialogues delightful.

Fakhouri, Anne: L’HORLOGE DU TEMPS PERDU
(L’Atalante, March 2013, 224 pages)
Theo Fordjman, a lonely, athletic, fourteen-year-old, has two goals this summer: the first is to meet his
favourite author, Stan IaIa, and second, to succeed in doing a double back flip on his skateboard. Meeting his
father Alex on the set of The Clock of Time Past, Stan lala’s most uncharacteristic novel, he at last manages to
achieve the first goal. But Theo has no idea the novelist has found a real time machine that sends him, against his
will, back to the summer of 1984… nor about the story that inspired the novel!
Reincarnated in his own father’s body at 14 and helped by the latter’s two best friends, Pom and Arthur,
Theo must change the course of history in order to prevent the death of one of them. As he leaps to and from the
past like Marty McFly, the main character in Back to the Future, Theo discovers Alex, his seemingly distant,
overworked father, by way of his awkward and dreamy childhood… Stan lala’s novel, written and rewritten
depending on the modifications to Alex’s destiny, serves as a leitmotif to resolve the plot and to return to the
right present. Having become a Time Voyager, Theo learns that the final goal was to put his own life in order, in
the same way as his father’s.
Part adventure novel and part homage to BACK TO THE FUTURE, L’HORLOGE DU TEMPS
PERDU deals with father-son relationships, friendship and resilience.
Anne Fakhouri was born in Paris and, after spending some time elsewhere, has returned to the place of
her birth. Fascinated by both Lewis Carroll and the Knights of the Round Table, her very classical education led
her to the Sorbonne and subsequently to secondary school where she took up the exciting profession of teaching
French. Devouring all forms of literature, she naturally turned to the imaginary genre for her writing, practising
stationary travel and daily escapism. In 2008, L’Atalante published her first novel, a diptych for young adults,
LE CLAIRVOYAGE and LA BRUME DES JOURS, for which she was awarded the Grand Prix de
l’Imaginaire 2010. In 2011 she changed her readership with NARCOGENÈSE, a fantasy thriller for adults.
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